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Pursuant to Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure 27 and 41 and D.C. Circuit 

Rule 41(a)(2), Industry Intervenors move this Court to stay the issuance of its 

mandate until May 8, 2018, ninety days after February 7, 2018, when the mandate 

was scheduled to be issued absent a stay motion.  This Court unquestionably has 

authority to grant such a stay, and there is ample good cause to do so.  See Fed. R. 

App. P. 41(b), 41(d); D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2).  Petitioners oppose this motion.  The 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) consents to this motion. 

INTRODUCTION

Petitioners challenged FERC’s approval of three new interstate natural gas 

pipelines, collectively known as the Southeast Market Pipelines Project (“Project”).  

Op. 2-3.  FERC, the Eleventh Circuit, and this Court all declined to stay construction, 

and Phase I of the Project entered full-design-capacity service after oral argument, 

but before the Court issued its decision.  In a July 3, 2017 letter, Intervenors informed 

the Court that the pipelines had entered service and argued that the panel “should 

order supplemental briefing on remedy”—specifically, on the question of whether 

to vacate the orders or merely remand—if it “agree[d] with any of Petitioners’ merits 

claims.”  7/3/17 Letter 2, ECF No. 1682523.  The Court did not order supplemental 

briefing. 

This Court’s August 22 decision rejected all but one of Petitioners’ numerous 

challenges.  The panel concluded that FERC “should have either given a quantitative 
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estimate of the downstream greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the 

natural gas that the pipelines will transport or explained more specifically why it 

could not have done so.”  Op. 24.  The Court also ordered FERC to explain whether 

(and if so, why) it continues to maintain that the Social Cost of Carbon tool is not 

useful for NEPA purposes.  See id. at 27.  The panel “vacated” FERC’s orders and 

“remanded [them] to FERC for the preparation of an environmental impact 

statement . . . consistent with this opinion.”  Id. at 35. 

Intervenors filed a timely petition for rehearing as to remedy seeking remand 

without vacatur, which this Court denied on January 31, 2018.  This Court also 

denied FERC’s panel rehearing request.  The order denying the panel rehearing 

petitions simply ordered “that the petitions for rehearing be denied,” without 

addressing FERC’s brief alternative request that the Court postpone issuing its 

mandate. 

Following the Court’s order on rehearing, the mandate was scheduled to issue 

on February 7, 2018.  See Fed. R. App. P. 41(b); see also Order (Aug. 22, 2017) 

(ordering Clerk to “withhold issuance of the mandate . . . until seven days after 

disposition of any timely petition for rehearing or petition for rehearing en banc”).  

At that point the orders under review would be “vacated,” Op. 35, potentially forcing 

the shutdown of major, operational interstate natural gas pipelines during critical 

periods of winter demand. 
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The Court should postpone issuing its mandate vacating FERC’s certificate 

orders for several reasons.  First, FERC has taken significant steps to comply with 

the Court’s decision:  On February 5, 2018, FERC issued a final supplemental 

environmental impact statement that provides “a quantitative estimate of the 

downstream greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the natural gas that 

the pipelines will transport” and reaffirms FERC’s well-established position that the 

Social Cost of Carbon is inappropriate for use in project-level NEPA reviews.  

Op. 24, 27; see also Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (“Final 

SEIS”) (Ex. A).  On February 6, 2018, FERC filed a motion asking this Court to stay 

issuance of its mandate for a brief period, and “committed to issuing an order on 

remand” by a date certain.  FERC Mot. to Stay Issuance of Mandate 3 (Feb. 6, 2018).  

In short, FERC is now poised to decide whether to reaffirm its Project authorization 

in light of its supplemental environmental analysis. 

Furthermore, shutting down the pipelines at issue would cause economic and 

environmental harms, and could interfere with the delivery of reliable electric 

service at a reasonable price to millions of Florida residents.  These concerns are not 

hypothetical.  The Project facilities play a critical role in providing transportation of 

natural gas to Florida utilities, including (but not only) during periods of peak 

electric demand in the Southeast caused by cold (or hot) weather.  During a recent 

severe cold snap on January 4, 2018, the Sabal Trail pipeline operated at 96% of its 
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current authorized in-service capacity, transporting 800,000 dekatherms in 

aggregate—on a day when the only two other pipelines serving Florida were 

operating at 99% and 100% capacity, respectively, and thus could not have met 

demand in Sabal Trail’s absence.  See Third Suppl. Shammo Decl. ¶¶ 3-4 (Ex. B).  

That day’s Sabal Trail flow was equivalent to fully twice the contractual firm 

capacity held by Florida Power & Light.  See Shammo Decl. ¶ 10 (Intervenors’ 

Reh’g Pet. Ex. E).    

Similarly, Sabal Trail flowed 640,542 dekatherms of gas on January 5, and 

549,574 dekatherms on January 18.  Third Suppl. Shammo Decl. ¶ 3.  The other two 

pipelines serving Florida were operating at 98% and 100% capacity on those dates, 

meaning that once again, they could not have substituted for Sabal Trail, if the 

Project’s pipelines had been shut down.  Id. ¶¶ 4-5.   

Florida Power & Light has used gas transported on Project facilities not only 

to meet its own customer demand, but also to help satisfy the demand of neighboring 

utilities that were also experiencing peak loads due to extremely low temperatures—

emphasizing the critical role this Project plays in improving the reliability and 

resilience of the electric system in Florida and the Southeast region.  See Suppl. 

Yupp Decl. ¶ 5 (Ex. C).  Although characteristics of the pipeline grid and electric 

system differ from region to region, recent experience in other pipeline-constrained 
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markets demonstrates that inadequate gas pipeline capacity can have significant 

economic and environmental consequences during peak demand periods.1

This motion is procedurally proper.  Intervenors have not previously sought a 

stay of the mandate, and this Court did not previously have briefing on the distinct 

legal standard governing stay requests.  FERC has now issued a detailed final 

supplemental environmental impact statement, in compliance with this Court’s 

decision.  FERC now merely requires a reasonable period of time to decide whether 

to reaffirm the Project’s authorization in light of its supplemental analysis.  A modest 

stay would allow FERC to issue a remand order before the mandate issues and the 

orders under review are vacated, or at least would give FERC an opportunity to 

consider and act on the pending request for expedited action or emergency temporary 

authorizations.  See Florida Southeast Connection, LLC et al., Request For 

1 For instance, in December 2017 and January 2018 in the Northeast market, “[h]igh 
demand for natural gas to heat power plants, homes and businesses during the cold 
created gas pipeline constraints” that led to an “increase in power production” at 
“oil- and coal-fired power plants.”  As Massachusetts Energy and Environment 
Secretary Matthew Beaton explained, “[t]he two million barrels of oil burned 
between Dec. 25 and Jan. 9 [in Massachusetts] was more than four times the roughly 
500,000 barrels of oil Massachusetts power generators had burned to that point in 
2017 and more than double the total amount [of oil] burned in [Massachusetts by 
power generators during the entire year of] 2016.”  During that two-week period, 
“what [the state] used in oil [wa]s the equivalent of approximately five percent of 
the total emissions reduction [Massachusetts] need[s] between 2014 and 2020” to 
meet its own greenhouse-gas reduction goals.  See Colin A. Young, Massive Oil 
Burn During Cold Snap A ‘Disaster,’ Says State Energy And Environment Secretary, 
Berkshire Eagle (State House News Service) (Jan. 24, 2018), https://goo.gl/KbakjP. 
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Expedited Issuance Of Order On Remand Reissuing Certificates, Or In The 

Alternative, Abbreviated Application For Temporary Emergency Certificates, FERC 

Docket No. CP14-554 et al. (Feb. 2, 2018).  A stay will also allow Intervenors to 

seek further review in the Supreme Court, if necessary. 

If the Court denies this motion, Intervenors respectfully request that the Court 

ensure that issuance of its mandate is withheld until seven days after entry of an 

order denying this motion, in accordance with Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 

41(b), so that Intervenors may apply for an emergency stay from the Supreme Court.  

See Fed. R. App. P. 41(b) (“The court’s mandate must issue . . . 7 days after entry of 

an order denying a timely petition for panel rehearing, petition for rehearing en banc, 

or motion for stay of mandate, whichever is later.”  (emphasis added)).  

ARGUMENT 

I. A Stay Of The Mandate Is An Established And Appropriate Means Of 
Fashioning A Practical Remedy To Deficient Agency Action. 

This Court has often confronted the question of the appropriate remedy for 

deficient agency action.  Commonly, this is framed as a choice between (1) vacating 

the orders under review or (2) remand without vacatur.  See Allied-Signal, Inc. v. 

Nuclear Regulatory Comm’n, 988 F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993).  But the choice 

of remedy is not binary.  This Court has also invited agencies to seek a stay of the 

mandate to prevent the disruptive consequences of vacatur.  See, e.g., Cement Kiln 

Recycling Coal. v. EPA, 255 F.3d 855, 872 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (per curiam); Columbia 
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Falls Aluminum Co. v. EPA, 139 F.3d 914, 924 (D.C. Cir. 1998); see also Friends 

of the Earth, Inc. v. EPA, 446 F.3d 140, 148 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (noting parties could 

move to stay district-court order on remand).  And it has not hesitated to order such 

a stay in appropriate cases.  See, e.g., Order, Waterkeeper All. v. EPA, No. 09-1017 

(D.C. Cir. Aug. 16, 2017) (per curiam); Order, Cement Kiln Recycling Coal. v. EPA, 

No. 99-1457 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 1, 2001) (per curiam); Indep. U.S. Tanker Owners 

Comm. v. Dole, 809 F.2d 847, 854-55 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (declining to remand without 

vacatur because the agency’s “omissions [were] quite serious,” but withholding 

issuance of mandate “to avoid further disruptions”); Maryland People’s Counsel v. 

FERC, 768 F.2d 1354, 1354 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (per curiam) (staying mandate to 

provide FERC time to address the court’s instructions on remand). 

This approach allows the agency to comply with a court’s decision before a 

disruptive vacatur takes effect, while simultaneously providing the agency a time-

limited incentive to act promptly.  See Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 579 F.3d 1, 12 (D.C. 

Cir. 2009) (Randolph, J., concurring).  It may be especially appropriate in cases like 

this one, where the panel has declined to remand without vacatur, but the flaws 

identified in the agency’s order are nonetheless discrete and remediable in the 

relatively short term.  See Ronald M. Levin, “Vacation” at Sea: Judicial Remedies 

and Equitable Discretion in Administrative Law, 53 Duke L.J. 291, 302 & n.40 

(2003) (describing vacatur combined with a “delay [of the] issuance of the court’s 
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mandate” as “a frequently used technique” appropriate for staving off “potential 

disruptions resulting from invalidation of an agency rule” in “simple case[s] in which 

the agency could be expected to repair its error immediately”). 

Moreover, the Court indisputably has the authority to grant a stay of its 

mandate in order to shape such a practical remedy.  See Fed. R. App. P. 41(b) 

(providing that “[t]he court may shorten or extend the time” for issuance of 

mandate); D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2) (providing for motions to stay the issuance of 

mandate). Thus, staying issuance of the mandate has frequently been cited as an 

attractive remedial option by judges and commentators who are averse to remand 

without vacatur, but nonetheless recognize that the specific circumstances of a case 

make immediate vacatur unreasonable.  See Comcast, 579 F.3d at 11 (Randolph, J., 

concurring) (“It is easy to postulate cases in which vacating an agency . . . order 

might have dire consequences.  But . . . the losing agency may always file a post-

decision motion for a stay of the mandate showing why its . . . order should continue 

to govern until proceedings on remand are completed.”); In re Core Commc’ns, Inc., 

531 F.3d 849, 862-63 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (Griffith, J., concurring) (suggesting post-

decision stay motions as a potential alternative where “open-ended remand without 

vacatur” may be inappropriate); Brian S. Prestes, Remanding Without Vacating 

Agency Action, 32 Seton Hall L. Rev. 108, 128 (2001).
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II. There Is Good Cause For Staying The Mandate. 

Under this Circuit’s rules, a party moving for a stay of issuance of the mandate 

must show “good cause for the relief sought.”  D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2).  In this case, 

there is more than good cause to stay issuance of the Court’s mandate.  If the orders 

under review are vacated before FERC has an adequate opportunity to respond to 

the Court’s decision, then significant, irreparable economic and environmental 

harms will follow.  In compliance with this Court’s decision, FERC has already 

issued a final supplemental environmental impact statement that provides a 

quantitative estimate of downstream greenhouse gas emissions and addresses the 

Social Cost of Carbon.  See Final SEIS 3-10.  FERC now merely requires a modest 

extension of time before the mandate issues to decide whether to reaffirm the 

Project’s authorization.  See FERC Mot. to Stay Mandate 3.  There are strong 

arguments for FERC to do so, given that the Project’s contribution to national 

greenhouse gas emissions will be minimal—less than 0.5% per year, even under 

extraordinarily conservative assumptions.  See Final SEIS 6.  Given FERC’s prompt 

issuance of a final supplemental environmental impact statement and commitment 

to take action by a date certain, there is no basis for concern about undue agency 

delay.  Granting a stay in this case will provide substantial benefits, both economic 

and environmental in nature, without material negative effects. 
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A. Vacatur Would Cause Significant, Irreparable Economic And 
Environmental Harms. 

Intervenors have discussed at length the harms that would result if FERC’s 

orders are vacated and there is a lapse in federal authorization of Project facilities.  

See Intervenors’ Reh’g Pet. 11-15.  To summarize, vacatur would (1) interfere with 

power-generation plans and harm the environment, (2) cause significant collateral 

disruption, and (3) inflict significant economic harm. 

Shippers are using the Project facilities to meet critical need during periods of 

peak winter demand.  As discussed above, on January 4, 2018, the Sabal Trail 

pipeline transported 800,000 dekatherms of gas—fully 96% of its currently 

authorized in-service capacity—during a period of particularly cold weather.  See 

Third Suppl. Shammo Decl. ¶ 3.  During that period, Florida Power & Light explains 

that it used gas transported on Sabal Trail and Florida Southeast Connection to meet 

not only its own customers’ demand, but also to help meet the needs of neighboring 

utilities in Florida that were also experiencing a surge in demand due to cold 

weather—emphasizing the important role this Project plays in improving the 

reliability and resiliency of the entire energy grid in Florida and the Southeast region.  

Suppl. Yupp Decl. ¶ 5.  Similar spikes in utilization of Sabal Trail occurred on 

January 5 and 18, 2018.  Third Suppl. Shammo Decl. ¶ 3.  Based on publicly reported 

data, Gulfstream and Florida Gas Transmission, the two other pipelines serving 

Florida, were operating between 98 and 100 percent utilization on each of those 
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dates—and thus did not have adequate capacity to provide alternative transportation 

service, if the Project facilities had been shut down.  Id. ¶¶ 4-5.

Florida Power & Light is currently relying on Project-transported gas from 

Sabal Trail and Florida Southeast to fuel gas-fired power plants (including its Martin 

power plant in Martin County and its Riviera Beach power plant in Palm Beach 

County) to provide electricity to its retail and wholesale electric customers in 

Florida.  Suppl. Yupp Decl. ¶¶ 3, 5; Stubblefield Decl. ¶¶ 3, 6 (Intervenors’ Reh’g 

Pet. Ex. G); Final SEIS 3-4.  The Sabal Trail and Florida Southeast pipelines will 

help Florida Power & Light ensure reliable power generation during the continuing 

winter period of February and early March.  Conversely, periods of warm or even 

hot weather can also occur beginning in March, resulting in additional peak demand 

levels.  Suppl. Yupp Decl. ¶ 6. 

In turn, Duke Energy Florida, another anchor shipper of Sabal Trail, is nearing 

completion of its new Citrus County Combined Cycle Project, a gas-fired plant 

needed to meet peak load in the immediate future, and which requires service on 

Sabal Trail to timely place the plant into service.  Sideris Aff. ¶¶ 3, 6 (Intervenors’ 

Reh’g Pet. Ex. F); see also Buster Thompson, Gas Plant Nearly Three-Quarters 

Finished, Citrus County Chronicle (Jan. 29, 2018), https://goo.gl/nt46gm.  Sabal 

Trail is the only pipeline connected to Duke’s plant and will enable Duke to provide 

electricity to this densely populated region.  The plant “will [also] enable Duke 
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Energy to retire half of its coal-fired fleet in Florida, which will drive a decrease in 

overall greenhouse gas emissions.”  Duke Energy Florida, LLC’s Letter in 

Support 2, FERC Docket CP15-17 (Feb. 5, 2018), https://goo.gl/u39FvX.  Florida 

Power & Light, Duke, and other electric generators in the region rely on the 

availability of both firm and interruptible pipeline capacity at times of high electric 

demand.  Without the Project, Florida Power & Light and Duke will likely have to 

deploy more costly, less efficient, and higher-emitting fuels, such as coal and fuel 

oil, to meet demand.  See Stubblefield Decl. ¶¶ 5-7; Sideris Aff. ¶¶ 5-6; see also Op. 

4, 25; Final SEIS 3-5; JA917 (“For a typical (baseload) case, . . . lifecycle emissions 

of electricity from natural gas are less than half that of coal.”). 

Vacatur would also interfere with ongoing mitigation, cleanup, and 

environmental-restoration efforts authorized by the certificate orders, as well as 

necessary maintenance, inspection, and safety measures.  Shammo Decl. ¶¶ 12, 14.  

Complex, time-consuming, and costly activities would need to be undertaken before 

the Project’s pipelines could be shut down—and again before they could later be 

returned to service.  Id. ¶ 14; Macon Decl. ¶ 10 (Intervenors’ Reh’g Pet. Ex. H); 

Duvall Decl. ¶ 13 (Intervenors’ Reh’g Pet. Ex. I).   

Finally, even a temporary halt in pipeline service would inflict significant 

economic harm.  If utilities must resort to “more expensive alternative fuels,” JA12, 

ratepayers—millions of ordinary Floridians who rely on Florida Power & Light and 
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Duke for electricity—will bear higher costs.  Requiring utilities to change fuel 

sources on short notice will also increase cost volatility and sacrifice the stability of 

long-term contracting.  See Sideris Aff. ¶ 6; Stubblefield Decl. ¶ 6.  Furthermore, if 

the Project were forced to cease operations even temporarily, the pipelines would 

lose substantial revenue.  See Shammo Decl. ¶ 13; Macon Decl. ¶¶ 7, 12; Duvall 

Decl. ¶ 12.   

In opposing rehearing, Sierra Club and other Petitioners sought to minimize 

these harms.  See Sierra Club Resp. to Reh’g Pets. 10-11.  They asserted incorrectly 

that “existing pipelines have adequate capacity to meet current needs.”  Id. at 10.  

But the Florida Public Service Commission found that additional natural gas pipeline 

capacity is “necessary for assuring the reliability of Florida’s electric generating 

system.”  JA11-12.  That finding is supported by declarations from employees of the 

electric utilities themselves, and by data on the actual utilization of those pipelines 

during periods of peak demand—including peaks that occurred as recently as mid-

January 2018.  See Patton Decl. ¶¶ 3, 5-7 (Intervenors’ Reh’g Reply Ex. 1); Suppl. 

Shammo Decl. ¶¶ 6-8 (Intervenors’ Reh’g Reply Ex. 2); Suppl. Stubblefield Decl. 

¶ 2 (Intervenors’ Reh’g Reply Ex. 3); Suppl. Yupp Decl. ¶¶ 5-6.  Furthermore, 

shutting down this Project would force utilities to burn higher-emitting and more 

expensive coal and oil.  Sierra Club and other petitioners have studiously ignored—
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and evidently are unconcerned by—the financial costs of shutdown for Florida’s 

electric ratepayers. 

With respect to the severe and irreparable financial losses vacatur would 

inflict on pipeline companies themselves, Petitioners have argued that pipeline 

developers “assumed the risk” of vacatur.  Sierra Club Resp. to Reh’g Pets. 11-12.  

But developers should not be required to self-enjoin throughout a multi-year 

administrative and judicial review process—as that would leave an infrastructure 

project FERC found to be “required by the . . . public convenience and necessity,” 

15 U.S.C. § 717f(e) (emphasis added); see also JA1101, on the basis of time-

sensitive contracts for firm transportation capacity, either unbuilt or unused. 

Petitioners’ “self-inflicted harm” theory finds no support in the out-of-circuit 

cases they cited, which addressed circumstances unlike those here.  See Sierra Club 

v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 645 F.3d 978, 991 (8th Cir. 2011) (power company 

made “repeated decisions to proceed with . . . construction even in the absence of 

administrative authority”); Davis v. Mineta, 302 F.3d 1104, 1116 (10th Cir. 2002) 

(state entities treated environmental review as a “pro forma” process).  Unlike in 

those cases, FERC and Intervenors here worked carefully and diligently to comply 

with NEPA’s environmental review obligations.  Cf. Sierra Club, Inc. v. Bostick, 

539 F. App’x 885, 891-94 (10th Cir. 2013) (limiting “self-inflicted” harm theory to 

cases involving misconduct).  More broadly, case law does not support, let alone 
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require, ignoring financial harms to regulated and third parties.  Cf. Louisiana Fed. 

Land Bank Ass’n v. Farm Credit Admin., 336 F.3d 1075, 1085 (D.C. Cir. 2003). 

B. FERC Has Cured The Deficiencies This Court Identified In Its 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

Staying the mandate is particularly appropriate in this case because the Court 

rejected the vast majority of Petitioners’ numerous challenges, and remanded for a 

limited number of discrete tasks.2  In compliance with the Court’s decision, FERC 

issued a final supplemental environmental impact statement on February 5, 2018.  

The document quantifies estimated end-user emissions and reaffirms the three 

reasons FERC previously identified—and this Court previously upheld in 

EarthReports, Inc. v. FERC, 828 F.3d 949, 956 (D.C. Cir. 2016)—for concluding 

that the Social Cost of Carbon tool is inappropriate for NEPA analysis of particular 

infrastructure projects.  See Final SEIS 3-10.  FERC is now poised to decide whether 

to reaffirm the Project’s authorization in light of the final supplemental 

environmental impact statement, and has committed to doing so promptly.  See

FERC Mot. to Stay Issuance of Mandate 3.  As explained above, the Project’s 

minimal relative contribution to national greenhouse gas emissions should weigh in 

favor of reaffirmance.  See supra p. 9.     

2 Even where, unlike here, an agency action cannot be sustained, a stay can provide 
critical time to manage and implement necessary changes in an orderly fashion.  See, 
e.g., Indep. U.S. Tanker Owners Comm., 809 F.2d at 854-55. 
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Petitioners criticized FERC’s draft supplemental environmental impact 

statement on the merits, taking issue with FERC’s methodology for quantifying 

downstream emissions, reasons for not using the Social Cost of Carbon tool, and 

other issues.  See, e.g., Comments of Sierra Club, FERC Docket Nos. CP14-554 et 

al. (Nov. 20, 2017).  Responses exist to each of those concerns.  See generally Final 

SEIS (responding to comments); see also Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC, Response 

to Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, FERC 

Docket Nos. CP15-17 et al. (Dec. 4, 2017).  But in any event, if Petitioners are in 

fact dissatisfied with FERC’s actions on remand, they will have a remedy under the 

Natural Gas Act.  Conversely, the mere availability of further review in the ordinary 

course does not change the fact that FERC has already moved to address the 

concerns identified by the panel.  In light of the discrete nature of FERC’s tasks on 

remand, the contents of the final supplemental environmental impact statement, and 

FERC’s recent commitment to take action by a date certain, it is more than 

“plausible,” Black Oak Energy, LLC v. FERC, 725 F.3d 230, 244 (D.C. Cir. 2013), 

that FERC will promptly “substantiate its decision on remand,” Allied-Signal, 988 

F.2d at 151.  Vacating the Project’s certificate orders in the interim would only cause 

needless, severe disruption, with no net countervailing benefits. 
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C. If The Court Grants A Stay, There Will Be No Reason For Concern 
Over Potential Agency Delay. 

A stay would raise no concerns about agency delay.  If the Court grants this 

motion and stays the issuance of its mandate until May 8, 2018, FERC will be under 

an automatic and effectively self-enforcing external deadline to decide whether to 

reaffirm the Project’s authorization in light of the final environmental impact 

statement.  Any concerns about delay that might weigh against remand without 

vacatur are therefore inapplicable to a time-limited stay.

III. Alternatively, This Court Should Stay The Mandate To Avoid 
Irreparable Harm Pending The Preparation And Disposition Of A 
Petition For A Writ Of Certiorari. 

Given the grievous consequences of a lapse in federal authorization, 

Intervenors must also consider seeking further review and a stay of this Court’s 

decision in the Supreme Court.  A stay of the mandate is thus also appropriate to 

prevent Intervenors from suffering irreparable harm during the preparation and 

disposition of any petition for a writ of certiorari. 

A stay of issuance of the mandate pending the filing and disposition of a 

petition for a writ of certiorari is appropriate when (1) “the certiorari petition would 

present a substantial question,” and (2) “there is good cause for a stay.”  Fed. R. App. 

P. 41(d)(2)(A); see also D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2).  As described in detail above, good 

cause exists for a stay.  Furthermore, a petition for a writ of certiorari would present 

substantial questions.  Notably, this Court rejected Intervenors’ argument that FERC 
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was not the legally relevant cause of downstream carbon emissions and any climate 

change impacts, because it is solely within the jurisdiction of the State of Florida, 

and not FERC, to determine how the state would satisfy its electric generating needs.  

Intervenors argued that NEPA therefore did not require FERC to consider such 

emissions or effects.  Intervenors grounded that argument in the Supreme Court’s 

NEPA causation analysis in Department of Transportation v. Public Citizen, 541 

U.S. 752 (2004).  In rejecting this argument, the panel majority sought to distinguish 

both Public Citizen and prior precedents of this Court that applied Public Citizen in 

challenges to FERC decisions.  Op. 20-23. 

There is a substantial question whether the Court’s decision is consistent with 

Public Citizen.  The majority’s reading of that case elicited a vigorous dissent from 

Judge Brown, who would have affirmed FERC in all respects.  In her view, the 

decision to remand and vacate FERC’s orders was inconsistent not only with circuit 

precedent, but also with Public Citizen.  Op. 6 (Brown, J., concurring in part and 

dissenting in part).  The importance of this merits question is magnified by this 

Court’s decision to vacate FERC’s orders, rather than remand without vacatur.  

There is a significant likelihood the Supreme Court will grant review where a dispute 

exists among circuit judges about how to read a key Supreme Court precedent, and 

that dispute threatens to disrupt basic energy infrastructure serving one of the 

nation’s most populous states.  In addition, given the sharply divergent views even 
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among members of this Court on application of remand without vacatur—and the 

panel’s decision to impose vacatur here without explanation—the Supreme Court 

may also elect to address when vacatur is the appropriate remedy for NEPA 

violations. 

Granting a short stay of issuance of the mandate will allow Intervenors to seek 

further review before the orders are vacated.3

IV. A Stay Of The Mandate Is Warranted Even Under The Traditional Four-
Factor Test For Motions To Stay Pending Appeal. 

One member of this Court has suggested that post-decision motions for a stay 

of the mandate should be evaluated under the same factors as motions to stay an 

order under review pending appeal.  See Honeywell Int’l Inc. v. EPA, 374 F.3d 1363, 

1375 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (Randolph, J., concurring) (citing Va. Petroleum Jobbers 

Ass’n v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. Cir. 1958)); cf. Nken v. 

Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 434 (2009).  That suggestion is inconsistent with the plain 

language of Circuit Rule 41(a)(2), which authorizes staying this Court’s mandate 

based on a simple showing of “good cause.”  Unlike Circuit Rules 8(a)(1) and 

18(a)(1), which govern motions for stays pending appeal, Rule 41(a)(2) does not

require that the party seeking to stay the mandate address the four traditional factors 

for stays pending appeal.  Compare D.C. Cir. R. 8(a)(1), 18(a)(1) (motions for stay 

3 Upon the filing of a certiorari petition, this Court’s initial stay would “continu[e] 
until the Supreme Court’s final disposition.”  Fed. R. App. P. 41(d)(2)(B). 
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pending appeal must discuss the four traditional stay factors “with specificity”), with

D.C. Cir. R. 41(a)(2) (providing that a stay of issuance of the mandate will not be 

granted unless “good cause” is shown, without reference to traditional stay factors).   

In any event, even if the Court were to consider the traditional stay factors in 

evaluating Intervenors’ motion, those factors are satisfied here.  As the discussion 

above demonstrates, FERC has already cured the deficiencies this Court identified 

in its environmental impact statement and is poised to issue an order on remand.  If 

Intervenors seek Supreme Court review, there is a substantial likelihood that the 

Supreme Court will grant certiorari and reverse the vacatur of FERC’s certificate 

orders.  Further, Intervenors will suffer irreparable harm without a stay.  The public 

interest heavily favors leaving the orders in place for a short time while FERC 

decides whether to reaffirm the Project’s authorization in light of its final 

environmental impact statement, thus preserving the status quo and allowing the 

continued operation of pipelines that the Commission specifically found to be 

required in the public interest.  Nor is there reason to believe Petitioners will suffer 

any, much less significant, harm during the brief stay period Intervenors are 

requesting—especially given the very small, incremental, and global nature of the 

greenhouse gas emissions this Court identified as requiring additional NEPA 

analysis, the lack of any accepted methodology for connecting those emissions to 

specific environmental effects, and the offsetting (almost certainly greater) 
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emissions from other fuels used to generate power that otherwise would have come 

from natural gas transported by the Project. 

CONCLUSION 

The Court should stay issuance of the mandate until May 8, 2018, ninety days 

after February 7, 2018, when the mandate was scheduled to be issued absent a stay 

motion.  If the Court denies this motion, the Court should ensure that issuance of its 

mandate is withheld until seven days after entry of the Court’s order, in accordance 

with Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 41(b), to give the Supreme Court an 

opportunity to consider and rule on an application for an emergency stay. 
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Date:  February 6, 2018 Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Jeremy C. Marwell
P. Martin Teague 
Associate General Counsel 
Sabal Trail Management, LLC 
as operator of Sabal Trail 
Transmission, LLC 
2701 North Rocky Point Drive, 
Suite 1050 
Tampa, FL  33607 
Phone: 813.282.6605 
Email: Marty.Teague@enbridge.com

Michael B. Wigmore 
Jeremy C. Marwell 
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 500 West 
Washington, DC   20037 
Phone: 202.639.6507 
Email: mwigmore@velaw.com 
Email: jmarwell@velaw.com 

James D. Seegers 
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
1001 Fannin Street 
Suite 2500 
Houston, TX  77002 
Phone: 713.758.2939 
Email: jseegers@velaw.com 

Counsel for Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC 
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/s/ James H. Jeffries IV (by permission) 
James H. Jeffries IV 
Moore & Van Allen, PLLC 
100 North Tryon Street 
Suite 4700 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Phone:  704.331.1079 
Email: jimjeffries@mvalaw.com 

Counsel for Duke Energy  
Florida, LLC

/s/ Charles L. Schlumberger (by 
permission) 
Charles L. Schlumberger 
Senior Litigation Counsel 
Florida Power & Light Company 
700 Universe Blvd. 
Juno Beach, FL 33408 
Phone:  561.304.6742 
Charles.Schlumberger@fpl.com 

Counsel for Florida Power & Light 
Company 

/s/ Anna M. Manasco (by permission) 
Anna M. Manasco 
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP 
1819 Fifth Avenue North 
Birmingham, AL 35203 
Phone:  205.521.8868 
Email:  amanasco@bradley.com 

Counsel for Transcontinental Gas 
Pipe Line Company, LLC

/s/ Brian D. O’Neill (by permission) 
Brian D. O’Neill 
Michael R. Pincus 
Van Ness Feldman, LLP 
1050 Thomas Jefferson St., NW 
Washington, DC 20007 
Phone:  202.298.1800 
Email:  bdo@vnf.com 
Email:  mrp@vnf.com 

William Lavarco 
NextEra Energy, Inc. 
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Suite 220 
Washington, DC 20004 
Phone:  202.347.7082 
Email:  william.lavarco@nee.com 

Counsel for Florida Southeast 
Connection, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

1. This motion complies with the word limit of Fed. R. App. P. 27(d)(2) 

because it contains 5014 words, excluding the parts exempted by Fed. R. App. P. 

32(f) and 27(d)(2). 

2. This motion complies with the typeface requirements of Fed. R. App. 

P. 32(a)(5) and the type-style requirements of Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(6), because it 

has been prepared in a proportionally spaced typeface using Microsoft Word 2016 

in Times New Roman 14-point font. 

DATED:  February 6, 2018 /s/ Jeremy C. Marwell 
Jeremy C. Marwell  
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 500 West 
Washington, DC   20037 
Phone: 202.639.6507 
jmarwell@velaw.com 

Counsel for Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, I hereby 

certify that, on February 6, 2018, I electronically filed the foregoing Motion of 

Intervenor-Respondents for 90-Day Stay of Issuance of Mandate with the Clerk of 

the Court for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit by using 

the appellate CM/ECF system, and served copies of the foregoing via the Court’s 

CM/ECF system on all ECF-registered counsel. 

/s/ Jeremy C. Marwell 
Jeremy C. Marwell  
Vinson & Elkins LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 500 West 
Washington, DC   20037 
Phone: 202.639.6507 
jmarwell@velaw.com 

Counsel for Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

OFFICE OF ENERGY PROJECTS 

February 5, 2018 

TO THE PARTY ADDRESSED:  

In Reply Refer To: 
OEP/DG2E/Gas Branch 3 
Florida Southeast Connection, 
LLC; Transcontinental Gas Pipe 
Line Company, LLC; Sabal Trail 
Transmission, LLC 
Docket Nos. CP14-554-002; 
CP15-16-003; CP15-17-002 

The staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission) 
has prepared the enclosed final supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) to 
address the August 22, 2017 Opinion issued by the United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia regarding the Commission's environmental review of the Southeast 
Market Pipelines (SMP) Project. 

On September 27, 2017, the Commission issued a draft SEIS for the SMP Project. 
The final SEIS estimates the greenhouse gas emissions generated by the SMP Project's 
customers' downstream facilities, describes the methodology used to determine these 
estimates, discusses context for understanding the magnitude of these emissions, 
describes the Commission's past policy on the use of the Social Cost of Carbon tool, and 
as appropriate addresses comments on the draft SEIS. 

Commission staff will mail copies of the final SEIS to federal, state, and local 
government representatives and agencies; elected officials; environmental and public 
interest groups; Native American tribes; potentially affected landowners and other 
interested individuals and groups; newspapers and libraries in the project area; and parties 
to this proceeding. Additionally, the final SEIS is available for public viewing on the 
FERC's website (www.ferc.gov) using the eLibrary link. A limited number of copies are 
available for distribution and public inspection at: 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Public Reference Room 

888 First Street NE, Room 2A 
Washington, DC 20426 

(202) 502-8371 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
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Ouestions?  

Additional information about the SMP Project is available from the Commission's 
Office of External Affairs, at (866) 208-FERC, or on the FERC website (www.ferc.gov) 
using the eLibrary link. Click on the eLibrary link, click on "General Search," and enter 
the docket number excluding the last three digits in the Docket Number field (i.e., CP14-
554, CP15-16, or CP15-17). Be sure you have selected an appropriate date range. 
For assistance, please contact FERC Online Support at FERCOnlineSupport@ferc.gov   or 
toll free at (866) 208-3676; for TTY, contact (202) 502-8659. The eLibrary link also 
provides access to the texts of formal documents issued by the Commission, such as 
orders, notices, and rulemakings. 

In addition, the Commission offers a free service called eSubscription that allows 
you to keep track of all formal issuances and submittals in specific dockets. This can 
reduce the amount of time you spend researching proceedings by automatically providing 
you with notification of these filings, document summaries, and direct links to the 
documents. Go to www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/esubscription.asp.  
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The vertical line in the margin identifies text that has been modified in this final 
supplemental environmental impact statement and differs materially from the 
corresponding text in the draft supplemental environmental impact statement. 

SOUTHEAST MARKET PIPELINES PROJECT 
Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 

FERC EIS 0279F 
(February 2018) 

INTRODUCTION 

The Southeast Market Pipelines Project (SMP Project) is composed of three 
separate, but related, interstate natural gas transmission pipeline projects subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission). 
These projects are the: Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC's (Transco) 
Hillabee Expansion Project in Docket No. CP15-16-000; Sabal Trail Transmission, 
LLC's (Sabal Trail) Sabal Trail Project in Docket No. CP15-17-000; and Florida 
Southeast Connection, LLC's (FSC) Florida Southeast Connection Project in Docket No. 
CP14-554-000. Transco, Sabal Trail, and FSC are collectively referred to herein as the 
"Applicants". Together, these projects (referred to as the SMP Project) involve the 
construction and operation of approximately 685 miles of pipeline and associated 
facilities including compressor stations, valves, and inspection equipment. 

In compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), we' prepared 
a draft and final environmental impact statement to: identify and assess potential impacts 
on the natural and human environment resulting from construction and operation of the 
SMP Project; describe and evaluate reasonable alternatives to the SMP Project; identify 
and recommend specific mitigation measures to avoid or reduce/minimize environmental 
impacts; and encourage and facilitate involvement by the public and interested agencies 
in the environmental review process. 

Staff issued the final environmental impact statement (FEIS) for the SMP Project 
in December 2015. The Commission issued an Order Issuing Certificates and Approving 
Abandonment (Order) in February 2016, and on September 7, 2016, an Order Denying 
Rehearing. Project construction began in August 2016. In June and July 2017, 
Commission staff authorized the pipelines to commence service of completed facilities. 

1 "We," "our," and "us" refers to the environmental staff of the Commission's Office of Energy Projects. 
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In August 2017, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit remanded the Commission's orders for preparation of a supplemental 
environmental impact statement (SEIS) consistent with the court's opinion. The 
Commission's staff issued a draft SEIS on September 27, 2017. The draft SEIS was filed 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and a formal notice of availability 
was issued in the Federal Register on October 4, 2017. The draft SEIS was mailed to 
6,658 parties including federal, state, and local government agencies; elected officials; 
Native American tribes; affected landowners; local libraries and newspapers; intervenors 
in the FERC's proceeding; and other interested parties. The Federal Register notice 
established a 45-day comment period on the draft SEIS that ended on November 20, 
2017. The notice described the procedures for filing comments on the draft SEIS and 
how information about the SMP Project could be found on the FERC's website. 

In response to the draft SEIS, the Commission received 111 comment letters. 
Copies of the letters and our responses to their comments are summarized in Appendix A. 
The Commission received comment letters from the EPA, Senators Whitehouse and 
Bennet, the Sierra Club, Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia Law School, 
other non-governmental organizations, Sabal Trail, FSC, numerous individuals, and 
others. Several of the comment letters received can be characterized as form letters, 
some of which have numerous signatories. Comments provided generally addressed the 
significance of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions impacts on the environment; the context 
provided for understanding the significance of these emissions; discrete impacts on the 
environment associated with GHG emissions; the Commission's policy on the Social Cost 
of Carbon (SCC); and the significance of associated methane emissions. All timely 
comments received were considered by staff, and are addressed, as appropriate, in this 
final SEIS. Changes made to the draft SEIS reflect our consideration of the comments as 
well as additional staff analysis. 

The analysis provided in this final SEIS was prepared to supplement the 
information and analyses contained within the December 2015 FEIS for the SMP Project, 
which discussed the direct GHG emissions of the SMP Project and summarized the 
existing and projected climate change impacts on Florida. The cumulative impacts 
analysis presented in the FEIS included air emissions from the known power plants 
served by the SMP Project. However, the GHG emissions associated with use and 
combustion of the natural gas to be transported by the SMP Project were not included in 
the analysis. The analysis in this final SEIS addresses downstream GHG emissions and 
provides context to assist public understanding. 

- 2 - - 2 -  
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The final SEIS is being mailed to the parties who received the draft SEIS as well as 
those parties who commented on the draft SEIS or who have become a party to this 
proceeding. In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ) 
regulations implementing NEPA, no agency decision on a proposed action may be made 
until 30 days after the EPA publishes a notice of availability of the FEIS in the federal 
register. However, the CEQ regulations provide an exception to this rule when an agency 
decision is subject to a formal internal appeal process that allows other agencies or the 
public to make their views known. In such cases, the agency decision may be made at 
the same time the notice of the FEIS is published, allowing both periods to run 
concurrently. The Commission decision for this proposed action is subject to a 30-day 
rehearing period. 

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 

As of May 2017, natural gas represents Florida's largest electric generation source 
at 69 percent of total generation. Coal-fired and nuclear power represent 15 and 13 
percent, respectively, and non-hydroelectric renewable generation represents 2 percent. 
Since 1980, electric generation has represented between 41 to 51 percent of total GHG 
emissions from Florida. Florida emissions of GHG as a whole and from the electric 
power sector peaked in 2006.2  

Over the next 5 years, the best available data indicates a Florida power generation 
trend toward retiring and displacing coal and oil facilities, and replacing that capacity 
with natural gas and renewable energy. Florida is projected to retire 4,100 megawatts 
(MW) 3  of power generation capacity, including 2,718 MW from coal, 1,348 MW from 
natural gas, and 34 MW from fuel oil. At the same time, 7,522 MW4  of new generation 
capacity is projected to be added for a net increase of 4,781 MW. The new capacity is 
expected to be principally from natural gas (5,268 MW) and solar (1,846 MW), with 
biomass and landfill gas units making up an additional 320 MW.5  

When fully constructed, the SMP Project would have the potential to increase the 
flow of natural gas into Florida by 1.1 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/day). The 
Applicants identified four power plants as end-use consumers of the SMP Project 
volumes: the new Florida Power and Light Company (FPL) Okeechobee Clean Energy 

2  Velocity Suite ABB. 
3  This estimate includes both the St. John's River Power Plant Park and the Indiantown plant identified in 

NextEra's comment letter. The Cedar Bay plant was not included as this plant has been retired prior to 
the publication of the draft SEIS. 

4  This estimate includes the Duke Energy, Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant, and the Okeechobee 
Clean Energy Center but not the Martin County Power Plant as this facility is already in operation. The 
Okeechobee Clean Energy Center was mistakenly identified as already in operation in the draft SEIS. 

5  Velocity Suite, ABB. 
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As of May 2017, natural gas represents Florida’s largest electric generation source 

at 69 percent of total generation. Coal-fired and nuclear power represent 15 and 13 

percent, respectively, and non-hydroelectric renewable generation represents 2 percent. 

Since 1980, electric generation has represented between 41 to 51 percent of total GHG 

emissions from Florida. Florida emissions of GHG as a whole and from the electric 

power sector peaked in 2006.2 

 

Over the next 5 years, the best available data indicates a Florida power generation 

trend toward retiring and displacing coal and oil facilities, and replacing that capacity 

with natural gas and renewable energy. Florida is projected to retire 4,100 megawatts 

(MW) 3 of power generation capacity, including 2,718 MW from coal, 1,348 MW from 

natural gas, and 34 MW from fuel oil. At the same time, 7,522 MW4 of new generation 

capacity is projected to be added for a net increase of 4,781 MW. The new capacity is 

expected to be principally from natural gas (5,268 MW) and solar (1,846 MW), with 

biomass and landfill gas units making up an additional 320 MW.5 

 

When fully constructed, the SMP Project would have the potential to increase the 

flow of natural gas into Florida by 1.1 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/day). The 

Applicants identified four power plants as end-use consumers of the SMP Project 

volumes: the new Florida Power and Light Company (FPL) Okeechobee Clean Energy 
 

 

2 Velocity Suite ABB. 
3 This estimate includes both the St. John’s River Power Plant Park and the Indiantown plant identified in 

NextEra’s comment letter. The Cedar Bay plant was not included as this plant has been retired prior to 

the publication of the draft SEIS. 
4 This estimate includes the Duke Energy, Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant, and the Okeechobee 

Clean Energy Center but not the Martin County Power Plant as this facility is already in operation. The 

Okeechobee Clean Energy Center was mistakenly identified as already in operation in the draft SEIS. 
5 Velocity Suite, ABB. 
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Center; the Duke Energy Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant; and both the existing 
FPL Martin County Power Plant and Riviera Beach Clean Energy Center. The use of 
SMP Project natural gas at the Okeechobee and Riviera Beach Clean Energy Centers was 
identified in subsequent filings.6  In addition, approximately 100 million cubic feet per 
day (MMcf/d) of the SMP Project capacity is unsubscribed. 

Three of the power plants are altering or have altered their operations and received 
new or revised Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) air quality 
permits during 2014-2016; while the Riviera Beach Clean Energy Center's potential-to-
emit (PTE)7  has not changed since 2012. We consider downstream GHG emissions to be 
a combination of PTE GHG emissions from the three power plants plus an assumed full 
combustion of the remaining 100 MMcf/d of natural gas. As the Riviera Beach Clean 
Energy Center's PTE would not change due to the SMP project, it was not included in the 
downstream GHG emissions calculations. Table 1 provides these PTE GHG emissions, 
as carbon dioxide equivalents8  (CO2e), for three of the new or modified power plants, 
quantifies the potential CO2e emissions from consumption of the uncommitted capacity,9  
and provides the known reductions in GHG emissions resulting from the projected 
retirement and displacement of coal or oil as a primary fuel.'° 

6  Florida Southeast Connection, LLC proposes to construct the Okeechobee Lateral in FERC Docket No. 
CP17-463-000 to serve the Okeechobee Clean Energy Center. This lateral is under review by the 
Commission at this time. The Riviera Beach Clean Energy Center is connected to an existing natural 
gas transmission pipeline and in its comments on the draft SEIS, NextEra indicated that this facility 
receives gas from the SMP Project. 

7  PTE refers to the Permitted facility's operational emissions at 8,760 hours per year. 
8  Emissions of GHGs are typically expressed in terms of CO2e, where the potential of each gas to increase 

heating in the atmosphere is expressed as a multiple of the heating potential of CO2 over a specific 
timeframe, or its global warming potential (GWP). The 100-year GWP of CO2 is 1, CH4 is 25 and N20 
is 298. 

9  From https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec13  4.pdf, and 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-04/documents/us-ghg-inventory-2016-annex-2-
emissions-fossil-fuel-combustion.pdf.  

10  Derived from existing and proposed FDEP air quality permits for each facility. 
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Table 1 
Facility Annual CO2e 

(million metric tons)1  
FPL Okeechobee Clean Energy Center 5.46 
Duke Energy Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant 5.64 
FPL Martin County Power Plant 1.40 
Additional or uncommitted capacity" 2.0 
Total Downstream CO2 Emissions 14.5 
Duke Energy Citrus County coal retirement change -3.87 
FPL Martin County change due to switch from 
oil/natural gas to only natural gas 

-2.27 

Net Increase in Downstream Permitted Emissions 8.36 

'Annual potential-to-emit emissions from FDEP air quality permits. 

We calculated three downstream emissions scenarios (i.e., net, gross, and full 
burn) for informational purposes. The first scenario includes the gross total minus the 
offset from the retirements or conversions (net). The second scenario represents just the 
expected use of the destination facilities (gross). Finally, the third scenario presents the 
upper bound full burn estimate, or complete combustion of the total pipeline capacity 
(full burn). We note that it is unlikely that the full capacity of the power plants would be 
utilized at all times. When the power plants are not running at full power, the gas could 
be sold to other customers. However, as the power plants' utilization of the SMP Project 
will vary, the full burn scenario represents complete combustion of the maximum 
pipeline capacity (see table 2). 

In an effort to provide some context to the GHG emissions from the SMP Project, 
we provide the GHG inventory for both the State of Florida and at a national level. We 
used 2015 GHG inventory data from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) for 
our analysis. The EIA inventory identified that fossil-fuel related sources (not including 
GHG emissions from land-use sectors) emitted 228 million metric tons of GHGs in 
Florida in 2015.12  Table 2 compares the range of downstream emissions to this inventory 
and identifies the potential increase in relative GHG emissions in Florida as well as the 
2015 National GHG inventory of 5.4 billion metric tons per year.° 

11  Potential volumes of gas to additional customers, such as Riviera Beach Clean Energy Center, are 
included in these volumes. 

12  The fossil fuel GHG inventory of Florida increased from 227.5 to 231 5 million metric tonnes between 
2014 and 2015. Power generation emissions fell via https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/state/.  

13 https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-02/documents/2017  complete report.pdf 
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We received several comment letters questioning why the draft SEIS did not 
account for fugitive methane leaks in the downstream GHG total. Fugitive methane leaks 
from newly constructed downstream facilities are expected to be minimal, and fugitive 
methane leaks from power plants are also expected to be low. Therefore, we determined 
that any increase would be negligible. Additionally, the air permits for the Florida power 
plants included fugitive methane emissions. The only analysis that did not include 
fugitive methane emissions was the "full burn" analysis. To respond fully to these 
concerns we looked at fugitive methane leak rates from power plants and found widely 
varying numbers. To be conservative, we used a 0.26 percent leakage rate, based upon a 
recent flyover study that measured methane emissions!' The GHG emissions are updated 
in table 2 below. 

Table 2 
Net PTE 

Emissions' 
Gross PTE 
Emissions 

Full Burn 
Emissions 

GHG Volume 
(million metric tons per year) 

8.36 14.5 23.0 

Percentage of 2015 Florida Inventory 3.6 6.3 9.9 
Percentage of 2015 National 
Inventory 

0.15 0.27 0.42 

1These projections account for the offset from coal retirement and oil to natural gas conversion. 

Based on this analysis, we estimate that the downstream use of the natural gas to 
be transported by the SMP Project would potentially increase the Florida GHG emission 
inventory between 3.6 and 9.9 percent. As previously indicated, we note that the latter 
figure represents an unlikely, upper bound scenario. The percentage reflects both the 
quantity of emissions and the limited geographic distribution of the end-use consumers. 
If the gas were to be delivered to additional states then the percentage would be lower. 
Any project with a 1.1 bcf/day capacity serving a different set of states would result in a 
different percentage for context, despite an identical contribution to climate change. 

We recognize that fossil fuel GHG emissions are the primary driver of climate 
change; however, we could not find a suitable method to attribute discrete environmental 
effects to GHG emissions. The atmospheric modeling used by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change, Environmental Protection Agency, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and others is not reasonable for project-level analysis. These 
global models are not suited to determine the incremental impact(s) of individual 

14  Average of three power plant facilities in Assessing the Methane Emissions from Natural Gas-fired 
Power Plants and Oil Refineries. Lavoie, Shepson, Gore, et al, Environmental Science and 
Technology, 2017, 51, 3373-3381. http://pubs.acs.org/doi/ipdf/10.1021/acs.est.6b05531   
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projects, due both to scale and overwhelming complexity. We reviewed simpler models 
and mathematical techniques to determine global physical climate change effects caused 
by GHG emissions, such as increases in global atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) 
concentrations, atmospheric forcing, or ocean CO2 absorption. We could not identify a 
reliable, less complex model for this task, and we are not aware of a tool to meaningfully 
attribute specific increases in global CO2 concentrations, heat forcing, or similar global 
impacts to SMP Project GHG emissions. Similarly, the ability to determine localized or 
regional impacts from GHGs by use of these models is not possible at this time. 

The comments from Senators Whitehouse and Bennet criticize the draft SEIS 
analysis for stating that there is no known threshold of significance for any volume of 
GHG emissions while enumerating the various impacts from climate change in the SMP 
Project FEIS. There are no widely accepted international, federal, or state definitions of 
what is considered a "significant" emission rate for GHG emissions. Additionally, we 
have not identified any research that identifies a project level significance threshold of 
GHG emissions for climate change. Without some specific definition, or basis in 
physical science, it would be inappropriate to ascribe significance to a rate or volume of 
GHG emissions. 

In response to comments on the draft SEIS criticizing the significance 
determination, we clarify that we did not include downstream GHG emissions in our 
significance determination for air quality in the SMP Project FEIS. We are not 
determining that downstream emissions are "insignificant." While the downstream uses 
result in a potential increase of Florida GHG emissions, there is no threshold to determine 
significance. 

We received several other comments on GHG and climate change. The Sierra 
Club asserted that an increase in GHG in Florida would impede the ability of Florida and 
the U.S. to reduce GHG emissions to combat climate change. Indeed, we acknowledge 
any increase in GHG emissions would cumulatively contribute to climate change. Here, 
we provide this context with a comparison to the Florida inventory, as suggested by the 
court. We also provided a comparison to the U.S. national inventory to offer a secondary 
context which would be consistent across all projects before the Commission. We did 
not find any state emission reduction targets for Florida. 

Several commenters requested that the FERC impose mitigation measures for 
GHG emissions. The Commission lacks the jurisdiction to impose mitigation on 
downstream end-use consumers. However, federal and state regulatory authorities (EPA 
and FDEP) have authority to regulate emissions under the Clean Air Act to reduce GHG 
emissions. 
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SOCIAL COST OF CARBON 

The Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases15  developed 
a tool to estimate the SCC. The SCC tool attempts to quantify the comprehensive costs 
associated with a project's carbon dioxide emissions.16  The SCC tool provides 
monetized values for addressing climate change impacts on a global level. 

As explained in the draft SEIS, the Commission's policy on the use of the SCC 
has been to recognize the availability of this tool, while concluding that it is not 
appropriate for use in project-level NEPA reviews for the following reasons: (1) the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) states that "no consensus exists on the 
appropriate [discount] rate to use for analyses spanning multiple generations"17  and 
consequently, significant variation in output can result;18  (2) the tool does not measure the 
actual incremental impacts of a project on the environment; and (3) there are no 
established criteria identifying the monetized values that are to be considered significant 
for NEPA reviews. The SCC tool may be useful for rulemakings or comparing 
regulatory alternatives using cost-benefit analyses where the same discount rate is 
consistently applied; however, it is not appropriate for estimating a specific project's 
impacts or informing our analysis under NEPA. 

Several detailed comments were filed on the draft SEIS regarding the SCC. The 
general nature of the comments included: statements that other agencies have found the 
SCC to be informative for regulatory changes that involved similar levels of emissions as 
the SMP Project; information on which to base an appropriate discount rate is available; 
the contention that the SCC does in fact estimate incremental environmental impacts; the 
lack of a monetary threshold does not invalidate the utility of the analysis in determining 
significance; a note that estimating the SCC after identifying the tons of GHG entails 
little work; and an assertion that the global SCC monetization was appropriate because 
US-only methodologies are not sound. 

The rationales that the Commission has used in support of not using the SCC tool 
for its NEPA analyses, and that the comments challenge, have been set forth in various 

15  Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon consisted of the Council of Economic Advisers, 
Council on Environmental Quality, Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce, Department 
of Energy, Department of Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency, National Economic 
Council, Office of Energy and Climate Change, Office of Management and Budget, Office of Science 
and Technology Policy, and the Department of the Treasury. 

16  The social cost of carbon only addresses impacts from CO2, not methane, N20 or other GHGs. 
17  See Fact Sheet: Social Cost of Carbon issued by EPA in November 2013, available at 

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/Downloads/EPAactivities/scc-fact-sheet.pdf.  
18  Depending on the selected discount rate, the tool can project widely different present day cost to avoid 

future climate change impacts. 
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Commission Orders!' Thus, these comments raise matters of Commission policy that 
are more appropriate for the Commission to consider and address in a Commission order, 
rather than for the final SEIS to respond and address. 

CONCLUSION 

The SEIS quantifies the maximum GHG emissions from downstream use of 
natural gas transported on the SMP Project and provides context for these emissions in 
comparison to annual state and national GHG emissions. The SEIS explains that staff 
cannot identify a suitable method to attribute discrete environmental effects to the 
quantified downstream emissions. Thus, the SEIS cannot make a finding whether the 
quantified downstream GHG emissions pose a significant impact on the environment. 

The downstream GHG emissions analysis in this SEIS does not change our 
alternatives analysis. The same downstream GHG emissions would result from the 
System Alternatives, Route Alternatives, and Aboveground Facility Location 
Alternatives because the project's transportation capacity and end-use combustion of 
transported natural gas would be the same as the SMP Project. 

Further, we explained in the SMP Project FEIS that the No Action Alternative 
would not result in predictable actions if the SMP Project were not built." For example, 
the project's shippers may seek to transport the same volumes of natural gas by 
expanding existing transportation systems or constructing new facilities.' Because the 
No Action Alternative could result in lesser, equal, or greater GHG emissions than the 
SMP Project, we cannot use the quantified downstream GHG emissions from the SMP 
Project to meaningfully compare the two. 

Therefore, the final SEIS does not alter staff's conclusion in the SMP Project 
FEIS. Based on the environmental analysis in the FEIS and this final SEIS, we continue 
to conclude that, with respect to the impacts for which staff could assess significance, 
constructing and operating the SMP Project would result in temporary and permanent 
impacts on the environment. However these impacts, with the Applicants' 
implementation of their respective impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation 

19  Millennium Pipeline Co., LLC, 161 FERC ¶ 61,229, at PP 171-72 (2017); Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC, 161 
FERC ¶ 61,043, at P 296 (2017); Atlantic Coast Pipeline, LLC, 161 FERC ¶ 61,042, at P 307 (2017); Tennessee 
Gas Pipeline Co„ L.L.C., 156 FERC ¶ 61,157, at P 174 (2016); Elba Liquefaction Co., L.L.C., 155 FERC ¶ 
61,219 (2016); Constitution Pipeline Co., LLC, 154 FERC ¶ 61,046, at P 131 (2016); Columbia Gas 
Transmission, LLC, 153 FERC ¶ 61,064, at PP 69-70 (2015); Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC, 151 FERC 
¶ 61,098, at P 51 (2015). 

20  SMP Project FEIS at 4-3 
21  Id. 
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Commission Orders.19   Thus, these comments raise matters of Commission policy that 

are more appropriate for the Commission to consider and address in a Commission order, 

rather than for the final SEIS to respond and address. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The SEIS quantifies the maximum GHG emissions from downstream use of 

natural gas transported on the SMP Project and provides context for these emissions in 

comparison to annual state and national GHG emissions. The SEIS explains that staff 

cannot identify a suitable method to attribute discrete environmental effects to the 

quantified downstream emissions. Thus, the SEIS cannot make a finding whether the 

quantified downstream GHG emissions pose a significant impact on the environment. 

 

The downstream GHG emissions analysis in this SEIS does not change our 

alternatives analysis.  The same downstream GHG emissions would result from the 

System Alternatives, Route Alternatives, and Aboveground Facility Location 

Alternatives because the project’s transportation capacity and end-use combustion of 

transported natural gas would be the same as the SMP Project. 

 

Further, we explained in the SMP Project FEIS that the No Action Alternative 

would not result in predictable actions if the SMP Project were not built.20   For example, 

the project’s shippers may seek to transport the same volumes of natural gas by 

expanding existing transportation systems or constructing new facilities.21   Because the 

No Action Alternative could result in lesser, equal, or greater GHG emissions than the 

SMP Project, we cannot use the quantified downstream GHG emissions from the SMP 

Project to meaningfully compare the two. 

 

Therefore, the final SEIS does not alter staff’s conclusion in the SMP Project 

FEIS. Based on the environmental analysis in the FEIS and this final SEIS, we continue 

to conclude that, with respect to the impacts for which staff could assess significance, 

constructing and operating the SMP Project would result in temporary and permanent 

impacts on the environment. However these impacts, with the Applicants’ 

implementation of their respective impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation 
 

 

 
 

19 Millennium Pipeline Co., LLC, 161 FERC ¶ 61,229, at PP 171-72 (2017); Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC, 161 

FERC ¶ 61,043, at P 296 (2017); Atlantic Coast Pipeline, LLC, 161 FERC ¶ 61,042, at P 307 (2017); Tennessee 

Gas Pipeline Co.¸ L.L.C., 156 FERC ¶ 61,157, at P 174 (2016); Elba Liquefaction Co., L.L.C., 155 FERC ¶ 

61,219 (2016); Constitution Pipeline Co., LLC, 154 FERC ¶ 61,046, at P 131 (2016); Columbia Gas 

Transmission, LLC, 153 FERC ¶ 61,064, at PP 69-70 (2015); Corpus Christi Liquefaction, LLC, 151 FERC 

¶ 61,098, at P 51 (2015). 
20 SMP Project FEIS at 4-3 
21 Id. 
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Southeast Market Pipelines Project 

Comments on the Draft SEIS and Responses 

INDEX 

Document 
ID Commenter Page 

FEDERAL AGENCIES 

FA1 United States Environmental Protection Agency 1 

ELECTED OFFICIALS 

E01 Senators Whitehouse and Bennett 2 

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS' 

NG01 Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia Law School 6 

NGO2 Sierra Club 11 

NGO3 Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law, 
Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, and Union of 
Concerned Scientists 28 

NGO4 Suwannee Riverkeeper (WWALS), Apalachicola, Ogeechee, Grand, 
Choctawhatchee, Chattahoochee, Indian, and Flint Riverkeepers 56 

NGO5 Sierra Club 60 

NGO6 Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law 62 

NGO7 Palm Beach County Environmental Alliance 64 

NGO8 Teamsters National Pipeline Training Fund 66 

1  Appendices/attachments to comment letters were considered and addressed as appropriate in the final SEIS; 
however, copies of these documents are not included in this summary of comments. Comment letter 
appendices/attachments may be viewed using the Commission's eLibrary system. 
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FEDERAL AGENCIES 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

FA1-1 Comment noted. 

FA1-1 

20i71120 -5164 PERC PEP (1.1nof f 11ir2O/2037 g3a: 37 PH 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION 4 

ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER 
61 FORSYTH STREET 

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303-696D 

Ms. Kimberly D. Bose 
Secretary 

NOV 2 0 2017 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
8.88 First Street NE, Room IA 
Washington, DC 20426 

Re: Draft Supplemental Envimnmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the Southeast Market Pipelines 
Project. FERC Docket Nos.: CPI4-554-002; CP 15-16-003; CP15- I 7-fX)2; CEQ No.: 20170192 

Dear Secretary Bose: 

Consistent with our responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act and Section 102(2)(C) of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), thc U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the above 
referenced DSEIS for the OEP/D02E/Gas Branch 3 Florida Southeast Connection, LLC, Transcontinental Gas 
Pipe Line Company, LLC, and Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC pipeline projects, jointly referred to as the 
Southeast Market Pipelines (SMP) project. 

The EPA acknowledges that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has prepared this document to 
address issues raised in the August 22, 2017 opinion, Sierra Club v. FERC, No. 16-1329 (D.C. Cir. 2017), 
issued by the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit regarding the FERC"a Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (EMS) for the SMP project. 

As noted above, the FEIS included three separate projects that the FERC considered related since the projects 
are interconnected seetions of the SMP involved in the interstate transmission of natural gas. The FERC issued 
the FE1S for the SMP project in December of 2015. The EPA commented on thc FE1S on January 25, 2016. In 
those comments the EPA provided several recommendations including 'hat the FERC consider a detailed 
evaluation or greenhouse gas (G1-10) emissions in future analyses. FERC has included the evaluation of OHO 
emissions analysis in the DSEIS and based on the EPA's review the EPA rates the DSEIS as a Luck of 
Objections or "1..0". 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment. Please provide us a copy of the Final Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement for our administrative record w hen it becomes available. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Maria R. Clark. of my staff, at (404) 562-9513 or by 
e-mail at clark.rnaria@epa.gov. 

Sincerely,  

G. Alan Farmer 
Di mom 
Resource Consenation and Restoration Division 

!mem. Ackiress OF.. • , ,,, ,  

1  

FEDERAL AGENCIES 
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

 

FA1‐1 Comment noted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FA1‐1 
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ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Senators Whitehouse and Bennett 

201 7411 -004 3 

(

F9 PDif  JUntafecla,  Ll1/.11 2 2 017 
pr5— rye  CP r5— 

United ,1-7.5tatts *nate 
WAS.441141filUN. DC Alni 

November 8, 2017 

Mr. Neil Chaitcrjee 
Chairman 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NF 
Washington, DC 20426 

E01-1 The use of the Social Cost of Carbon tool is 

addressed in the final Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement (SEIS) at 6-7. 

OFFICE OF 
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 

I111 NOV 13 P Ir S b 

tiNERGY 
commls.mm 

 

Chairman Chatterjer: 

We write concerning FERC's oaten decision not to use the social east of carbon (SCC) in its 
environmental analysis for the Southeast Markel Pipelines iSMP) project. This decision is 
inconsistent with a series of court rulings on this Issue and with the science and economics that 
underpins the SCC developed by the federal Interagency Working Group (IWG)I on the SCC. 
As you are aware, the SCC values and recommendations of the IWG were peer-reviewed, subject 
to public comment, and have been used in more than 75 rulemakings since 2010. 

The courts have made several clear rulings upholding the use of the SCC in agency practices. In 
2006, the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (bIHTSA) promulgated a rule 
for vehicle Ric! economy standards that failed to monetize the benefits of reducing carbon 
emissions from vehicles, arguing that the values were too uncertain. In 2008, the U.S. Court or 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit rejected NI f [SA's uncertainty argument, finding that costs or 
carbon pollution arc "certainly not zero."' Since this decision, U.S. District Courts in Colorado' 
and Montana` and the Tenth Circuit' have faulted federal parties for ignoring the carbon coins of 
their projects. 

Beyond specific projecis, the New York Public Service Commission and Illinois state legislature 
worked to incorporate a SCC into their zero-emission credit (ZEC) programs. In July, the U.S. 

District Court for the Northern District of Illinois dismissed challenges to the suite or Illinois' 
ZEC program.' The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New 'York has also 
dismissed a challenge to the ZEC program.' Also at the state level, there have been 

decisions by Minnesota and Colorado public utility commissions that supported the use of SCC 
estimates in evaluating potential infrastructure projects.' 

With respect to FERC, a three judge panel from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit 
ruled that the agency must consider the effects of carbon emissions that would result from the 

E01-1 

 

 

Imerigenry Working Comp on Social COWL of Corlino, Tochnlual Support Onctitnent Technical Update of the Social Cost of 

Carbon Cu Rogulawcy Impact Analysis [Odor fAccutise Order 12866, Offoes of hiantsomoni Nal Hodges. 34gy 7613, icrISiu0 or 
July 2015. hoprrhooroopa.gnaraitoOpooduetiostril loarlD t 5- ilniticomonloacso2Jad_sulopios_2016.pdf 

Or. for Dialogical DiverviO• v. Nal f1rghrrup 174c swi.e.• Adorilr.. 508. F.3d 588 [9th ?6071.  
Nigh Country CONMOVeliPIr AdVOCUIVI V. LW/M.9pm rams/ Surv... 52 F. Sapp 3d 1171 ID. Coln. 201.41. 

Mofflono Ewe. hpke C7r. Opice 45,1ufaei Allniug. No. cv 15-106-7.(-OW1H, 2017 WL 31=62 {FL Mold Aug. IC 

20171. 
Ougulliam v. United Starr, arortax nfLoAd Shone, it7151,.3d 1222 (1041 Cir. NO71. 

• r m. of AtsfM II Cr.,* v. Sum 743. 17 CV 1163, 2W 7 WI. 3008210 J1.1.15. Ill, July 14. 20 I 7}.. 

Yaw nnEwili.,  ay. opKey ffir. Zhehnnn. No. 16-014 IM JVIX.1 2017 011. 11172866 (S.D.N.Y. July 25.2017)- 

. Pew Risley, Skit: arc Ow the Social Cog of Carboo In thrtrp Drarialtr. Elerpflo MINT ri 17001 EPIRME CLEmATENIM 

(Aug- 14. 2617}. 1145://iugiducliMal0.uurs.orginewy/ I I 1182017Mmcpcliruutu-changc-pollcy-culculato-Audel-coul-curlyen. 
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addressed in the final Supplemental Environmental Impact 

Statement (SEIS) at 6‐7. 
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20171114 -0043 FERC PDF .(Unofficiali 11/13/2017 E01-2 See response to E01-1. 

E01-3 See response to E01-1. 

E01-2 

E01-3 

SMP Project 9  The court ruling directed FERC to either better monetize the project's carbon 
emissions or to explain whether FERC maintains thaithe SCC 'k not useful under NF.PA 
purposes, FERC responded re the court order with a supplemental environmental impact 
statement (SETS) that calculated the downstream emissions of the project, hut the agency felled 
to value the costs by using the SCC. FERC provided three justifications for why it did not oat 
the SCC. Below we explain why wo disagree with each or these. 

1.. FERC: Thu tool does net measure. the actual incremental impacts of a project on the 
environment. 

The SCC does indeed represent the value of an incremental ton of carbon emissions on the costs 
of climate change. Specifically, it is a value, in dollars, of the long-term damage done by one 
metric ton or carbon dioxide emissions. Whether these emissions come from a project., vehicle, 
facility, or some other source is irrelevant as carbon diox ide is a Jong-lived and well-mixed 
atmospheric gas. Each ton of carbon emissions released by a powerplant or pipeline will have an 
incremental effect of increasing globe/ atmospheric carbon dioxide kvels and enhancing th6 

greenhouse effect. Enhancing the greenhouse effect. worsens the damages we incur from climate 
change. Recent scientific literature concludes that for every 1-degree Fahrenheit increase in 
global temperatures, the U.S. economy will lose roughly 03% of its Oross Demesne Produot, 
with each degree of 'wafting costing more than the 1qL to Thus, one additional ton of carbon 
dioxide cad to higher global temperatures and will have reel economic costs to homenwners, 
business owners, communities, states, and taxpayers. 

Because FERC calculated the emissions of Mill project in ifs updated SOS, it Could calculate the 
climate externalities of this project. FERC could take the SCC, an calculated by the /WO. and 
multiply this by the projected tons of etnisSions coming from the project in every year over the 
lifetime of the project. 

2. FERC; The U.S. Environmental Peclemiou Agency (EPA) states that 'Me consensus 
exists on the appropriate [discount) rate to use for analyses spanning multiple 
generations" and consequently, significant variation in output can result. 

In determining which discountrates to use for the SCC, both the Two and the 2003 Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-4.guidanee presented a tango of discount 'aka to 
use in regulatory analysis of projects. OMB recommended ina 2003 guidance that agencies use 
a mos °id/a-Mint values from 3% to 7%. A 7.%discuunt ram was chosettbecause it iodic hest 
estimate of the-average "before-tax" rate of return on *veto capital, A 3% discount rate is 
recommended when a regulatory action does TKO primarily affect capitol, but rather private 
consumption. Leading economists have argued that climate change cfifents.will largely affect 
consinnption.'' OMB also recommended that if the regulatory adtion will have important 
intergenerationid benefitsor cosh that the agency might consider a firther sensitivity analysis. 

Siam CWT.. Fed. Errorgy Argulprory awe Yr, 867 F.34 1357 OM els. 20171 
m3L,ot:9 et. al.. Esiimaing etOrkFrtimdtrmigi item gtrineeuftouga In rho Unaed SW& Science 30 Jun 2137: 
Vol. 356: Isu.6343, pp. 062..4369. 
" Arrow, if- 1.M. crqpfer,.C. On1110-, 9.Groorc 0. 1.1cil. R. Nelac11, W. Nordisous, R. Pindyelt, W. blur, p. SOnilty, T. 
Swept. R. SI 1. -ror. and M. WC.1=an. 201 3, Dec rmaSug beaeltsand cv$35 for Mot goaeralcht. .Wience 341. wo, 6 41:3.19- 
50. 
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Michael F. Rennet 

United States Senator 

[don Whitehouse 
United States Senator 
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20171.114-0043 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 11/13/2017 

using a lower discount rate than 3%. This recommendation k relevant for climate change 

because many of the benefits ofGHG mitigation would occur generations after the year of 

emission control or emission reduction. FERC's reasoning to not calculate the SCC with a range 
of discount rates ignores a wide range of scientific literature'2  and governmental guidance. It is 
also inconsistent with the court decision that whatever the right number is, it's not zero. We 
recommend that FERC consider the range provided by either the IWG, ()MB, or a recent 
National Academy of Sciences report.' 

3. FERC: There arc no established criteria identifying the monetized values that arc to be 
considered significant for NEPA reviews. 

Although the NEPA statute and implementing guidance do not prescribe exact methods or values 
for agencies lo quantify carbon emissions and their damages to health and the environment, the 

statute directs that agencies shall "identify and develop methods and procedures which will 

insure shat presently unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate 

consideration in decision-making along with economic and technical considerations." " This 

direction means that an agency should seek out or, if not available, develop proper methods to 

conduct a complete analysis, in compliance with the statutory purpose, related to evaluating 
carbon emissions and consequent future damages from each project. An agency is not directed 

to wait for speci fie guidance on methods under NEPA. 

Further, FERC has determined that the greenhouse gas emissions from this individual project 
will not result in "significant effects,' but it offers no guidance on how it defines the term. We 

suggest in FERC's response to comments that it clearly explain what a significant project is arid 

how the agency plans to enforce this standard. if no project is big enough to create "significant 

effects', but collectively they do, this argument is a fallacy. 

We respectively urge that FERC consider these comments and additional background references 

as it continues to refine its ana lysis of infrastructure projects as it relates to their environmental 
effects. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 7-, Maureen I— CmPrcr, Chrtsilen Collier, Dcn Groom, atoffrey M. Deal, REchvi 6. Newell, Williun D. 

No dn.uy n al "Should Govanrnentt Use a I kelining Discouni Ram in Project Anelyshr keuiew Enviromarma Ecolumeics 

,MF•oiley 8, no. 2 (July t,2fillay 115458. 
NaLioni.1 Academic of Sciences, EngEncrring, and MetIone. l'ol,thigClI.04 Damage+, Updarfssi-Lthnimm orm..s.aw 

Coal cwbol Pograr Waahirtjaoul)(:!'ihr V atonalAcadcallcs Prcis.201.7. doi:te.i7226n+651. 
"The Naiirmal EnwlrOaPie.lal Policy AN Of 3969, u amended. .W1.80.  or 
nemgesergtgovisiirtiprocVnictmosptibonrpit dattintealifitedDan/Rtq-N06.0r. 

3 

E01-4 Commission staff prepares the NEPA document as 

one aspect for the Commission to consider in their decision 

to issue a Certificate. Staff does not monetize benefits of 

proposed Projects nor does staff conduct cost-benefit 

analyses as a part of its NEPA review for any infrastructure 

project. Moreover, it would be inappropriate for staff to 

conduct cost-benefit analyses as infrastructure projects 

involve many important qualitative considerations, 

including impacts to wildlife, water quality, geology, 

vegetation etc. While the final EIS for the SMP Project 

reports some the project's socioeconomic benefits, it does 

so as part of its environmental analysis required by NEPA 

and CEQ regulations, not to weight the costs and benefits 

of the project and project alternatives. The final EIS did 

not calculate or consider in any way the economic benefits 

provided by the increased capacity for end users to provide 

electricity to consumers. 

Under Section 7(c) of the NGA, the Commission determines 

whether interstate natural gas transportation facilities are 

in the public convenience and necessity and, if so, grants a 

Certificate to construct and operate them. The FERC's 

Certificate Policy Statement provides guidance as to how 

the Commission evaluates proposals for new construction, 

and establishes criteria for determining whether there is a 

need for a proposed project and whether it would serve 

the public interest. The Commission bases its decision on 

technical competence, financing, rates, market demand, 

gas supply, environmental impact, long-term feasibility, and 

other issues concerning a proposed project. 

E01-4 

E01-5 

4 4 
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downstream GHG emissions, final SEIS at 7. 
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Sabin Center for Climate Change Law 

NGO1-1 

NGO1-2 

NGO1-3 

NGO1-4 

20171117-5116 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 11/17/2017 3;02118 PM 

Ciii7 
COLUMBIA LAW SCHOOL 

SABIN CENTER FOR CLIMATE CI-LANGE LAW 

November 17,1017 

Submitted via the FERC system. 

Kimberly D. Bose. Seetotary 
Federal Energy Regulatorr• Commission 
S88 First Street NE. Hooml A 
Washington, DC 20426 

Itc: Southeast hIurkel Pipelines Project. Drafl Supplemental Enr Ironmental impact 
Statement, Docket Nos. L 'Pl4-5544M2; 'P15-16-003; 'P15-1741112 

Dear kls. Bose: 

The Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at Coiumbia Law School submits the following 
comments on the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC )'s draft supplemental 
environmental impact statement (DSElS) for the Southeast Market Pipelines Project. As 
discussed in detail below. we recommend that FEW:: 

• Provide a complete and consolidated inventory of direct and ipeenhouse gas emissions 
from the proposed pipeline. This inventory should list all upstream. direct, and 
downstream emissions in a single location in the final SETS, and should be accompanied 
by an explanation of how FERC estimated emissions. 

• Revisit its conclusion that the greenhouse gas emissions that would be generated as a 
result alibi; proposed pipeline are iroignifieant. 

• Disclose the social cost of greenhouse gas emissions to enable decision-makers and the 
public to better understand the significance of those emissions. 

• Expand the scope of mitigation measures envisioned for greenhouse gas emissions- 

NGO1-1 The direct construction GHG emissions are found 

in tables 3.12.1-5, 3.12.1-6, and 3.12.1-7 of the SMP final 

EIS. The direct operational GHG emissions are found in 

tables 3.12.1-10, 3.12.1-12, and on page 3-260 of the SMP 

final EIS. 

NGO1-2 See response to E01-5. The 25,000 ton per year 

limit was to be used as an exclusion criteria and not a 

significance threshold under the vacated CEQ GHG 

guidance and the GHG reporting rule. 

NGO1-3 See response to E01-1. 

NGO1-4 The Commission lacks the jurisdiction to impose 

mitigation on downstream end-use consumers. However, 

federal and state regulatory authorities (Environmental 

Protection Agency, Florida Department Environmental 

Protection [FDEP]) could regulate emissions under the 

Clean Air Act to reduce GHG emissions. 

I. FERC Should Provide a Complete and Consolidated Ins eniory of Direct and 
Indireci Greenhouse Gas Emissions In the Final SETS 

FERC's analysis of greenhouse gas emissions from the proposed pipeline is current! V split 
between two documents: the original EIS contains estimates of direct greenhouse gas emissions 
from pipeline construction and the DSEIS contains estimates of indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions from combustion of natural gas transported by the proposed pipeline (downstream 
emissions). Neither document eontai as estimates of indirect emissions generated from the 

435 West 11601 Street • New York, NY 10027 • bi 
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found in the Commission's administrative record, FERC 

Docket Nos. CP14-554-000, CP15-16-000, and CP15-17-

000. 

  

production of natural gas that would be transported by the proposed pipeline (upstream 
omissions). 

NGO1-5 

 

We urge FERC to provide a complete and consolidated greenhouse gas emissions inventory in 
the final SETS which contains a/I of the information that decision-makers and the public would 
neat to fully understand the emissions impact of the proposed action. Specifically. we 
recommend FERC add a table which lists its final estimates of all upstream, direct, and 
downstream emissions on an annual basis as well as over the lifetime of the project. The table 
should be accompanied by a clear explanation of how FERC estimated emissions - e.g., for 
combustion emissions. FERC should specify the emissions factor and equation used to convert 
from .BTU to COte. 

invantory that inetudiN upstream emissions would provide a more complete picture of the 
emissions impact of this project. The rationale for estimating upstream emissions is the same as 
the rationale for estimating downstream emissions: the proposed pipeline will allow a certain 
quantity of natural gas to be transported from production sites to end users and thus il makes 
sense to treat the production and consumption of the gas transported via this project as indirect 
consequences of the project. For a more comprehensive overview of the legal and policy 
rationales for calculating upstream emissions and the tools available for doing so, we refer FERC 
to the attached law review article (Attachment Burger and Wentz, 2017), 

IL FERC' Should Ito.  iNit Its Conclusion that the Emissions Impacts of the Proposed 
Pipeline are Insignificant 

In the DSEIS, FERC concludes that the proposed pipeline will not have a significant impact an 
the environment. FERC should revisit this eimelusion in light of the estimated emissions 
particularly combustion emissions - associated with this project. Specifically. FERC anticipates 
that the combustion of natural gas transported via this pipeline will result in a net increase of 
8.36 million tons per year of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. This is a very large quantity of 
CO2 particularly when considered over the lifetime of the proposed pipeline (at least 25 years). 

NGO1-6 Downstream burn emissions were derived from 

the FDEP permits. For full burn we used information from 

the EIA historical BTU gas content here: 

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/sec13   

4.pdf  using 2016 number of 1037 btu/scf, and 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-

04/documents/us-ghg-inventory-2016-annex-2-emissions-

fossil-fuel-combustion.pdf  

Using 14.46 kg C/MMBtu, and using mole conversion from 

C to CO2 (44/12). 

NGO1-7 Upstream production activities are not an indirect 

impact of the SMP Project as described in the Rehearing 

Order. 

  

NGO1-6 

 

  

NGO1-7 

 

  

We recognize That it is difficult to precisely define the significance threshold for greenhouse gas 
emissions. However, we believe that such a precise definition is unnisiessary because 8.36 
million tons per year of C0i. for 251 years surpasses any reasonable threshold of significance. 
The following facts support this finding: 

• The emissions far surpass the reporting and quantification threshold of 25,000 tons per 
year of CO2e which has previously been used by CEQ and EPA to identify major emitters 
(as noted by EPA, facilities that surpass this threshold are considered the "largest 
emitters" in the country), I  Indeed, the emissions from the combustion of the natural gas 
transported via this pipeline are 334.4 times larger than the 25,000 torts per year 
threshold. 

• The social cost of these emissions would he roughly $306 million during the first year of 
operation and would rise to approximately $492 million per year by 2040. The total cost 

EPA CHG Reporhog Program Farm am Figurer, haps://www.cpszcivighweportingikey-faces-acrd-figurcs. 
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allies*, emissions over 25 years would be approximately $9.8 billion. (See the table in 
Attachment A for a detailed overview of these costs.) 

• As FERC has expressly acknowledged, the net increase in emissions constitutes 3.7% of 
Florida's annual emissions in 2014. This is a large proportion of an entire state's 
greenhouse gas emissions inventory. 

• According to EPA's OHO Equivalencies Calculator. 8.36 million tons of CO; per year is 
equivalent to the emissions from: (i) approximately 1.8 million passenger vehicles driven 
each year. or (ii) approximately 1.25 million homes' electricity use for one year.' Again. 
these are very large numbers which would be viewed as significant in other contexts. 

In light of these facts, we believe that FERC's conclusion of no significance is not supported by 
the record before it and urge FERC to reconsider this conclusion. 

Ill. FERC  Should Disclose the Social Cost of Emissions In Order to Better Inform 
Deelslon-Nlakers and the Public AI I  the stale of the Emissions Impact ft  
this Proposal 

FERC should use the social cost of carbon. methane. and nitrous oxide to estimate the social 
costs of the emissions generated by this project, both an annual basis and over the lifetime of the 
project. This would provide the public and decision-makers with a better sense of the scale and 
severity of the emissions impact something that would otherwise be lacking front FERC's 
analysis. 

Where there is uncertainty about the precise nature of a project's environmental effects (which is 
the case when evaluating the effects of a large quantity of greenhouse gas emissions released 
over many years). NEPA requiri., federal agencies to provide a "summary of existing credible 
scientific evidence which is relevant to evaluating the reasonably foreseeable significant adverse 
impacts on the human environment."' In this case, the social cost of carbon, methane, and nitrous 
oxide are scientifically credible estimates of the societal costs of greenhouse gas emissions. 
developed through a lengthy process of interagency consultation and peer review.' and that cost 
is absolutely relevant to assessing the nature and significance of the proposed pipeline's 
environmental consequences. 

In the DSEIS. FERC has provided three rationales for why it believes the social cost of carbon 
and similar tools are not appropriate for use in project-level NEPA reviews. We offer the 
following counter-arguments to these rationales: 

a EPA, GHG Equivalennes Calculator, hups://www.epa.govienergyigreenhouse-gas-equivalalcies-calculator 
40 C.F.12_ §1502.=bX1). 
See Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, Technical Swoon Document Technical 

Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under Executive Order 1'..866 (May 2013. 
Revised Aug. 2016); Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gasez Addendum to 
Technical Support Document on Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under ECeattiVC Order 
12866: Application of the Methodology to Estimate the Social Cost of Methane and the Social Cost of Nitrous 
Oxide (Aug. 2016). 
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1. EPA has stated "no consensus exists on the appropriate (discount] rate to use for 
analyses spanning multiple generations" and consequently significant variation in output 
can result. 

The interagency working group that developed the social cost of carbon recognized that there 
was no consensus on a single discount rate, but the group did achieve broad consensus on a range 
of discount rates and recommended that agencies present estimates using this representative 
range.' FERC should adopt the approach recommended by the interagency working group and 
disclose the social costs of emissions generated by this pipeline as a range of potential costs that 
correspond with different discount rates. 

2. The tool does not measure the actual incremental impacts ofa project on the 
environment. 

This statement is incorrect The social cost of carbon, methane and nitrous oxide measure the 
actual incremental impacts of a project on the physical and human environment by specifying the 
incremental costs associated with an incremental increase in greenhouse gas emissions. These 
impacts are expressed as monetary costs rather than specific physical impacts because this is a 
reasonable and comprehensible way to aggregate many different impacts in a single metric. 

3. There are no established criteria identifring the monetized values that are to he 
considered significant for NEPA reviews 

This is true for many different types of impacts that are evaluated in NEPA reviews - there are 
no bright line rules for assessing significance. and agencies typically must use their discretion to 
detennine when impacts pass the threshold of significance. The monetization of climate change 
impacts, however. is useful in informing significance determinations insofar as it provides a 
standard metric for comparing difTerent impacts. 

Finally, we acknowledge that President Trump has ordered a review of the social cast of carbon, 
methane, and nitrous oxide, and has rescinded the technical support documents underpinning 
these metrics as "no longer representative of government policy:6  But in that same executive 
order. President Trump also stated that "it is essential that agencies use estimates of costs and 
benefits... that are based on the best available science and economics." The existing estimates 
were based on the best available science and economics, they were peer-reviewed, and they were 
developed in consultation with all major federal agencies. Since the administration has not 
proposed a viable alternative, we believe that these estimates remain the best available metric for 
monetizing and disclosing the costs of greenhouse gas emissions. Attesting to this is the fact that 
many states continue to use these estimates in their energy planning activities.' 

The social cost of carbon and corresponding discount rates were upheld by the 7. Circuit Court of Appeals Zero 
Zone. Inc. v. United States Dept of Energy. 832 F.3d 654.678 (7th Cir. 2016) 

Executive Order 13783: Premixing Energy Independence and Economic Growth §5 (2017). 
Id 
Pact Faillay. Sawa are Ucng &Ivied 0.45, ufCurbun iir Energy DeCiuM14 Dvapite Trump's Oppr.raition, ImiDe 

CLIMATE NEwS (Aug. 14.2017). 
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IV. FERC Should Expand the Scope of Mitigation Measures Envisioned for this 
Project 

NEPA requires agencies to discuss measures to mitigate the adverse environmental impacts of 
proposed actions.' The DSEIS contains no discussion of mitigation measures for the large 
quantity of COz that would be emitted as a result of the proposed pipeline. The no action 
alternative could itself serve as a mitigation measure for these emissions. FERC should discuss 
this option in the final SEIS and evaluate its merits in light of the potential costs of the 
combustion emissions generated as a result of the proposed pipeline. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Wentz 
Sabin Center for Climate Change Law 
435 West 116th St. 
New York NY 10027 
iwentildlaw.columbia.edu   

9  40 C E.R 6§ 1502.14(1), 1502.16(h), 1508.14 .  
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ix SIE 
WO CLUB
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November 20, 2017 

Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary,  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, NE Washington, D.C. 20426 
kimberly.bose@ferc.gov  

Via email and Oiling 

Re: Comments on September 27, 2017 Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement for: 

OEP/DG2F,/Gas Branch 3 
Florida Southeast Connection, LLC 
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC 
Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC 
(together, Southeast Market Pipelines Project) 
Docket Nos. CP14-554-002, CP15-16-003, CP15-17-002 

Sierra Club submits these comments concerning the Draft Supplemental Environmental 

Impact Statement (the "supplemental EIS" or"SELS") prepared by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission ("FERC") for the above-captioned projects. This comment is supplemented by 

separate comments jointly submitted by Sierra Club, Environmental Defense Fund, Institute for 

Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law, Natural Resources Defense Council, and 

Union of Concerned Scientists in a separate filing. In addition, this comment supplements and 

11 
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reiterates Sierra Club's March 27, 2017 request for a supplemental EIS,' 

L Introduction 

In Sierra Club v. FERC, the D.C. Circuit held that NEPA analysis of the Southeast Market 

Pipelines Project must include "a quantitative estimate cifthe downstream greenhouse emissions 

that will residi from homing 11W natural gas that the pipelines will transport;" "a discussion of the 

ol" these emissions, 2111d analysis incremenial impact of tlw action when 

added to oilier pus!. present. and TVLiNtInnilly foreseeable future actions." Sierra Club v. lied. 

Energy Regulorory ('onun'ti, 867 F.3d 1357. 1374 (1).C. Cir. 2017). The drat) SE1S (liereinafier 

"SEIS") here rails on all counts. Rather than providing a meaningrul basis for choosing between 

alternatives (including the action said no-action alternatives), the SEIS improperly treats the 

downstream 0110 analysis as an ;Ii:11(14:1111f; exercise to support a pre-detennilied otaeoine. 

FERC rails to provide even an adequate. quantification or indirect emissions, including 

railing to metunngfulty juxtapose the projeers indirect emissions with those that would result 

under any alternative, Even for the emissions estimated in the SEIS, the SEIS provides no 

discussion whatsoever einissions• "significance," including their "cultural, euauoiiiie. 

social. or health" impacts. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502. I.6(a)-(b). 1508.8. The SETS simply asserts, without 

explanation. that the SETS has not given FERC reason to alter its prior conclusion that "operating 

the SHIP Project would not result M a significant impact on the environment." SEAS at 2. 

As such, the SEIS fails to inform FERC's decisiorunaking: the SEIS offers no explanation 

01 whether indirect greenhouse gas emissions warrant adoption of additional mitigation measures. 

an alternative to the proposal, or rejection of project entirely, Sierra Club. 867 F.3d at 1364 

("FERC is also empowered to attach 'reasonable terms and conditions' to the certificate"); id. at 

Accession No. 20170328-0076. 

2 

12 

NGO2-1 See response to E01-5. Also, see the discussion of 

alternatives in final SEIS at 9. 

NGO2-2 See responses to NGO2-1 and NGO1-4. 
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NGO2‐1 See response to EO1‐5. Also, see the discussion of 

alternatives in final SEIS at 9. 

NGO2‐2 See responses to NGO2‐1 and NGO1‐4. 
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1374 ("greenhouse-gas emissions are an indirect effect of authorizing this project, which FERC 

has legal authority to mitigate."). FERC also must balance the public benefits against the 

adverse effects, including adverse effects caused by downstream C110 emissions. Id. at 1373 

("FERC will balance the public benefits against the adverse effects of the project' including 

tufvenie enYitonmenial effects" (citations omitted)) fel (FERC 011"deny a pipeline certificate on 

the ground that the pipeline would be too harmful to the environment"). 

'Die protocols developed by the thriller Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of 

Carbon remoin the best tools for providing this missing analysis. FERC's stated reasons for 

declining to use this too! here arc irrhitrary. Evert without this oo1. however. FERC's implicit 

ddenninalion that a nearly 1{.1'10 increase in Florida greenhouse gas ernitotions would be 

insignificant is arbitrary on its face. 

II. The Deart SEIN l'nderstnies the Volume or Embedons at Issue 

NEPA requires that FERC consider "indirect effects," which ore "reasonably foreseeable" 

effects "caused by.' the action. including "growth inducing" effects. 40 C.E.R. 1308.8(b). In 

Sierra elnh, the D.C. Circuit Court held that this requires FERC to provide "a quantitafive 

estimate of the downstream greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the natural gas 

that the pipelines will transport." Sierra Chth. 867 F.3d as 1374. 

Here. the pipelines will deliver 1.1 bcfld of natural gas. Widely accepted conversion 

factors=  indicate that burning 1.1 bcfld of gas will emit 22.1 million metric tons (MMt/y) per Near 

of carbon dioxide equivalent. SEES provides this value, recognizing that it represents "full 

burn" of the delivered gas. But the SETS arbitrarily undercuts this disclosure in numerous ways. 

NGO2-3 

 

  

  

2  SEES at 3 n.6; accord hnnal/www.ena_nevIenerev/oreenhense-oas-enuivalencies-ealeulator. 
2' This estimate does not account for non-CO2  emissions such as fugitive methane. FERC must 
address these additional emissions in the final SEIS. 
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will receive gas from the SMP Project as identified in the 
final SEIS at 3-4. We obtained emissions information for 
these facilities from FDEP permits and disclose them as 
part of the Net Potential to Emit emissions in table 2 of the 
final SEIS at 6. The final SEIS presents the greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions from the expected use of the destination 
facilities and the small margin of unsubscribed capacity 
(gross), the offset to gross emissions by the retirements of 
higher-emitting power plants (net), as well as the upper-
bound GHG emissions in the unlikely event that the entire 
carrying capacity of the SMP Project flows 24 hours per 
day, 365 days per year without displacing any other fuel 

source (full burn). The SMP Project's anticipated 
displacement of higher-emitting facilities is well 
documented in the FDEP air permits for the power plants. 
We provided three downstream emissions scenarios (i.e., 
net, gross, and full) for informational purposes. As 
previously stated, under any scenario there is no metric to 
assign significance. 

  

First. the SIDS provides a substantially lower estimate of "total" or "gross" downstream emissions 

without any explanation as to how this estimate can he squared With the hum" estimate; it 

appear; that the "total" ...%tiniate is indefensible. Second, the SIDS argues that emissions resulting 

froin burning gas delivered by ihe pipeline will he partially °Met by displacement of other fossil 

fuel consumption, offering a still lower "net" estimate of downstream emissions. However, both 

NG02-4 

 

  

the SEIS's general discussion or disphiconion and the SE1S's particular estimates here are 

unsupported. Finally, even if the "gross-  and "lid" estimates were supported by reasonable 

methodology and data. the SRN's failure to provide any guidance us to three 

estimates should be used in assessing the pipeline's impacts or which ITRC used in concluding 

thin these impacts would he insignificant would render the SETS inadequate. 

A. The Dinft SIDS Does Not Support Use of n 111' Exthuate 

Lower Than the "Full Burn" Estimate 

The first and most prominent quantitative estimate of downstream emissions the SECS 

provides is wrong, incomplete. or hid. Table 1 purports to identify "foal Downstream CO2 

Emissions" of 14.5 tithitiy: the SEIS later refers to this value as "gross potential to emit 

emissions." This estimate does not, however, appear to be a "total" in any meaningful sense of the 

word: the SETS explains that "combustion of the total pipetine capacity" would result in more than 

50% more emissions e 22.1 NIMtly) than thz purportedly "total" estimate. SEIS at 3-4. 

FERC does not explain 'why the 'total" estimate is lower than the "full burn" estimate. 

]lie "total-  estimate purported!). Nflecig emissions resulting from we of gas delivered to three 

specific power plants. aRsurning these plants run round-the-clock.' plus use of the 0.1 bcfid of 

  

SEIS at 3 n.4. Other than to state that these estimates assume 8,760 hours per year of operation, 
the SE'S provides no discussion of how the estimates for each power plant were calculated. nor 
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NGO2‐4 The Applicants have indicated that four end‐users 

will receive gas from the SMP Project as identified in the 

final SEIS at 3‐4. We obtained emissions information for 

these facilities from FDEP permits and disclose them as 

part of the Net Potential to Emit emissions in table 2 of the 

final SEIS at 6. The final SEIS presents the greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions from the expected use of the destination 

facilities and the small margin of unsubscribed capacity 

(gross), the offset to gross emissions by the retirements of 

higher‐emitting power plants (net), as well as the upper‐ 

bound GHG emissions in the unlikely event that the entire 

carrying capacity of the SMP Project flows 24 hours per 

day, 365 days per year without displacing any other fuel 

source (full burn). The SMP Project’s anticipated 

displacement of higher‐emitting facilities is well 

documented in the FDEP air permits for the power plants. 

We provided three downstream emissions scenarios (i.e., 

net, gross, and full) for informational purposes. As 

previously stated, under any scenario there is no metric to 

assign significance. 
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consumers: Florida Power and Light (FPL) Company 

Okeechobee Clean Energy Center; the Duke Energy Citrus 

County Combined Cycle Plant; and the existing FPL Martin 

County Power Plant. Additionally, FPL's Riviera Beach 

Clean Energy Center is a consumer of SMP gas via an 

interconnect with the Florida Southeast Connection 

Pipeline at the Martin Plant. 

  

capacity that is 'uncommitted." SEIS at 3. The SEIS then indicates that the "full bum" estimate 

reflects the emissions dial would result if. rather than -running at full power.' 100'?c of the lime. 

these power plants ran less, such that the gas the power plants otherwise would have used "could 

he sold to other customers." SEIS at 3. However, FERC provides no explanation as to why 

burning gas at the power plants rather than other ONOS would cause combustion emissions to 

significantly decrease. limning a given volume or gas will produee roughly the same emissions 

regardless or whether that combustion occurs in 0110 Of those three power plants or elsewhere, as 

reflected by 11w very EIA and EPA emission factors the SE% cites. 

'nuts, it appears !hat llw "total' or "gross" estimate fails to provide the infottnation the 

D.C. Circuit instmeted FERC to provide: "a quantitative estimate of the downstream greenhouse 

emissions that will result from burning the natural gas that the pipelines will transpoit"Sierra 

Club, X67 F.3d at 1374. 

An additional source of confusion is that while the SEIS identifies 0.1 befid of pipeline 

capacity as "uncommitted," the SEES does not explain where the remaining (and implicitly 

"committed") 1.0 befid of eapacity will go. 'Me only end triers identified in the SEIS are the three 

power plants, which the SEIS states will emit 12.5 MMt/y or CO2e. SEIS at 3. However. the 

conversion Factor the SEIS relies op indicates that 12.5 MMtly of COre would he produced hy 

burning only about 0.6 bcf'd of gas, whereas burning 1 bcf/d would be expected to emit closer to 

NGO2-5 

  

  

does the SEES provide anF usefill citation. Cf 40 C.F.R. 1502.21. The SEES slates that these 
estimates are denied from air permits. but the SEIS does not cite these permits, and at the time 
the SEES was circulated for public comment, none of the permits were in the docket for this 
proceeding. Although FERC belatedly filed two permits, the Duke Energy Citrus Plant permit still 
has not been filed. nor has FERC responded to Sierra Club's Freedom of Information Ad request 
regarding these estimates. 
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NGO2‐5 The final SEIS at 3‐4 identifies the four end‐ 

consumers: Florida Power and Light (FPL) Company 

Okeechobee Clean Energy Center; the Duke Energy Citrus 

County Combined Cycle Plant; and the existing FPL Martin 

County Power Plant. Additionally, FPL’s Riviera Beach 

Clean Energy Center is a consumer of SMP gas via an 

interconnect with the Florida Southeast Connection 

Pipeline at the Martin Plant. 
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NGO2-7 The draft SEIS at 3-4 notes that retirement or 

conversion information was derived from FDEP air quality 

permits (or permit applications). 

   

20.1 Mkftiy of CC/2e 

The "total" or "joss" emission estimate presented by the SEIS is misleading. incorrect, or 

both. The SETS fails to provide a rational explanation as to: how much gas consumption is 

actually factored into this "total-  estimate: whether that number is lower than the total 1.1 bcffd 

pipeline capacity (and if so, why); and why the "total" estimate is drastically lower than the "fill 

burn" figure. insofar as it is the "full burn" estimate that actually indicates the emissions that 

would result from using the gas capable of being delivered by the pipeline. the final SEIS must 

clearly indicate to the public and clecisionmakers that the 'Tull bum" estimate best illustrates the 

impact of the project. 

H. The 1)raft SEIS Meti Not Support Its Assertions Regarding New Gan 

Generation Displacing Existing Coal and Oil Use 

The SEIS argues that emissions restdting from burning gas delivered by the pipeline will 

be partially "offset" by reductions in emissions from other fossil fuel sources, which will retire 

once power plants supplied by the new pipelines are online. SEIS at 2-4; see also FEIS at 3-291 to 

3-292. However, the SEIS does not demonstrate that retirement of other fossil fuel sources is 

caused by, or would not occur without_ the pipeline project. The discussion of purported offsets ix 

therefore at best tangential to the NEPA obligation to provide a basis for choosing among 

alternatives, including deciding between the action and no-action alternatives. It is not enough to 

juxtapose past conditions with a finurc in which the pipeline project is built: instead, informed 

decisionmaking requires comparing future scenarios with and without the pipeline project. 

The SUS-S discussion of general trends in Florida generation capacity illustrates the need 

to use a no-action future case, rather than the past, as a basis for evaluating impacts. The SEIS 

NGO2-6 

  

    

NG02-7 

   

    

5 
Imps://www.epagovienergyrgreenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator 
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states that over the next five years, Florida is projected to retire 4.100 megawatts of capacity, 

mostly coal, while adding 5,561 megawatts, mostly gas and solar. SEIS at 2. As a threshold 

matter, the SETS understatiu foreseeable additions, which amount to at least 7,309 megawarts.6  

The SEIS also fails to explain why a five-year timeframe was chosen, or the factual basis for these 

projections.' Most importantly, the SEIS provides no discussion of whether the anticipated 2,718 

MW of coal retirements are contingent on replacement with substitute capacity. It is likely that 

they arc not: many of Florida's old coal units operate infrequently. Daniel Decl. at II 15.' Thus, 

the SEIS provides no basis for concluding that projected coal retirements would not occur absent 

new generation. Nor does the SEIS provide a basis for concluding that. even if retirements are 

NGO2-8 

NGO2-9 

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Sierra Club 

NGO2-8 The best available data (ABB Velocity) used a five-
year timeframe to project fuel mix changes and was 
chosen to provide context as directed by the Court. Using 
public and commercially available services we projected 
the change in fuel mix for facilities for the next 5 years. 

NG02-9 Conclusions in the final SEIS are not dependent on 
the retirement of coal burning facilities. In fact, the final 
SEIS provides a consideration of scenarios that do not 
assume retirement. The reader is provided with this 
information to weigh as appropriate. 

contingent on replacement with additional generation.. that this generation must be new gas 

facilities. The SEAS recognizes a large projected increase in renewables. SEAS at 2. The SA•;IS 

provides no basis for concluding that, if the Southeast Market Pipelines Project was not approved 

and new gas generation fell below the projected amount, any shortfall would not be met by 

additional renewables. rather than forgone coal retirement. Sec Daniel Dec1.1117. The SEIS's 

6  The SEIS states that the Okeechobee plant is omitted from the projected capacity increase 
because A is already in operation, SEAS al 2 n.2, hut this plant is neither fully constructed nor in 
operation. Sec hups://www.fpl.convlandinginew-energylitinVcid=aliasalTordahlecleanenery 
(-Plant construction is expected to take nearly two years (2017-2019) before the facility begins 
generating power for customers in June 2019."), attached as Exhibit 1; see ULU l'El S at 3-292 
(espy dud to he ratline in 2019). In addition. the Okeechobee plant is no■v planned to be larger 
than contemplated in the FEIS: the FEIS describes the plant as 1600 MW of capacity, EMS at 3-
292, hut in January 2017, Okeechobee disclosed plans to increase capacity to 1,748 MW. Florida 
Power and Light Company letter to Florida Public Service Commission (January 20, 2017). 
attached as Exhibit 2. FERC's estimates of emissions from this plant must reflect the current 
proposal.  

The SEIS cites "Velocity Suite. ABB" in footnotes 1 and 3. but the public does not appear to 
have readily available aees to this source. The Sierra Club submitted a Freedom of Information 
Act request on October 13, 2017, which the agency refused to expedite despite this impending 
comment deadline. 
3  Attached as Exhibit 3. 
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discussion of statewide trends therefore does not indicate that emission increases resulting from 

combustion of gas delivered by the pipeline will be "'offset" by decreases in other emissions, 

because the SEIS provides no basis for concluding thin those decreases would not occur even if 

the pipet inc was not approved. 

FE RC"s discussion of the particular power plants bore also does not support the claimed 

level of offsets. i'dthough the 511'..IS makes no particular claim for offsets for the Okeechobee 

plant, the MIS asserts that -the planned FM, Okeechobee Plant is part of FP1.'s strategy to 

replace older. less efficient power plants with nuxioni, more efficient natural gas-fired 

FEIS at 3.292. However. neither the ITIS nor the SE1S address whether, if FERC rejected the 

proposed pipeline project, FPI. would extend use or coal plants tir instead would adopt an 

alternative source ofsubstitute generation, such as =mob/es. 

As to the SEIS's attribution of n 3.87 NIMUy CO2e reduction to the "Duke Energy Citnis 

County coat retirement change." SEIS at 3. the SEIS must explain how this reduction can be 

squared with the FE1S's identification of the Citnis plant as one that would not "directly offs...ill 

OHO emissions from higher intensity sources (i.e., source that emit more CillOs per unit of 

electrical power generated)." FEIS at 3-298. 'Me EMS notes that Duke Energy Florida plans to 

retire two coal geooration foals at the Crystal River Energy Complex when the Citrus gas project 

is complete. FEIS at 3-292. but neither the FEIS nor SEIS undertakes any inquiry into whether. if 

FERC rejected the pipeline project and this led Duke Energy Florida not to build the Citrus gas 

units, whether Duke would retire the coal units anyway. See Daniel Deel. 7115, 17 (explaining 

that Crystal River units 1 and 2 are already minimally dispatched for much of the year). 

Finally, even if. in finalising the SE1S, FERC adds support for the offsets identified in 

Table 1, these offsets should be applied to the "full burn" emission estimate, not the "total" or 

NG02-10 

NGO2-11 

NGO2-12 

NG02-10 The existing facilities are both converting from 

coal/oil while also increasing overall generation capacity. 

If the increased level of generation capacity were to be 

fueled by coal or oil, GHG emissions (as well as criteria 

emission, VOCs and HAPs) would likely be greater. Using 

natural gas reduces the emissions of GHG and other 

pollutants per MW. 

NGO2-11 See response to NGO2-4. Also, any projection of 

the amount of days per year a facility may be operating in 

the future is speculative. 

NGO2-12 See response to NGO2-9 
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NGO2‐11 See response to NGO2‐4. Also, any projection of 

the amount of days per year a facility may be operating in 

the future is speculative. 

NGO2‐12 See response to NGO2‐9 
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"gross" estimate. As explained above, the "total" estimate is unsupported; this remains the case 

viten offsets are considered. Thus, if the final SEIS provides support for the purported 6.14 

NIMtiy of offsets, the SEIS should identify the "net" downstream impact as 1.5.96 MMt/y, not 

8.36. SETS at 4. 

I11. The Draft SETS Fails to Meaningfully Discuss the SiEnineon ee of Greenhouse Gos 

Emissions 

The SEES makes no attempt to satisfy the D.C. Circuit's inslniction lo provide "a 

discussion °Nile 'significance of indirect greenhouse gas emissions. or their cuniulative impact. 

Sierra Club, 867 F.3d at 1374. The SEIS simply provides estimates of the amount of downstream 

combustion emissions without any discussion of the significance of these emissions or 

explanation for FERC''s determination that these impacts are insignificant. SE1S at 2. 

Although the SEIS does not explicitly explain this omission. the SEIS implies that EERC 

believes discussion of significance requires "measur[ing] the actual incremental impacts of a 

project on the environment" and that such measurement is impossible here. SEIS at 4-5. To be 

clear, extensive peer-reviewed literature documents the "-discrete environmental effects [of] GHG 

emissions," including "localized or regional impacts." M Indeed, the U.S. Global Change 

Research Project recently again confirmed and quantified a broad range of environmental impacts 

resulting from greenhouse gas emissions.9  including discussing how changes in temperature. 

rainfall. and flood risk from sea level rise will vary for individual regions in the United States.1°  

FERC must explain how its conclusion that it is impossible to -attribute discrete environmental 

  

NGO2-13 

 

    

    

9  U,S. Global Change Researrth Program, 2017: Climate Science Special Report: Fourth National 
Climate Assessment. Volume I. dui: 10.79301.10796416 (Nov. 3. 20/ 7), available at 
h tits ://science20 17. global chan ge.g.ov 'down loadsieSSR 201 7 FaReportpdf and attached as. 
Exhibit 4. This updates d prior report summarized in the FEIS at 3-2%. 
le  S. e.g.. id. al 334. 

9 
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NGO2-13 The draft SEIS at 5 provides context to the GHG 

emissions from the SMP Project, comparing GHG emissions 

to the 2014 Florida Inventory and the 2015 National 

Inventory. The comment confuses discrete environmental 

effects caused by climate change, considered collectively, 

with discrete environmental effects attributable to a single 

source. As explained in the final SEIS at 6-7, we could not 

find a suitable method to attribute discrete environmental 

effects to GHG emissions. 
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etiects to OHO emissions.' can he squared with these tools and methods. SETS at 4. 

insofar as the SEIS is referring to attributing these impacts to an individtud project's 

incremental emissions, SETS at 4. the SEIS's implication that iINS,:SS•111011 LA .  the physical impact 

that would result treat the project's emissions is both impossible and essential is wrung on both 

counts. On the first point, greenhouse gas emissions are largely interchangeable—an additional 20 

NGO2-14 We agree that climate change is a cumulative 

impact of GHG emissions, but we reaffirm the conclusion in 

the final SEIS that assigning incremental environmental 

effects to a single project is not possible and therefore 

determining a single project's contribution is not possible. 

million tong or carbon dioxide emitted in 2025. for example. will have the same impact regardless 

of whether it is emitted as a resit!! or the SMP Project or as a result amine idler activity 

elsewhere in the world. Accordingly, even if the "scale laid amiplexity" of global climate models 

precludes modeling two scenarios that diller by tlw amount or emissions st issue here (e.g., 22.1 

MMtiy), SEIS at 4. FERC provides no reason why the impact of Skil' Project emissions cannot 

be interpolated from comparisons of more divergent emission scenarios. Indeed, this type or 

comparison and interpolation was used to develop the Interagency Working Group's social 

cost of carbon protocol 11 FERC has not demonstrated that it would he impossible or 

exorbitantly expensive lo provide a reasonable prediction of nanometers of sea level rise or 

fractions of a degree of temperature increase attributable to the SMP Project's incremental 

emissions. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(a).1' 

Bni. the SEIS is further and more fundamentally mistaken in suggesting that such forecasts 

are essential, or even useful, to NEPA analysis. Climate change is the quintessential cumulative 

impact problem. and the individual physical changes that will result from any padicular aelion 

'1  Social Cost of Carbon 2010, 
htins://ohamawhitchouse.archives.novisites/defaultifilesioniblinforenTor-anenci es/Soc ial -Cost-of-
Carbon-for-RlAmdf attached as Exhibit 5, at 24-25. 
'2  Alternatively. if FERC concludes that forecasting physical changes is impossible. even if FERC 
is right, need to use "generally accepted" methods to assess, and social cost is such a method. 40 
C.F.R. 1502.22(bX4). 
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will inevitably appear insignificant to the public. Just as the public and decisionmakers "cannot he 

expected to convert curies or mrems into such costs as cancer deaths," the SEIS's readership 

cannot be expected to understand whether an individual project's miniscule marginal increase 

contribution to increased temperature, sea levels, etc. is cause for concern. Natural Res. Def 

'ouncil, Inc. v. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm 'n, 685 F.2d 459, 48711.149 (D.C. Cir. 1982) 

rev'd on other grounds sub nom. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Natural Res. Def Council, Inc., 

462 U.S. 87, 106-107 (1983). Because individual contributions to climate change are so small, but 

the cumulative problem is so large, meaningfully disclosing the impact of greenhouse gas 

emissions requires some tool beyond merely identifying physical changes in the environment 

attributable to an individual project's emissions. 

The most appropriate tool is the protocol developed by the Interagency Working Group on 

the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases ("IWG").13  NEPA does not, of course, require agencies to 

monetize adverse impacts in all cases. See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.23. NEPA does, however, require 

FERC to take a hard look at the "ecological ..., aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, 

[and] health," effects of its actions, "whether direct, indirect, or cumulative." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8. 

Monetization of costs may be required where available "alternative mode[s] of (NEPA] 

evaluation [are] insufficiently detailed to aid the decision-makers in deciding whether to proceed, 

or to provide the information the public needs to evaluate the project effectively." Columbia Basin 

Land Prot. Ass 'n v. Schlesinger, 643 F.2d 585, 594 (9th Cir. 1981). In another recent case 

concerning an energy infrastructure project, where the agency's NEPA analysis quantified 

13  Sierra Club, together with Environmental Defense Fund, Institute for Policy Integrity at New 
York University School of Law, Natural Resources Defense Council, and Union of Concerned 
Scientists, is concurrently submitting a separate comment specifically addressing the social cost of 
carbon. That comment supplements the arguments Sierra Club makes here. 

11 
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greenhouse gas emissions but claimed that it was impossible to discuss the effects thereof, the 

court ruled that the agency's refusal to use the social cost of carbon to illustrate the impact of 

these emissions was arbitrary and capricious. High Country Conservation Advocates v. United 

States Forest Serv., 52 F. Supp. 3d 1174, 1190.91 (D. Colo. 2014). 

The IWO's tools remain "generally accepted in the scientific community." 40 C.F.R. § 

1502.22(bX4), notwithstanding Executive Order 13,783, which disbanded the Interagency 

Working Group and formally withdrew its technical support documents." Indeed, that Executive 

Order did not find fault with any component of the 1WG's analysis. To the contrary, it encourages 

agencies to "monetiz[e] the value of changes in greenhouse gas emissions" and instructs agencies 

to ensure such estimates are "consistent with the guidance contained in OMB Circular A-4."" 

The IWG tool, however, illustrates how agencies can appropriately comply with the guidance 

provided in Circular A-4: OMB participated in the IWO and did not object to the group's 

conclusions. As agencies follow the Circular's standards for using the best available data and 

methodologies, they will necessarily choose similar data, methodologies, and estimates as the 

IWG, since the IWG's work continues to represent the best estimates presently available." Thus, 

the IWG's 2016 update to the estimates of the social costs of greenhouse gases remains the best 

available and generally accepted tool for assessing the impact of greenhouse gas emissions, 

notwithstanding the fact that this document has formally been withdrawn." 

14  Exec. Order. No. 13,783 § 5(b), 82 Fed. Reg. 16,093 (Mar. 28, 2017). 
'5 1d § 5(c). 
t6 Richard L. Revesz et al., Best Cost Estimate of Greenhouse Gases, 357 SCIENCE 6352 (2017) 
(explaining that, even after Trump's Executive Order, the social cost of greenhouse gas estimate 
of around $50 per ton of carbon dioxide is still the best estimate), available at 
http://nolicvintegritv.oragilesinublications/Science  SCC 1.etter.nd( and attached as Exhibit 6. 
" U.S. Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (IWG), "Technical 

support document: Technical update of the social cost of carbon for regulatory impact analysis 
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The SEIS provides three reasons for failing to use the social cost of carbon. none of which 

are Romani:1:1.1s  Contrary to the SEUVA assertion. the estimates of social cost do 'Yneasttn: actual 

incremental impacts of a project on the environment:SUS at 5:rho social cost toots are built on 

models of impacts to temperature, sea loci rise, ecosystem senices, and other physical impacts, 

together with assessments or how these physical changes will impact agriculture, human health. 

etc. The sochil cost pnamol then idennfieg the social eau unposed by a ton or pro nna 

cmflrihntion Its these environmental problems. As explained above. Ibis either amounts to nn 

assessment orpltysical impacts ar the hest available generally ilecepted a kenmtive to such an 

assessment; either way, the tool is appropriitie for use Inkier NEPA. 40 C.F.R. § 150212(hX4 

Nor is lack of oongengus as to a ghTle numl 4ipproprial: imosongnManal discount rate a reamot 

refising to use the social cost protocols. SEIS at 5.19  As the 2010 Technical Support 

Document explained, a range or three discount rates-2.5, 3, and 5 percent 'teflect mu:unable 

judgments" and -span a plausible range" of appropriate discount rates, and are consistent with 

under executive order 12MnG & Addendum! Application of the methodology to .n11111'1:fie the social 
cost of methane and the social cost or nitrous oxide' (August 26. 2016), averilerbie of 
htlps:flobamawhitehouse.archives.govisitesidefaulttilesionibfinforegiscc tsd final clean 8 26 l 
6.pdf and attached as Exhibit 7. 
is These arguments simply repeat without elaboration the position FERC took in EardiReports, 
tnc v Fed Emig),  Regulatory Coinnen. 828 F.3d 949, 956 (D.C. Cir. 2016). In  Sigma Club, the 
D.C. Circuit instructed FERC to explain "whether the position on the Social Cost of Carbon that 
the agency took in EarihReporis still holds, and why.-  Sierra Club, 867 F.3d at 1375 (emphasis 
added). earthReports held that, in an environmental assessment. FERC was not required to use 
the social cost of carbon to address the impact of greenhouse gases directly emitted by project 
construction and operation. Ikre, FERC is undcrtalcing a more searching review (environmental 
impact statement) of the impact of a much larger volume of emissions (indirect annual ernimions 
of up to 22.1 million tons, compared to less than 2 million tons in EarthReports). Even putting 
these unacknowledged differences aside, available evidence rebuts the SEIS's specific arguments 
regarding social cost of carbon, as we explain herein. 
19  The SEIS cites an EPA fact sheet for the proposition that there is no such consensus; we note 
that this document is no longer available. 
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OMB Circular A-4.I0  Indeed, the Circular provides a general recommendation for a 3 percent 

rate; although the Circular also identifies 7 percent rate as appropriate for use in other 

circumstances. the. Circular itself indicates that the 7 percent ligare should not be used when 

assessing impacts like climate change that will affect the public as a whole. and OMB, together 

with the rest of the Interagency Working Group, has explicitly affinned that the 7 percent rate is 

inappropriate when addrcuing climate change. IL  Thus, as explained by the 1 \VG, uncertainly as to 

the most appropriate discount rate k a reason lo provide social cost estimates using the range of 

plausible rates- which FERC and other agencies have done in other proceedings21  but it is not a 

reason for ignoring the social cost of greenhouse pis emissions entirely. On for Biological 

Diversity v. Nall Highway Troflie Softly 4thm tt. 538 F.3d 1172. 1200 (9th Cir. 2008) 

(disagreement over cost of carbon emissions does not allow agency to forego estintating, cost 

where, ''while the record shows ... a range ofvalues, the value of earhon emissions reduction is 

certainly not zero.").23  

Finally, the SEIS argues that the social cost deal-bon "is not appropriate for use in any 

project-level NEPA review-  because "there are no established criteria identifying the monetized 

IWO 2010 Social Cost of Carbon 1SD at 17-18, 23. 
Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, Response to Comments: Social Cost 

of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysts under Executive Order 12.866 at 36 (July 2015). 
available at httns:llobamawhitchouse.archives.govisitesidefaultIlles:ombfinforeuscc-resnonseto-
vnunents-Fmal-itdv-2015.nrIf and attached as exhibit 8. 
- See, e.g., FERC. Final E1S. Constitution Pipeline and Wright Interconnect Projects. CP13-499 
(Oct 2014 _Aecession No. 201410244001. at 4-256 to 4-257 ("Far 2015. the first year of project 
operation.... the project's social cost of carbon for 2015 would be 51,638.708 at a discount rate 
of 5 percent 55.325.802 at 3 percent. and 58.330,100 at 2.5 percent-). 
n  As e:cplained in Sierra Club's concurrently filed joint comment a growing body of literature 
suggests the the discount rate uisd for assessing climate harms should be lower than 3 or even 
2.5 percent reflecting both the decline in general interest rates since Circular A4 ',las adopted 
and the particular nature of climate harms. Using a lower discount rate would increase the 
estimate ofthe social cost ofcarium: thus. the 1WG estimates do pot risk overstating impacts. 
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values that are to be considered significant for NEPA reviews." SEIS at 5, The point of addrimsing 

"significance" in an Environmental Impact Statement is to inform the public and agency 

decisioninaking, not to simply label impacts as "significant" or "insignificant." here, the SEIS 

must help the public and understand whether the adverse consequences of t's: SNIP 

Project's geenhouse gas omissions (direct and indirect) are severe enough io warrant 

consideration in the !while interest analysis. and, indeed, whether the,,..e emissions tip the balance 

Inward the conclusion that the project is contrary 10, and not required by. the public convenience 

:Ind necessity. l'he current SEIS provides no intemiaiion 10 use in answering these questions: it is 

ind kpimd)10 that estimating the inwiacis of emissions ti sing the social cost protocols would speak 

to these issues. regardless of whether FERC concludes that the monetized impact is or is not 

,igniticant. Although FERC has discretion to choose among reliable methodologies for evaluating 

impacts. that discretion does not allow FF.RC to provide no evaluaiiim whinitoever when a 

generally accepted methodology is available. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(bX4), see also N. Plains Res. 

t 'vunc.a. Ina v. Surface Tramp. Bd, 66S F.3d 1067. 1085 (9th Cir. 2011) (holding that agency 

decision not to survey for wildlife prior to approving project was not a valid exercise of discretion 

as to assessment methodology). 

Thus, estimating social cost is a generally accepted method. consistent with OMB Circular 

A-4. to provide otherwise absent information about the severity and impact of the project's 

greenhouse gas emissions. Even putting this method aside, however, the SEIS's implicit 

conclusion that a wady I CP. increase in Horida's greenhouse gas ernissims are insignificant is 

implausible. In gentaral because climate change is a cumulative probkrnt comparison to existing 

inventories is not an effective method of assessing the importance of greenhouse gas emissions: 

any one project's contributions will inevitably appear small when measured against the 
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cumulative total. Here, however, if such comparisons are going to be made, the appropriate 

denominator is emissions in Florida, because all indirect emissions are expected to occur there. 

Increasing emissions by nearly ten percent will self-evidently interfere with the drastic emission 

reductions necessary to avoid catastrophic climate change. As affirmed just this month by the 

Fourth National Climate Assessment, without "[w]ithout major reductions in [greenhouse gas] 

emissions, the increase in annual average global temperatures relative to preindustrial times could 

reach 9°F (5°C) or more by the end of this century," with disastrous consequences.2°  

Other non-monetized comparisons similarly illustrate the startling scale of the project's 

indirect emissions. These arc startling numbers for a single project. According to the EPA's 

greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, 22,100,000 metric tons of CO2  or CO2, is equivalent to 

the OHO emissions from 4,732,334 passenger vehicles driven for one year, or to the CO2  

emissions from 5.5 coal-fired power plants in one yearn  For an alternative comparison, Florida's 

six largest emitters of CO2  within the electric power sector in 2016 were all coal units; that year, 

they collective emitted 20.3 million metric tons of CO2. Daniel Decl. at ¶18. 

'the SEIS also fails to discuss cumulative impacts. Instead of providing the discussion and 

analysis required by the court's order, FERC simply states that it "could not find a suitable 

method to attribute discrete environmental effects to GHG emissions" and that it is "not aware of 

a tool to meaningfully attribute specific increases in global CO2 concentrations, heat forcing, or 

similar global impacts to SMP Project CMG emissions." SETS at 4-5. FERC's failure to identify 

such a tool does not excuse the fatal flaws contained in the S EIS — i.e., the failure to discuss the 

significance of this massive increase in OHG emissions, or assess their cumulative impact. 

NGO2-18 

  

   

CSSR report at 15. 
ss https://www.epa.govienergyigmerthouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator  
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(Despite the court's admonition to discuss the significance and cumulative impact of downstream 

emissions, the words "significance" and "cumulative impact" do not even appear in the 

"Greenhouse Gas Emissions" section of the SETS.) 

IV. Conclusion 

For the reasons stated above, the draft SEIS fails to provide the analysis required by 

NEPA and by the D.C. Circuit's order in  Sierra Club.  FERC must prepare additional analysis to 

correct and clarify the estimates of the amount of indirect emissions, and FERC must discuss the 

significance and cumulative impact of these emissions. 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Matthews Staff Attorney Sierra Club 
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1300 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(415) 977-5695 (tel) 
(415) 977-5793 (fax) 
Email: nathan.matthewsfasierraclub.org  

Z74
.6171/M7)--- 

Elly Benson 
Staff Attorney 
Sierra Club 
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1300 
Oakland, CA 94612 
(415) 977-5723 
elly.benson@sierraclub.org  
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kulitutefor 

Policy Integrity 

NROC 

SIERRA 
CLUB [

Union of 
Concerned 
Scientists 

November 20, 2017 

To: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

Dockets: CP14-554-002, CP15-15-003, CP15-17-002 

Subject: Comments on Failure to Use the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases in the Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement on the Southeast Market Pipelines Project 

Submitted by: Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law, Natural Resources Defense 
Council, Sierra Club, and Union of Concerned Scientists' 

In its draft supplemental environmental impact statement for the Southeast Market Pipelines project, 

FERC refuses to apply the social cost of greenhouse gases. The agency's refusal is arbitrary and unlawful 

in light of a growing body of case law holding that failure to monetize a project's costs is impermissible if 

the agency relies on the project's monetized benefits to justify its action. The refusal is also arbitrary in 

light of the growing consensus around the appropriate social cost of greenhouse gas values to use in 

environmental impact statements. 

In Sierra Club v. FERC, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit instructed FERC to explain "whether 

the position on the Social Cost of Carbon that the agency took in EarthReports still holds, and why." In 

EarthReports v. FERC, the D.C. Circuit had excused FERC's failure to use the social cost of carbon in a 

2014 environmental assessment of a liquefied natural gas facility because of the alleged lack of 

consensus about the appropriate discount rates, alleged disconnect between the tool and actual 

environmental impacts, and alleged lack of criteria for significance.' FERC now repeats those same 

arguments in its draft supplemental environmental impact statement for the Southeast Market Pipelines 

project. 

However, the case law and economic literature have advanced since FERC drafted the 2014 

environmental assessment at stake in EarthReports, In particular, additional case law has made clear 

that it is arbitrary to tout the monetized upside of a project in an environmental impact statement while 

refusing to apply available tools to monetize the project's costs; crucially, the court In EarthReports 

never considered or ruled on this factor. New case law has also found greenhouse gas emissions to be 

significant and to warrant monetization in quantities similar to or even less than the tons that FERC 

estimates will be generated by the Southeast Market Pipelines. In addition, to the extent there ever was 

a lack of consensus about the appropriate discount rate, recent reports from the National Academies of 

Sciences, among other sources, make clear that a 3% discount rate or lower—or optimally a declining 

discount rate—are appropriate, while a 7% discount rate is wholly inappropriate. 

These comments begin by offering a more detailed rejection of FERC's arbitrary and misleading rationale 

for faillngto use the social cost of greenhouse gases, before offering additional guidance on how to 

monetize climate effects consistent with the currently best available science and economics—

specifically, by selecting a central estimate of global damages using a 3% or lower discount rate. 

Our organizations may separately submit other comments regarding other aspects of the supplemental EIS. 
13671.3d 1.357, 13Th D.C.I Cir. 2017). 

F.3d 949,95e (D.C. Cir. 20161.. 
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Notwithstanding a recent Executive Order disbanding the Interagency Working Group i M1G1 on the 

Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, the estimates updated by that group in 2016 are still appropriate 
estimates of the lower bound of the social cost of carbon and the social cost of methane, reflecting 
current hest practices and best scientific and economic literature. Any departure from those estimates 

would require agencies to engage with the complex integrated assessment models and ensure 
consistency with the most current scientific and economic literature, which overwhelmingly supports a 
global estimate based on a .3% or lower discount rate. Indeed, since the IWG's estimates omit important 

damage categories and so are best treated as a lower bound, if anything the social cost of greenhouse 

gas values used by agencies should be even higher. 

1. FERC Must Monetize the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases In its EIS 

FERC offers three arbitrary and misleading reasons for not applying the social cost of greenhouse gases 
in its draft supplemental environmental impact statement. 

f irst, FERC argues that because "no consensus exists on the appropriate [discount] rate to use," the 
r ange of monetized climate costs could show "significant variation"; implicit in this argument is the 
assumption that a range with significant variation is not useful to decisionmakers or the pubk. FERC is 

incorrect there Is a strong consensus around a 3% or lower discount rate, or a declining discount rate. 
Scores of agencies---Including the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management in an August 2017 
envIronmenta! Impact statement—have had no trouble applying the range of estimates recommended 
by the Interagency Working Group, and decision makers and the public have found that range to be 

helpful. 

Second, FERC argues that the social cost of greenhouse gas "tool does not measure the actual 
incremental Impacts of a project on the environment." Though FF.RC's explanation is terse and cryptic, 
the agency seems to suggest that because the social cost of greenhouse gases translate tons of 

emissions into monetized damages, rather than specifically into units of sea•level rise or increased 
mortality or other discrete categories of climate damages, the metric is not appropriate for NEPA 
analysis. FERC elsewhere argues that it "could not find a suitable method to attribute discrete 
environmental effects to GHG emissions;'  and that "global models are not suited to determine the 

incremental impact of individual projects," FERC is incorrect: not only is the social cost of greenhouse 
gas methodology ideally suited for valuing the marginal climate damages of individual projects, but the 
monetization directly reflects the "discrete effects" of climate change. Monetization actually better 
contextual izes the information on climate damages presented to decisionmakers and the public 

compared against a purely qualitative description of discrete effects, arid so monetization is the 
appropriate choice under NEPA. 

Third, FERC argues that "there are no established criteria identifying the monetized values that are to be 
considered significant for NEPA reviews.' FERC is again in-correct: Courts have had no problem finding it 
was arbitrary for agencies not to monetize greenhouse gas emissions in quantities similar to and below 
the to that FERC calculates for the Southeast Market Pipelines. 

Before offering further details that refute each of F ERC's arguments, this section begins with a review of 
the case law on when it is arbitrary to fail to include the social cost of greenhouse gases in NEPA 

analysis, and an explanation of why a recent Executive Order does not change the need to monetize 
climate damages.. Note that while FERC's draft supplemental environmental impact statement 
specifically rejects only the social cost of carbon, FERC also fails to use, or even acknowledge, the social 
cost of methane. The complete fa ure to consider the social cost of methane is itself arbitrary; the 

arguments FERC offers as reasons not to use the social cost of carbon would also be arbitrary if put 
forward as reasons not to use the social cost of methane. 
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NEPA Requires Monetizing Climate Effects *Other Costs and Benefits Are Monetized 

NEPA requires "hard look" consideration of beneficial and adverse effects of each alternative option for 

major federal government actions. The U.S. Supreme Court has called the discbsu re of impacts the "key 
requirement of NEPA,' and held that agencies must "consider and disclose the actual environmental 

effects' of a proposed project in a  way that "brings those effects to bear on f the agency's] decisions."' 
Courts have repeatedly concluded  that an EIS must disclose relevant  climate effects.' Though NEPA does 

not require a formal cost-benefit analysis,' agencies' approaches to assessing costs and benefits must be 

balanced and reasonable. Courts have warned agencies that "[elven though NEPA doe-5 not require a 

cost-benefit analysis, it was nonetheless arbitrary and capricious to quantify the benefits of [federal 

action] and then explain that a similar analysis of the costs was Impossible when such an analysis was In 

fact possible."' 

in High Country Conservation Advocates v. forest Service, the U.S. District Court of Colorado found that 

it was 'arbitrary and capricious to quantify the benefits of the lease modifications and then explain that 

a similar analysis of the costs was impossible when such an analysis was In fact possible/.  The court 

explained that the agencies had "weighed several specific economic benefits—coal recovered, payroll, 

associated purchases of supplies and services, and royalties,' but arbitrarily failed to monetized climate 

costs using the readily available social cost of carbon protocol.' Similarly, in Montane Environmental 

information Center v. Office of Surface Mining, the U.S. District Court of Montana folbwed the lead set 

by High Country and likewise held an environmental assessment to be arbitrary and capricious because 

it quantified the benefits of action (such as employment payroll, tax revenue, and royalties) while failing 

to  use the social cost of carbon to quantify the costs.' 

Both those cases were in line with Center for Biological Diversity v. Notional Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration. In that rase, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit tilled that, because the 

agency had monetized other uncertain costs and benefit. of its vehicle fuel efficiency standard—like 

traffic congestion and noise costs—its "decision not to monetize the benefit of carbon emissions 

reduction was arbitrary and capricious."ll  Specifically, it was arbitrary to "assign [ I no value to the most 

significant benefit of more stringent [vehicle fuel effklency/ standards: reduction In carbon emissions."" 

° Until:mote Gas& gee Co. Y. Natural Res. bef. canna 462 U.S. 87, 96 119831, 
As the Nl nth Circuit has held: "[The fact that climate change Is largely a global phenomenon that Includes actions that are 

outside of Ithe agency's] control does not release the agency from the duly of assessing the effects of ifs actions on global 
worming within the contra of other actions that also affect global warming" Cir. for Biological Diversity v. Not'' Highway 
Troffra Safety  Admin.. 538 F.3d /172. 1217 (9111 Cir.2006): see oho Border Rawer Pl'arre Workez0 Grp. v. U.S. Dept Of Energy, 260 
F. Stipp. 2d 997, 1028.29 R.D. Cal. 20031 ifallure to disclose protect's Indirect carbon dioxide emissions violates NEPA). 

40 C.E.R. 6 1502.23 (111 he weighing of the merits and drewbatitS of the various alternatives need not be displayed In a 
monetary cog-benefit analysis."). 

Mph Gauntry caasenotoa Advocates k Forest ServOce, S2 F. Supp. 8d 1174, 11D1 Mt Cob. 2014); accord. MEMO v. Office of 
Surfarce Minting, 15-100 4sil. OWNS, a 4046 tO. Mt.. August 14, 2017) iholdIng it was arbitrary for the agency to quantify benefits 
in an EIS whde faihng to use the social cost of carbon to quantify costs, as well as arbitraryta imply there would he no effects 
from greenhouse gas em 

52 F. Supp. Sel 1174, 1191 D. Colo. 2014). 
kr. 

.1.5-3.05-m-owia. at 40-46, Aug 14.20'17 (also holding that 4 was arbitrary to imply that there would be zero elfectsfrom 
greenhouse gas emissions). 

538 F.3c11172. 1203 (9th 2008). 
QM. at 1199. 
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When an agency bases a ruPemaking on cost-benefit analysis, it is arbitrary to ''put a thumb on the scale 
by undervaluing the benefits and overvaluing the cosu."n  

Three other cases from different courts that have declined to rule against failures to use the sociar cost 
of carbon in NEPA analyses are all distinguishable by the scale of the action or by whether other effects 
were quantified and monetized M the analysis." In particular, in forthReport3, the. D.C. Circuit never 
add ressed or ruled on whether it Is arbitrary to monetize benefits while not monetizing costs," More 

recently, in the case at issue here, the D.C. Circuit confirmed that NEPA requires a rigorous analysis of 

climate effects and, in its remand to FERC, required the agency to explain and justify its position if it 
decides not to use the social cost of greenhouse gases.' FERC has failed to adequately do so. 

In the 2015 final environmental impact statement for the Southeast Market Pipelines project, FERC 
devoted significant attention to the "economic benefits" of approving the project, For example, one 
entire page of the document, page 3-177, Is filled In a single table! 'Summary of the Economic Benefits 
of the Southeast Market Pipelines Project" Starting on page 3-185, and continuing through page 3-214, 

FERC devotes paragraph after paragraph to describing and monetizing in detail, down to the dollar, the 

economic benefits of direct labor income, indirect labor Income, expenditures on consumables, 
economic output, and tax revenue. 

These eco nom k benefits are central to f ERC's conclusion that the project, overall, will not have a 
significant adverse impact. In the conclusion section of the 2015 final environmental impact statement, 
FERC summarizes: "The SMP Project construdion would benefit state and local economies by creating a 
short•term stimulus to the affected areas through payroll expenditures, local purchases of consumables 
and project-specific materials, and sales tax. The bng-term socioeconomic effects of the SMP Project 
during operation is also likely W be beneficial, based on the increase M tax revenues.... Based on the 
analysis presented we conclude that the SMP Project would not have a significant adverse impact on the 
socioeconomic conditions of the project area."' ' This summary serves as a key component of the 
broader conclusion that, overall, "the project would not result in a significant impact on the 

environment.'°" 

Because FERC has monetized the economic benefits of the project, it must treat the climate costs with 
proportional analytical rigor and apply the social cost of greenhouse gas metrics. 

New Executive Order Encourages Continued Monetization of the Soda! Cost of Greenhouse Gases 

Executive Order 13.783 officially disbanded the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of 
Greenhouse Gases (IWG) and withdrew its tech n icalsupport documents that underpinned their range of 
estimates.)" Nevertheless, Executive Order 13,783 assumes that federal agencies will continue to 
"monetizie] the value of changes in greenhouse gas emissions' and instructs agencies to ensure such 
estimates are "consistent with the guidance contained in OMB Circular A-4."7°  Consequently,. while FERC 
and other federal agencies no Longer benefit from ongoing technical support from the IWG on use of the 

al. at 1198. 
See Leopue of lanrderness Defenders v. Connouordon, No. 3:12tv-02271•N2 ID. Da. 9. 2014]• torth9ersorts v, FM. 

15-1127. [D.C. C3. July 15, 2016g WetdEorth Guardigns v. Zinke•  1:16-CV-C10605-111, at 23-24. D. N.M. Feb. 16, 20171. 
.1128E3d at 9E6 (easing its rulng on alleged unCertaiuty Over the discount rate and lack of Clew sigmtieSmoe thresholds). 
14  Sired Cub a. FERC No.16-1329. 2017 WL 3597024. at •lo (D.C. Cr. Aug. 22. 2017). 
PHIS at 940_ 

Pssar SL 
. Em. order. No. 13,7E3 5 5(3), E2 Fed. Reg, 16,093 ltgar. 28, 20231. 
x'iff. 5 9(ck 
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social cost of greenhouse gases, by no means does the new Executive Order imply that agencies should 
not monetize important effects in their regulatory analyses or environmental impact statements. In fact, 
Circular A-4 instructs agencies to monetize costs and benefits whenever feasible." The Executive Order 
does not prohibit agencies from relying on the same choice of models as the IWO, the same inputs and 

assumptions as the IWG, the same statistical methodologies as the IWG, or the same ultimate values as 
derived by the IWG. To the contrary, because the Executive Order requires consistency with Circular A-4, 
as agencies follow the Circular's standards for using the best available data and methodologies, they will 
necessarily choose similar data, methodologies, and estimates as the IWG, since the IWG's work 
continues to represent the best available estimates?' The Executive Order does not preclude agencies 
from using the same range of estimates as developed by the IWG, so long as the agency explains that 
the data and methodology that produced those estimates are consistent with Circular A-4 and, more 
broadly, with standards for rational decisionmaking. 

Similarly, the Executive Order's withdrawal of the CEO guidance on greenhouse gases does not —and 
legally cannot—remove agencies' statutory requirement to fully disclose the environmental impacts of 
greenhouse gas emissions. As CEQ explained in its withdrawal, the "guidance was not a regulation," and 
"ffjhe withdrawal of the guidance does not change any law, regulation, or other legally binding 
requirement."' In other words, when the guidance originally recommended the appropriate use of the 
social cost of greenhouse gases in environmental impact statements," it was simply explaining that the 
social cost of greenhouse gases is consistent with longstanding NEPA regulations and case law, all of 
which are still In effect today. 

As explained in the final sections of these comments, the IWG's estimates of the social cost of 
greenhouse gases are, In fact, already consistent with the Circular A•4 and represent the best existing 
estimates of the lower bound of the range for the social cost of greenhouse gases. Therefore, the IWG 
estimates or those of a similar or higher value" should be used in regulatory analyses and 
environmental impact statements. 

There Is Clear Consensus on Using a 3°4 or Lower (or Declining) Discount Rote as a Central Estimate 

F ERC cites a 2013 EPA factsheet for the proposition that there is such a lack of consensus around the 

appropriate discount rate that the resulting range of estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases is 
too wide to be helpful. Not only was this line of thinking reiected by the Ninth Circuit in Center for 

OMB, Circular A-4 at 27 (2003) ("You should monetize quantitative estimates whenever possible."). 
"Richard L. Revesz et al, Best Cost Estimate of Greenhouse Gases. 357 SCIENCE 6352 (2017) (explaining that, even after 

Trump's Executive Order, the social cost of greenhouse gas estimate of around 550 per ton of carbon dioxide is still the best 

estimate). 

"82 Fed. Reg. 16,576, 16,576 (Apr. 5,2017). 

"See CECL Revised Draft Guidance on Consideration of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Effects of Climate Change In 

National Environmental Policy Act Renews at 16 (Dec. 2014), available at htlps://obamawhitehouse.archivesgovisites/defauk/ 

files/docs/nepa_revised_draft_ghg.guidance_searchable.pdf ("When an agency determines it appropriate to monetize costs 
and benefits, then, although developed specdically for regulatory impact analyses, the Federal sooal cost of carton, which 

multiple Federal agencies have developed and used to assess the costs and benefits of alternatives in rulerrialongs, offers a 
harmonized, interagency metric that can provide decisionmakers and the public with some tented for meaningful NEPA 
review. When using the Federal sooal cost of carbon, the agency should disdose the fact that these estimates vary over time. 

are associated with different discount rates and risks, and are intended to be updated as scientific and economic understanding 

improves."); see also CEQ, Final Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies on Consideration of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
and the Effects of Climate Change in National Environmental Policy Act Reviews at 33 n.86 (Aug. 2016). cmailable at 

https://obainawhitehouse_archnestovisites/whitehouse.gov/filesidOcuments/nepaimal_ghg_guclance.pdf.  

See. e.g.. Richard L. Rocesz et al.. Global Warming: Improve Economic Models of Climate Change. 508 Mount 173 (2014) 

(explaining that current estimates omit key damage categories and, therefore, are very likely underestimates). 
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Biological Diversity—"while . . there is a range of values, the value of carbon emissions reduction is 
certainly not zero""—but the range of values recommended by the Interagency Working Groupn and 
endorsed by the National Academies of Sciences" is rather manageable. In 2016, the IWG 
recommended values at discount rates from 2.5% to 5%, calculated as between $12 and $62 for year 
2020 emissions." Numerous federal agencies have had no difficulty either applying this range in their 
environmental impact statements or else focusing on the central estimate at a 3% discount rate." Most 
recently, in August 2017, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management applied the IWG's range of 
estimates calculated at three discount rates (2.5%, 3%, and 5%) to its environmental impact statement 
for an offshore oil development plan," and called this range of estimates "a useful measure to assess 
the benefits of CO2 reductions and inform agency decisions!"u 

More importantly, there is widespread consensus that a central estimate calculated at a 3% or lower 
discount rate, or else using a declining discount rate, is most appropriate, while a 7% discount rate 
would be wholly Inappropriate In the context of Intergenerational climate damages. Because of the long 
lifespan of greenhouse gases and the long-term or irreversible consequences of climate change, the 
effects of today's emissions changes will stretch out over the next several centuries. The time horizon 
for an agency's analysis of climate effects, as well as the discount rate applied to future costs and 
benefits, determines how an agency treats future generations. Current central estimates of the social 
cost of greenhouse gases are based on a 3% discount rate and a 300-year time horizon. Executive Order 
13,783 disbanded the Interagency Working Group in March 2017 and Instructs agencies to reconsider 
the "appropriate discount rates" when monetizing the value of climate effects." By citing the official 
guidance on typical regulatory Impact analyses (namely, Circular A-4), the Order implicitly called Into 
question the IWG's choice not to use a 7°% discount rate. However, use of a 7% discount would not only 
be inconsistent with best economic practices but would violate NEPA's required consideration of 
impacts on future generations. 

NEPA requires agencies to weigh the "relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment 
and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity," as well as "any irreversible and 
irretrievable commitments of resources."' That requirement is prefaced with a congressional 
declaration of policy that explicitly references the needs of future generations: 

538 F.34 at 1200. 
v See Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, Technical Update 12016) (hereinafter 2016 TSD). 
„See National Academies of Sciences. Assessment of Approaches to Updating the Social Cost of Carbon 12016) (hereinafter 

First NAS Report) (endorsing continued near-term use of the IWG numbers; In 2017, the NAS recommended moving to a 
declining discount rate, see National Academies of Sciences, Valuing Climate Damages 12017) (hereinafter Second NAS Report). 

.2016 ISD. The values given here are in 2007$. The IWG also recommended a 95r,  percentile value of $123. 
"BIM, Enva. Assessment—Waste Prevention, Prod. Subject to Royalties, and Res. Conservation at 52(2016); 8LM, Final 

&Mt Assessment: Little Willow Creek Protective Oil and Gas Lease. 1901481.M4D-80102014-0036-EA, at 82 (2015); Office of 
Surface Mining, Final Enva Impact Statement—Four Corners Power Plant and Navajo Mine Energy Project at 4.2-26 to 4.2.27 
(2015) (explaining the social cost of greenhouse gases "provide(s) further contort and enhance(s) the discussion of climate 
change Impacts in the NEPA analysis."); U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Draft fowl. impact Statement for the Masotti River 
Recovery Mgmt. Project at 3-335 (2016); U.S. Forest Serv., Rulemaking for Colorado Foodless Areas: Supplementol Final EnvtL 
Impact Statement at 120-123 (Nov. 2016) (using both the social cost of carbon and social cost of methane relating to coal 
leases) NHTSA EIS. Available or httplAwnx.nhtsa.govistatidllesirulemaking/pdf/cafe/FINAL_EIS.pdf at 9-77. 

BOEM, Liberty Development Project: Draft Environmental impact Statement, at 4-247 (2017). 
"id. at 3-129. 
"Executive Order 13,783 § 5(c). 
3  42 U.S.C. § 4.332(2)10. 
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The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity on the interrelations of 

all components of the natural environment ... declares that it is the continuing policy of 

the Federal Government ... to use all practicable means and measures ... to create and 
maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and 

fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of 

Americans.' 

When the Congressional Conference Committee adopted that language, it reported that the first "broad 

national goal" under the statute is to "fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the 

environment for future generations. It is recognized in this [congressional] statement [of policy] that 

each generation has a responsibility to improve, enhance, and maintain the quality of the environment 

to the greatest extent possible for the continued benefit of future generations."' 

Because applying a 7% discount rate to the social cost of greenhouse gases could drop the valuation 

essentially to $0, use of such a rate effectively ignores the needs of future generations. Doing so would 
arbitrarily fail to consider an important statutory factor that Congress wrote into the NEPA 

requirements. 

Moreover, a 7% discount rate is Inconsistent with best economic practices, including under Circular A-4. 

In 2015, OMB explained that "Circular A-4 is a living document. . . . [T]he use of 7 percent is rag 
considered appropriate for intergenerational discounting. There is wide support for this view in the 

academic literature, and it is recognized in Circular A•4 itself. "" While Circular A-4 tells agencies 

generally to use a 7% discount rate in addition to lower rates for typical rules,' the guidance does not 

intend for default assumptions to produce analyses inconsistent with best economic practices. Circular 

A-4 clearly supports using lower rates to the exclusion of a 7% rate for the costs and benefits occurring 

over the extremely long, 300-year time horizon of climate effects. 

Circular A-4 clearly requires agency analysts to do more than rigidly apply default assumptions: "You 
cannot conduct a good regulatory analysis according to a formula. Conducting high-quality analysis 

requires competent professional judgment.' As such, analysis must be "based on the best reasonably 

obtainable scientific, technical, and economic information available,"' and agencies must "(u) se sound 

and defensible values or procedures to monetize benefits and costs, and ensure that key analytical 

assumptions are defensible."' Rather than assume a 7% discount rate should be applied automatically 

to every analysis, Circular A-4 requires agencies to justify the choice of discount rates for each analysis: 

"[S]tate in your report what assumptions were used, such as . the discount rates applied to future 

benefits and costs," and explain "clearly how you arrived at your estimates."" Based on Circular A-4's 

criteria, there are numerous reasons why applying a 7% discount rate to climate effects that occur over 

a 300-year time horizon would be unjustifiable. 

42 U.S.C.A. 44331. 

See 115 Cong. Rec. 40419 (1969) (emphasis added); see olso same in Senate Report 91-296 (1969). 

Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon. Response to Comments: Social Cost of Carbon fee Regulatory 
Impact Anoksis under Execane Order 12,866 at 36 (July 2015) (hereinafter. OMB 2015 Response to Comments). 

' Circular A-4 at 36 (-For regulatory analysis, you should provide estimates of net benefits using both 3 percent and 7 
percent—If your rule will have important intergenerational benefits or costs you might consider a further sensitivity analysis 

using a lower but positive discount rate in addition to calculating net benefits using discount rates of 3 and 7 percent?). 

Id. at 3. 

Id. at 17. 

W. at 27 (emphases added). 

Id. at 3 (emphasis added). 
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First, basing the discount rate on the consumption rate of Interest is the correct framework for analysis 
of climate effects; a discount rate based on the private return to capital is inappropriate. Circular A-4 
does suggest that 7% should be a "default position" that reflects regulations that primarily displace 
capital investments; however, the Circular explains that "(w]hen regulation primarily and directly affects 
private consumption ... o lower discount rote is appropriate."' The 7% discount rate is based on a 
private sector rate of return on capital, but private market participants typically have short time 
horizons. By contrast, climate change concerns the public well-being broadly. Rather than evaluating an 
optimal outcome from the narrow perspective of investors alone, economic theory requires analysts to 
make the optimal choices based on societal preferences and social discount rates. Moreover, because 
climate change is expected to largely affect large-scale consumption, as opposed to capital investment," 
a 7% rate is Inappropriate. 

In 2013, OMB called for public comments on the social cost of greenhouse gases. In its 2015 Response to 
Comment document," OMB (together with the other agencies from the IWG) explained that 

the consumption rate of interest Is the correct concept to use ... as the Impacts of 
climate change are measured in consumption-equivalent units in the three IAMB used to 
estimate the SCC. This is consistent with OMB guidance in Circular A-4, which states that 
when a regulation is expected to primarily affect private consumption—for Instance, via 
higher prices for goods and services—It Is appropriate to use the consumption rate of 
interest to reflect how private individuals trade-off current and future consumption." 

The Council of Economic Advisers similarly Interprets Circular A-4 as requiring agencies to choose the 
appropriate discount rate based on the nature of the regulation: "IlIn Circular A-4 by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) the appropriate discount rate to use In evaluating the net costs or 
benefits of a regulation depends on whether the regulation primarily and directly affects private 
consumption or private capital."' The NAS also explained that a consumption rate of Interest is the 

"' Id. at 33 (emphasis added). 
" "There are two rationales for discounting future benefits—one based on consumption and the other on Investment. The 

consumption rate of discount reflects the rate at which society is willing to trade consumption in the future for consumption 
today. Basically, we discount the consumption of future generations because we assume future generations will be wealthier 
than we are and that the utility people receive from consumption declines as their level of consumption Increases.... The 
investment approach says that, as long as the rate of return to Investment is positive, we need to Invest less than a dollar today 
to obtain a dollar of benefits in the future. Under the Investment approach, the discount rate Is the rate of return on 
investment. If there were no distortions or inefficiencies in markets, the consumption rate of discount would equal the rate of 
return on investment. There are, however, many reasons why the two may differ. As a result, using a consumption rather than 
investment approach will often lead to very different discount rates." Maureen Cropper, How Should Benefits and Costs Be 
Discounted in on Intergenerotionof Contest?, 183 RESOURCES 30,33. 

"Note that this document was not withdrawn by Executive Order 13,783. 
"OMB 2015 Response to Comments, supra note 37, at 22. 
"'Council of Econ. Advisers, Discounting for Public Policy: Theory and Recent Evidence on the Merits of Updating the Discount 

Rote at 1 (CEA issue Brief, 20171, ovoiloble of https://obamawhitehouse.archives.govisites/delault/files/  
page/files/201701_cea_discounting_issue_brief.pdf. In theory, the two rates would be the same, but "given distortions in the 
economy from taxation, imperfect capital markets, externalities, and other sources, the SRTP and the marginal product of 
capital need not coincide, and analysts face a choice between the appropriate opportunity cost of a project and the appropriate 
discount rate for its benefits." Id. at 9. The correct discount rate for climate change is the social return to capital (14., returns 
minus the costs of externalities). not the private return to capital (which measures solely the returns). 
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appropriate basis for a discount rate for climate effects." For this reason, 7% is an inappropriate choice 
of discount rate for the impacts of climate change. 

Second uncertainty over the long time horizon of climate effects should drive analysts to select a lower 

discount rate. As an example of when a  7% discount rate is appropriate, Grcular A-4 identifies an EPA 
rule with a 30-year timeframe of costs and benefits." By contrast, greenhouse gas emissions generate 
effects stretching out across 300 years. As Circular A-4 notes, while "lialrivate market rates provide a 
reliable reference for determining how society values time within a generation, but for extremely long 

time periods no comparable private rates exist."" 

Circular A•4 discusses how uncertainty over long time horizons drives the discount rate lower: "the 

longer the horizon for the analysis," the greater the "uncertainty about the appropriate value of the 
discount rate," which supports a lower rate." Circular A-4 cites the work of renowned economist Martin 

Weitzman and concludes that the "certainty-equivalent discount factor corresponds to the minimum 

discount rate having any substantial positive probability."' The NAS makes the same point about 
discount rates and uncertainty." 

Third, a 7% percent discount rate would be inappropriate for climate change because it is based on 

outdated data and diverges from the current economic consensus. Circular A-4 requires that 

assumptions—including discount rate choices—are "based on the best reasonably obtainable scientific, 
technical, and economic information available."" Yet Circular A-4's own default assumption of a 7% 

discount rate was published 14 years ago and was based on data from decades ago.' Circular A-4's 

guidance on discount rates is in need of an update, as the Council of Economic Advisers detailed earlier 

this year after reviewing the best available economic data and theory: 

The discount rate guidance for Federal policies and projects was last revised in 2003. 
Since then a general reduction in interest rates along with a reduction in the forecast of 

long-run interest rates, warrants serious consideration for a reduction in the discount 
rates used for benefit-cost analysis.' 

NAS Second Report, supra, at 28; see also Kenneth Arrow et al., Is There a Role for Benefit-Cost Analysis in Environmental, 
Health, and Safety Regulation?, 272 Science 221 (1996) (explaining that a consumption-based discount rate is appropriate for 
climate change). 

"Circular A-4 at 34. See also OMB 2015 RespOnse to Comments, supra note 37. at 21 (•Whll: most regulatory impact 
analysis is conducted over a time frame in the range of 20 to SO years"). 

1,  Circular A.4 at 36. 
" Id. 

Id. (emphasis added); see also CFA supra note 47, at 9: 'Weitzman (1998.2001) showed theoretically and Newell and doer 
(2003) and Groom et al. (2007) confirm empirically that discount rate uncertainty can have a large effect on net present values. 
A main result from these studies is that if there is a persistent element to the uncertainty in the discount rate (e.g.. the rate 
follows a random walk), then it will result in an effective (or certainty-equivalent) discount rate that declines over time. 
Consequently, lower discount rates tend to dominate over the very long term, regardless of whether the estimated investment 
effects are predomsnamly measured in private capital or consumption terms (see Weitzman 1998.2001; Newel and POer 2003; 
Groom et al. 2005, 2007; Goiter 2008; Summers and 2eckhauser 2008; and Geller and Weitzman 20101.' 

NAS Second Report, supra. at 27. 
"CEO regulations onplernenteg NEPA similarly require that information in NEPA documents be "of high quality and states 

that la)ccurate scientific analysis ... [is) essential to implementing NEPA." 40 C.F.R. § 1S00.1(b). 
"The 7% rate was based on a 1992 report; the 3% rate was based on data from the thirty years preceding the publication of 

Circular A4 in 2003. Circular A-4 at 33. 
"CEA. supra note 47. at 1: id. at 3 (in general the evidence supports lowering these discount rates• with a plausible best 

guess based on the available information being that the lower discount rate should be at most 2 percent while the upper 
discount rate should also likely be reduced.'); Id. at 61 "The Congressional Budget Office, the Blue Chip consensus forecasts, 
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In addition to recommending a value below 7% as the discount factor based on private capital returns, 

the Council of Economic Advisers further explains that, because long-term interest rates have fallen, a 

discount rate based on the consumption rate of interest "should be at most 2 percent"' which further 
confirms that applying a r% rate to a context like climate change would be wildly out of step with the 
latest data and theory. Similarly, recent expert elicitations—a technique supported by Circular A-4 for 

filling in gaps in knowledge"—indicate that a growing consensus among experts in climate economics 

for a discount rate between 2% and 3%; 5% represents the upper range of values recommended by 
experts, and few to no experts support discount rates greater than 5% being applied to the costs and 
benefits of climate change." Tellingly, none of the integrated assessment models (DICE, FUND, and 

PAGE) used to build the IWG's estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases uses a 7% discount rate. 
Based on current economic data and theory, the most appropriate discount rate for climate change is 

3% or lower. 

Fourth, Circular A-4 requires more of analysts than giving all possible assumptions and scenarios equal 
attention in a sensitivity analysis; if alternate assumptions would fundamentally change the decision, 
Circular A-4 requires analysts to select the most appropriate assumptions from the sensitivity analysis. 

Circular A-4 indicates that significant intergenerational effects will warrant a special sensitivity analysis 
focused on discount rates even lower than 3%: 

Special ethical considerations arise when comparing benefits and costs across 

generations... It may not be appropriate for society to demonstrate a similar 

preference when deciding between the well-being of current and future generations... 
If your rule will have important intergenerational benefits or costs you might consider a 
further sensitivity analysis using a lower but positive discount rate in addition to 
calculating net benefits using discount rates of 3 and 7 percent' 

Elsewhere in Circular A-4, OMB clarifies that sensitivity analysis should not result in a rigid application of 
all available assumptions regardless of plausibility. Circular A-4 instructs agencies to depart from default 
assumptions when special issues "call for different emphases" depending on "the sensitivity of the 

benefit and cost estimates to the key assumptions."' More specifically: 

If benefit or cost estimates depend heavily on certain assumptions, you should make 
those assumptions explicit and carry out sensitivity analyses using plausible alternative 

assumptions. If the value of net benefits changes from positive to negative (or vice 
versa) or if the relative ranking of regulatory options changes with alternative plausible 
assumptions, you should conduct further analysis to determine which of the alternative 

assumptions is more appropriate." 

and the Administration forecasts all place the ten year treasury yield at less than 4 percent in the future, while at the same time 
forecasting CPI inflation of 2.3 or 2.4 percent per year. The implied real ten year Treasury yield is thus below 2 percent in all 
these forecasts."). 

Id. al 1. 
"Circular A-4 at 41. 

Peter Howard & Derek Sylvan. The Economic Climate: Establishing Expert Consensus on the Economics of Climate Change 
(Inst. Policy Integrity Working Paper 2015/I1; MA. Drupp, et al.. Discounting Disentangled: An Expert Survey on the 
Determinants of the tong-Term Social Discount Rote (London School of Economics and Political Science Working Paper, May 
2015) (finding consensus on social discount rates between 1-3%). 

Circular Ai4 at 35-36. 
Id.  at 3. 

6.11d. at 02 (emphasis added). 
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In other words, if using a 7% discount rate would fundamentally change the agency's decision compared 

to using a 3% or lower discount rate, the agency must evaluate which assumption is most appropriate. 

Since OMB, the Council of Economic Advisers, the National Academies of Sciences, and the economic 
literature all conclude that a P% rate is inappropriate for climate change, agencies should select a 3% or 

lower rate. Applying a 7% rate to climate effects cannot be justified "based on the best reasonably 
obtainable scientific, technical, and economic information available" and is inconsistent with the proper 

treatment of uncertainty over long time horizons. 

Finally, to the extent there is uncertainty around the discount rate over long periods of time, the 

growing economic consensus supports shifting to a declining discount rate framework. Circular A-4 

contemplates the use of declining discount rates in its reference to the work of Weitzman." As the 

Council of Economic Advisers explained earlier this year, Weitzman and others developed the 

foundation for a declining discount rate approach, wherein rates start relatively higher for near-term 

costs and benefits but steadily decline over time according to a predetermined schedule until, in the 

very long-term, very low rates dominate due to uncertainty." The National Academies of Sciences' 

report also strongly endorses a declining discount rate approach due to uncertainty." In other words, 

the rational response to a concern about uncertainty over the discount rate is not to abandon the social 

cost of greenhouse gas methodology, but to apply declining discount rates and to treat the estimates 

calculated at a constant 3% rate as conservative lower-bound estimates. 

One possible schedule of declining discount rates was proposed by Weitzman." It is derived from a 

broad survey of top economists and other climate experts and explicitly incorporates arguments around 
interest rate uncertainty. Work by Arrow eta!, Cropper et ol, and Gollier and Weitzman, among others, 

similarly argue for a declining interest rate schedule and lay out the fundamental logic." Another 
schedule of declining discount rates has been adopted by the United Kingdom." 

"Circular A-4, at page 36, cites to Weitzman's chapter In Portney & Weyant, eds. (1999); that chapter, at page 29. 
recommends a declining discount rate approach: "a sliding-scale social discounting strategy" with the rate at 3-4% through year 
25; then around 2% unt il year 75; then around 1% until year 300; and then 0% alter year 300. 

'"CFA supra note 47. at 9 r(Ajnot her way to Incorporate uncertainty when discounting the benefits and costs of policies 
and projects that acaue In the far future—applying discount rates that decline over time. This approach uses a higher discount 
rate initially, but then applies a graduated schedule of lower discount rates further out in time. The first argument is based on 
the application of the Ramsey framework in a stochastic setting (Gollier 2013), and the second is based on Weitzman's 
'expected net present value' approach (Weitzman 1998. Gollier and Weitzman 2010). In light of these arguments, the 
governments of the United Kingdom and France apply declining discount rates to their official public project evaluations."). 

NAS Second Report. supra. 

Martin L. Weitzman, Gamma Discounting, 91 Rat, &at. Rtv. 260, 270 (2001). Weitzman's schedule is as follows: 

1.5 years 6.25 years 26.75 years 76.300 years 3004 yurs 
4% 3% 2% I% 0% 

" Kenneth J. Arrow et al., Determining Benefits and Costs for Future Generations, 341 Rem( 349 (2013); Kenneth I. Arrow et 
al., Should Governments Use a Declining Discount Rate in Project Analysis?, REV EMAICOE ECON POIKI 8(2014); Maureen L 
Cropper et al., Declining Discount Rates, AMEMOVI ECONOMIC lhvew: PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS (2014); Christian Gollier & Martin L. 
Weitzman, Now Should the Distant Future Be Discounted When Discount Rates Are Uncertain7107 Economics LEITERS 3120101. 

"Joseph Lowe, H.M. Treasury, U.K., Intergenerational Wealth Transfers and Social Discounting: Supplementary Green Book 
Guidance 5 (2008), available at http://wow.hm-treasury.gov.uk/d/4(5).pdf. The U.K. declining discount rate schedule that 
subtracts out a time preference value is as follows: 

0.30 years 31-75 years 76.125 years 126-200 years 201-300 years 301- years 
3.00% 2.57% 2.14% 1.71% 1.29% 086% 
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The technical appendix on discounting attached to these comments more thoroughly reviews the 

various schedules of declining discount rates available for agencies to select and explains why agencies 

not only can but should adopt a declining discount framework to address uncertainty. An additional 

technical appendix on uncertainty explains in detail why uncertainty around the social cost of 

greenhouse gas points toward higher values. Shifting to a declining discount rate framework would 
increase the social coat of greenhouse gases." Consequently, a central estimate calculated at 3% should 

be considered a lower-bound of the social cost of greenhouse gases. But even providing a lower-bound 

estimate of the social cost of greenhouse gases helps inform decisionmakers and the public, and FERC is 
required by NEPA to provide some monetization of climate damages, consistent with economic best 

practices. 

The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases Reflects the Value of Discrete Climate Damages, and Gives 
Necessary Context to Climate Damages 

FERC argues that the social cost of greenhouse gas "does not measure the actual incremental impacts of 

a project on the environment" and that "global models are not suited to determine the incremental 

impact of individual projects." These statements suggest a deep misunderstanding of the design and 

proper application of the social cost of greenhouse gases. Not only is the social cost of greenhouse gas 

methodology ideally suited for valuing the marginal climate damages of individual projects, but the 
monetization directly reflects the "discrete effects" of climate change. Monetization is actually a more 

useful way under NEPA to present the information to decisionmakers and the public than a qualitative 
description of discrete effects. 

First, the social cost of greenhouse gas methodology is well suited to measure the marginal climate 
damages of Individual projects. These protocols were developed to assess the cost of actions with 

"marginal" impacts on cumulative global emissions, and the metrics estimate the dollar figure of 

damages for one extra unit of greenhouse gas emissions. This marginal cost is cakulated using 

integrated assessment models. These models translate emissions into changes in atmospheric 

greenhouse concentrations, atmospheric concentrations into changes in temperature, and changes in 

temperature into economic damages. A range of plausible socio-economic and emissions trajectories 

are used to account for the scope of potential scenarios and circumstances that may actually result in 

the coming years and decades. The marginal cost is attained by first running the models using a baseline 

emissions trajectory, and then running the same models again with one additional unit of emissions. The 

difference in damages between the two runs is the marginal cost of one additional unit. The approach 
assumes that the marginal damages from increased emissions will remain constant for small emissions 
increases relative to gross global emissions. In other words, the monetization tools are in fact perfectly 

suited to measuring the marginal effects of individual projects or other discrete agency actions. 

Second, the social cost of greenhouse gases directly reflects the discrete effects of climate change.'° The 

three integrated assessment models used to calculate the social cost of greenhouse gases together 

incorporate such damage categories as: agricultural and forestry impacts, coastal impacts due to sea 

level rise, impacts to the energy and water sectors, impacts from extreme weather events, vulnerable 

market sectors impacted by changes in energy use, human health impacts including malaria and 

pollution, outdoor recreation impacts and other non-market amenities, impacts to human settlements 

• - The. assumes the use of reasonable values in the Ramsey equation. Rut in general. as compared to a constant discount 

rate, a declining rate approach should decrease the effective discount rate. 
`'Asa comparison, while a carbon price developed for a carbon tax arguably measures the value of a constrained resource 

CarbOm emissson allowances), the integrated assessment models used to Ca 10.1 LIte the social cost of veen house gases 

directly measures Ornate damages. 
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and ecosystems, and some catastrophic impacts." Though some important damage categories are 
currently omitted due to insufficient data and modeling," the integrated assessment models do a 
reasonable job of capturing many of the discrete climate effects that decisionmakers and the public care 
about. 

Finally, monetizing climate damages provides the informational context required by NEPA, while a 
purely quantitative estimate of tons or a qualitative description of discrete climate effects like sea-level 
rise provide little context. Courts review NEPA documents "under an arbitrary and capricious standard," 
which requires "a reasonably thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the probable 
environmental consequences," to "foster both informed decisionmaking and informed public 
participation."' In particular, "the impact of greenhouse gas emissions on climate change is precisely 
the kind of cumulative impact analysis that NEPA requires," and It is arbitrary to fail to "provide the 
necessary contextual Information about the cumulative and incremental environmental impacts."" 

To "provide the necessary contextual Information," economic theory shows that one useful tool Is 
monetization of environmental impacts. As Prof. Cass Sunstein has explained, drawing from the work of 
recent Nobel laureate economist Richard Thaler, a well•documented mental heuristic called "probability 
neglect" causes people to irrationally reduce small probability risks entirely down to zero." In this case, 
for example, many decisionmakers and interested citizens would wrongly reduce down to zero the 
climate risks associated with the 0.41% of total U.S. emissions that FERC calculates will be emitted under 
the Southeast Market Pipeline project, simply due to the leading zero before the decimal. Yet the 
monetized expected cost of the climate risks associated with those same emissions—hundreds of 
millions of dollars—is less likely overlooked. As the Environmental Protection Agency's website explains, 
"abstract measurements" of so many tons of greenhouse gases can be rather inscrutable for the public, 
unless "translat(ed] ... into concrete terms you can understand."' Monetization contextualizes the 
significance of the additional tons of emissions. 

Similarly, non•monetized effects are often irrationally treated as worthless." Courts have begun to 
strike down administrative decisions for failing to give weight to non-monetized effects.' Most 
relevantly, In  Center for Biological Diversity v. NHTSA,  the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 
found it arbitrary and capricious to give zero value "to the most significant benefit of more stringent 
(fuel economy] standards: reduction in carbon emissions."" 

FERC is required by NEPA to provide enough context to ensure that the public and decisionmakers 
would not overlook the associated climate risks. Monetization is one way that FERC could provide the 
necessary context to foster both informed decisionmaking and informed public participation."' As the 

"See descriptions of the IAMB at pages 6.8 of the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon's 2010 Technical 
Support Document. 

Peter Howard, Omitted Damages: What's Missing from the Social Cost of Carbon (2024). 
,CO. for Biological Diversity, 538 F.3d at 1194 (citations omitted). See also Montano Own. Info. Cl,. v. Office of Surface 

Mining, cv15-106-M-DWM, at 12-13 (D.Mt., Aug. 14, 2017). 
..Ctr. for Bkdogical Diversity, 538F-3d 5t1217; sae also Montana Envtl. Info. CTr. co  15-106-M-OWM at 45. 
',Cass R. Sunstein, Probability Neglect: Emotions, Worst Cases, and Law 112 Yale 161, 63.72 t2002( 

EPA, Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, https://whweepa-goy/energy/veenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator  
(last updated Sept- 2017). 

n  Richard Reyes?, Quantifying Regulatory Benefits, 102 Cal. L. Rey. 1424, 1434-35, 1442 (2014). 
Id. at 142$1434. 

*538 F.3d at 1199. 
While the regulations promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality to implement NEPA do not require a 

'monetary cost-benefit analysis.-  40 C.F.R. § 1502.23. monetization nevertheless remains an available tool for contextuaking 
information. As the Counoi on Environmental Quality has explained, monetization may be "appropriate and relevant-  and, in 
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U.S. Office of Surface Mining has explained, including the social cost of greenhouse gases in a NEPA 
document "provide(s) further context and enhance[s] the discussion of climate change impacts in the 
NEPA analysis."' 

The Tons of Greenhouse Gas Emissions at Stake Here Are Clearly SignIkant 

FERC originally estimated in 2015 that the Southeast Market Pipelines project would generate several 
hundred thousand tons of carbon dioxide-equivalents per year from construction and operation." FERC 
now adds, at the direction of the D.C. Circuit ruling, quantification of as much as 22.1 million metric tons 
of carbon dioxide-equivalents per year from downstream combustion, or about 0.41% of total national 
emissions."  

FERC refuses to take the straightforward next step of basic mathematics to apply the social cost of 
greenhouse gas values to those quantified tons, FERC explains that "there are no established criteria 
identifying the monetized values that are to be considered significant for NEPA reviews."' While there 
may not be a bright-line test for significance, the emissions FERC estimates for this project are clearly 
significant and warrant monetization. This is especially true since, once emissions have been quantified, 
the additional step of monetization through application of the Interagency Working Group's 2016 
estimates entails nothing more than a simple arithmetic cakulation." 

In High Country, the District Court for the District of Colorado found that It was arbitrary for the Forest 
Service not to monetize the "1.23 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emissions (from methane) 
the West Elk mine emits annually."" That suggests a threshold for monetization far below what FERC 
estimates here. In Montana Environmental Information Center, the District Court for the District of 
Montana found It was arbitrary for the Office of Surface Mining not to monetize the 23.16 million metric 
tons, which constituted "approximately 0,35 percent of the total U.S. emissions."" In terms of relative 
percentage, FERC's estimate of 0.41% from downstream emissions alone is higher. In Center for 
Biological Diversity, the Ninth Circuit found that it was arbitrary for the Department of Transportation 
not to monetize the 35 million metric ton difference in lifetime emissions from increasing the fuel 
efficiency of motor vehicles:" given the estimated lifetime of vehicles sold In the years 2008-2011 
(sometimes estimated at about 15 years on average), this could represent as little two million metric 
tons per year. In a recent environmental impact statement from the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

Management published in August 2017, the agency explained that the social cost of carbon was "a 
useful measure" to apply to a NEPA analysis of an action anticipated to have a difference in greenhouse 

particular, "the Federal social cost of carbon ... provides a harmonized, interagency metric that can give decision makers and 
the public useful Information for their NEPA review." CEO, Final Guidance on Consideration of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
the Effects of Climate Change in National Environmental Policy Act Reviews 32.33 &fn.86 (2016), available at 
https://obamawhitehouse.archNes.govisites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/nepaiinal_ghg_guidance.pdf.  

,4  Final Environmental Impact Statement—Four Corners Power Plant and Navajo Mine Energy Project at 4.2.26 to 4.2.27 
(2015).Avolfebk of https://vAvw.wrctosmre.gov/InitiatIves/fourComers/docurrients/FIrtalE15/  Section%204.2%20- 
%20Climate%20Change.pdf. 

.FEtS, 
DSEIS, 4. 
DSEIS, 5. 

.Agencies simply need to multiply their estimate of tons in each year by the IWG's 2016 values for the corresponding year 
of emissions (adjusted for inflation to current dollars). If the emissions change occurs In the future, agencies would then 
discount the products back to present value. 

.52 F. Stipp. 3d at 1191 (quoting an e-mail comment on the draft statement for the quantification of tons). 
"At 36-37. 

538 F.34 at 1187. 
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gas emissions compared to the no-action baseline of about 25 million metric tons over a 5-year period," 

or about 5 million metric tons per year. Once again, FERC's estimate for the Southeast Market Pipelines 

project is much higher. 

FERC offers several estimates of downstream emissions, ranging from 8.36 million metric tons (meant to 

reflect net emissions) to 22.1 million metric tons (meant to reflect a full burn). These comments in no 

way endorse any of those calculations as an accurate estimate of downstream emissions from the 
project. FERC may have overlooked factors, such as supply-and-demand effects, that could increase 

downstream emissions, perhaps significantly, Regardless, any plausible estimate of downstream 

emissions from the Southeast Market Pipelines project will be a significant quantity and warrant 

monetization. (Note that Table 2 of the draft supplemental environmental impact statement contains a 

misleading calculation error. If 22.1 million metric tons represents 0.41% of the national inventory, then 

8.36 million metric tons cannot be only 0.02%; instead, It must be closer to 0.2%. FERC must correct this 
error.) 

Under any reasonable social cost of greenhouse gases, the emissions from the Southeast Market 
Pipelines project will cause hundreds of millions of dollars in climate damages. Tellingly, FERC had ro 

problem concluding in its 2015 final environmental impact statement for the Southeast Market Pipelines 
project that it was significant and appropriate to monetize, for example, the $102,981 in estimated 

income tax revenue to Alabama from the Sabal Trail (in addition to millions of other monetized 

economic benefits)." Certainly, a potential climate cost of hundreds of millions of dollars is also 

significant, particularly In the context of a document the very purpose of which is to evaluate a project's 
environmental impacts . 

2. FERC Must Use Current Estimates of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases That Reflect the 

Best Available Data and Methodologies 

As explained above, FERC is required to monetize the climate effects of the increased greenhouse gas 

emissions predicted to occur under the Southeast Market Pipelines project. When FERC monetizes those 
climate effects, it must use estimates of the social cost of carbon and social cost of methane that reflect 

the best available data and methodologies. 

In 2016, the IWG published updated central estimates for the social cost of greenhouse gases: $50 per 

ton of carbon dioxide, $1440 per ton of methane, and $18,000 per ton of nitrous oxide (in 2017 dollars 

for year 2020 emissions)." Agencies must continue to use estimates of a similar or higher value' in their 

regulatory analyses and environmental impact statements. In particular, when estimating the social cost 

of greenhouse gases, agencies must use multiple peer-reviewed models, a global estimate of climate 

damages, and a 3% or lower discount rate for the central estimate. These methodological approaches 
are consistent with NEPA's directive that agencies adopt a global perspective and consider the effects of 

their actions on future generations. 

BOEM. Liberty Development and Production Mon Draft EIS at 3.129, 4.50 (2017) (89.940.000 minus 64,570.000 is about 25 
million). 

FOS. 3-204. 
U.S. Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. 'Technical support document: Technical update 

of the social cost of carbon for regulatory impact analysis under executive order 12866 & Addendum: Application of the 
methodology to estimate the social cost of methane and the social cost of nitrous oxide" (2016). °variable at 
hnps://obamawhitehouu.archives.gov/omb/ona/sodat-costof-carbon.  

See, e.g., Richard 1. Rowse et al.. Global Worming: Improve Economic Models of Donate Change. 508 Nina* 173 (2014) 

(explaining that current estimates omit key damage categories and, therefore, are wry likely underestimates). 
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This section discusses the appropriate use of models, the need to use a global estimate of climate 

damages, and the proper treatment of uncertainty. The need to use a 3% or lower discount rate for the 
central estimate is discussed in the section above. 

Agencies Must Not Rely on a Single Model, but Must Use Multiple, Peer-Reviewed Models 

NEPA requires "scientific accuracy" in environmental impact statements, and agencies must "insure the 

professional integrity, including scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses."' As the U.S. Court 

of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit has explained, NEPA requires agencies to use "the best available 
scientific information."" OMB's Circular A-4 provides helpful guidance on the standards for accuracy in 

monetizing costs and benefits. Circular A-4 requires agencies to use "the best reasonably obtainable 

scientific, technical, and economic information available. To achieve this, you should rely on peer- 

reviewed literature, where available."" 

Since the IWG first issued the federal social cost of carbon protocol in 2010, this methodology has relied 

on the three most cited, most peer-reviewed integrated assessment models (IAMs). These three IAMs— 

called DICE (the Dynamic Integrated Model of Climate and the Economy"), FUND (the Climate 
Framework for Uncertainty, Negotiation, and Distribution"), and PAGE (Policy Analysis of the 

Greenhouse Effect'")—draw on the best available scientific and economic data to link physical impacts 

to the economic damages of each marginal ton of greenhouse gas emissions. As noted previously, each 

model translates emissions into changes in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, atmospheric 

concentrations into temperature changes, and temperature changes into economic damages, which can 

then be adjusted according to a discount rate. These three models have been combined with inputs 

derived from peer-reviewed literature on climate sensitivity, socio-economic and emissions trajectories, 
and discount rates. The results of the three models have been given equal weight in federal agencies' 

estimates and have been run through statistical techniques like Monte Carlo analysis to account for 

uncertainty. 

In a 2017 report, the National Academies of Sciences (NAS) recommended future improvements to this 
methodology. Specifically, over the next five years the NAS recommends unbundling the four essential 

steps in the IAMs into four separate "modules": a socio-economic and emissions scenario module, a 
climate change module, an economic damage module, and a discount rate module.'" Unbundling these 

four steps into separate modules could allow for easier, more transparent updates to each individual 

component in order to better reflect the best available science and capture the full range of uncertainty 

in the literature. These four modules could be built from scratch or drawn from the existing IAMs. Either 
way, the integrated modular framework envisioned by NAS for the future will require significant time 

and resource commitments from federal agencies. 

- 40C.F.R. 9 1502/4. 

Custer Cry. Action Men v. Garvey. 256 F3d 1024. 1034 (10th ch% 2001). 

, OMR Circelar Aa. at 17. 

,l1Ydkam D. Nordha us, Estimates of the social cost of carbon: concepMcmdmsultsfromIthe DICE•2013R model and 
alternative approaches, I JOURNAL Of 114 ASSOCIAI PON Of ENvmonremw MO Re swat ECC.401.11515 1120141. 

71 David Anthoff & Richard 5.1. Tol TIE aMME RIMMWM1( For, Uwesummv, NEW Krim Ara DIMMW, ION (FUND), TEGNM4 

Dr sumo" WM10,43.6(2012), available at http://www.fund-model.oreversions. 

*CMN Nope, The Marginal Impact of CO, from PAGE2002: An Integrated Assessment Model Incorporating the IPCC's Five 
Reasons for Concern, 6 INIMRATID ASSESSMENT 1.19 (2006). 

"%Nat'l Acad. Sci., Eng. & Medicine, Valuing Climate Damages: Updating Estimates of the Social Cost of Carbon Dioxkle 3 

(2017) (hereinafter "NAS. Second Report") (recommending an Integrated modular approach"). 
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In the meantime, the NAS has supported the continued near-term use of the existing social cost of 
greenhouse gas estimates based on the DICE, FUND, and PAGE models, as used by federal agencies to 

date!" In short, DICE, FUND, and PAGE continue to represent the state-of-the-art models. The 
Government Accountability Office found in 2014 that the estimates derived from these models and used 
by federal agencies are consensus-based, rely on peer-reviewed academic literature, disclose relevant 
limitations, and are designed to incorporate new information via public comments and updated 

research!' In fact, the social cost of greenhouse gas estimates used in federal regulatory proposals and 
EISs have been subject to over 80 distinct public comment periods!" The economics literature confirms 
that estimates based on these three IAMB remain the best available estimates!" In 2016, the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held the estimates used to date by agencies are reasonable!" Just 

last month, the District of Montana rejected an agency's Environmental Assessment for failure to 
incorporate the federal social cost of carbon estimates into Its cost-benefit analysis of a proposed mine 
expansion."' 

Regardless of Executive Order 13,783's withdrawal of the guidance requiring federal agencies to rely on 
IWG's technical support documents to estimate the social cost of greenhouse gases, IWG's choice of 
DICE, FUND, and PAGE, its use of inputs and assumptions, and its statistical analysis still represent the 
state-of-the-art approach based on the best available, peer-reviewed literature. This approach satisfies 

both NEPA's and Circular A-4's requirements for information quality and transparency. Therefore, in 
complying with the Executive Order's instructions to ensure that social cost of greenhouse gas estimates 
are consistent with Circular A-4, agencies will necessarily have to rely on models like DICE, FUND, and 
PAGE, to use the same or similar Inputs and assumptions as the IWG, and to apply statistical analyses 
like Monte Carlo. 

The unavoidable fact is that DICE, FUND, and PAGE are still the dominant, most peer-reviewed 
models!" and most estimates in the literature continue to rely on those models.'" Each of these 
models has been developed over decades of research, and has been subject to rigorous peer review, 
documented in the published literature. While other models exist, they lack DICE's, FUND's, and PAGE's 
long history of peer review or exhibit other limitations. For example, the World Bank has created 

Specifically, NM concluded that a near•term update was not necessary or appropriate and the current estimates should 

continue to be used while future improvements are developed over time. Nat'l Acad. Sd., Eng. & Medicine, Assessment of 
Approaches to Updating the Social Cost of Carbon: Phase 1 Report ono Near-Term Update 1120161 (hereinafter -NM, First 

Report-1. 

101  Gov't Accountability Office. Regulatory Impact Analysis: Development of Social Cost of Carbon Estimates (2014). 

i",  Peter Howard & Jason Schwartz, Think Global: international Reciprocity as Justification fora Global Social Cost of Carbon. 
42 Columbia 1. Envti 1.203 (2017), at Appendix A. 

ie. E.g.. Richard G. Newell et al., Carbon Market Lessons and Global Policy Outlook, 343 Scones 1316 (2014); Bonnie L Keeler 
et al., The Social Costs of Nitrogen, 2 Occurs Amex IS e1600219 (2016); Richard L. Ftevesz et al., Global Warming: Improve 
Economic Models of Climate Change, 508 NATURE 173 (2014) (co-authored with Nobel Laureate Kenneth Arrow, among others). 

Zero Zone. 332 F.34 at 679 IT Cr. 2016) (finding that the agency "acted reasonabh(n using global  estimates of the 
social cost of carbon. and that the emanates chosen were not arbitrary or capricious). 

Montana Envtl. Info Cent., 2017 WC 3480262,at '12.15,19. 

cv See interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon, Response to Comments: Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory 
Impact Anahais under Evecathe Order 12,866 at 7 (July 2015) ("DICE, FUND, and PAGE are the most widely used and widely 

cited models in the economic literature that link physical impacts to economic damages for the pwposes of estimating the 
atim Nat'l Acad. Sc.., Eng. & Medicine, Hidden Cost of Energy: Unpriced Consequences of Energy Production and Use 

(2010) ("the most widely used impact assessment models"). 

RS. Tot. The Soon/ Cog of Carbon, 3 Annual Rev. Res. Econ. 419 (20111; T. Havranek et al.. Selective Reporting and the 
Social Cost of Carbon, 51 Energy Econ. 394 (2015). 
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ENVISAGE, which models a more detailed breakdown of market sectors,'" but unfortunately does not 
account for non-market impacts and so would omit a large portion of significant climate effects. Models 
like ENVISAGE are therefore not currently appropriate choices under the criteria of Circular A-4."' 

An approach based on multiple, peer-reviewed models (like DICE, FUND, and PAGE) is more rigorous and 
more consistent with Circular A-4 than reliance on a single model or estimate. DICE, FUND, and PAGE 
each include many of the most significant climate effects, use appropriate discount rates and other 
assumptions, address uncertainty, are based on peer-reviewed data, and are transparenel°  However, 
each IAM also has its own limitations and is sensitive to its own assumptions. No model fully captures all 
the significant climate effects.'" By giving weight to multiple models—as the IWG did—agencies can 
balance out some of these limitations and produce more robust estimates."' 

Finally, while agencies should be careful not to cherry-pick a single estimate from the literature, it is 
noteworthy that various estimates in the literature are consistent with the numbers derived from a 
weighted average of DICE, FUND, and PAGE—namely, with a central estimate of about $40 per ton of 
carbon dioxide, and a high-percentile estimate of about $120, for year 2015 emissions (in 2016 dollars, 
at a 3% discount rate). The latest central estimate from DICE's developers Is $87 (at a 3% discount 
rate);"' from FUND's developers, $12;"" and from PAGE's developers, $123, with a high-percentile 
estimate of $332.us  

In  fact, much of the literature suggests that a central estimate of $40 per ton is a very conservative 

underestimate of the true social cost of carbon. A 2013 meta-analysis of the broader literature found a 
mean estimate of $59 per ton of carbon dioxide,'" and a soon-to-be-published update by the same 
author finds a mean estimate of $108 (at a 1% discount rate)."' A 2015 meta-analysis—which sought 
out estimates besides just those based on DICE, FUND, and PAGE—found a mean estimate of $83 per 
ton of carbon dioxide."' Various studies relying on expert elicitation"' from a large body of climate 

is,  World Bank, The faironmentol impact and luctomobility &plied aeneral fatchbelum (ENVISAGE) Model (2008), available 
at http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTPROSPECTS/Resources/334934-1193838209522/Envisage7b.pdf.  

SlmilarN, Intertemporat Computable Equilibrium System (ICES) does not account for non-market impacts. See 
https://vmw.cmccitimodels/ices.Intertemporal-computable.equlkbrIum.system. Other models Include CRED. which is worthy 

of further study for future use. Frank Ackerman, Elizabeth A. Stanton & Ramon flueno, CRED: A New Model of Climate and 
Development. 85 E(0104KAI UMW/WS 166 (2013). Accounting for omitted Impacts more generally. EA. Stanton. F. Ackerman, R. 

Bueno, Reason, Empathy, and Fair Play: The Chmate Policy Gap. (Stockholm Environment Inst. Working Paper 2012-02). find a 
doubling of the SCC using the CRED model. 

". While sensitivity analysis can address parametric uncertainty within a model, using multiple models helps address 
structural uncertainty. 

ut See Peter Howard, Omitted Damages: What's Missing from the Social Cost of Carbon 5 (Cost of Carbon Prulect Report. 
2014), http://costofcarbon.orgi. 

in Moore, F.. Baldos. U.. & Hertel, T. (2017). Economic impacts of climate change on agriculture: a comparison of process. 

based and statistical yield models. Environmental Research Letters. 
iii Wiliam Nordhaus. Revisiting the Social Cost of Carbon. Proc. Nati Acad. ScL (2017) (estimate a range of $21 to $1411. 

iv D. Anthoff & R Tot. The Uncertainty about the Social Cost of Carbon: A Decomposition Analysz Using FUND, 177 Climatic 
Change 515 (2013). 

C. Hope, The. sacral coat of CO2 from the PA6E09 model. 39 Economics (20113 C. Hope, Cnocolissuts for the colculdtpit of 
the s000i cost of 002, 117 allnOilf Change. 531 (2013). 

Tot. Targets for Global Ornate Policy: An Overview. 371. Econ. Dynamics & Control 911 (2013). 

R. Toil. Economic impacts ci Climate Change (Univ. Sussex Working Paper No. 7S-2015.2015). 

il,  5 Nocera et at. The Economic Impact of Greenhouse Gas Abatement through a Meta-Analysis: Valuation, Consequences 
and imploartoon.1 in km. of Tromp*, Poky. 37 Transport Policy 31 (20111. 

ii9Circular A4, at 41. supports use of expert elicitation as a valuable tool to (dl gaps in knowledge. 
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economists and scientists have found mean estimates of $50 per ton of carbon dioxide,'" $96-$144 per 
ton of carbon dioxide," and $80-$100 per ton of carbon dioxide'" There is a growing consensus in the 
literature that even the best existing estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases may severely 
underestimate the true marginal cost of climate damages.'" Overall, a central estimate of 540 per ton 
of carbon dioxide at a 3% discount rate, with a high-percentile estimate of about $120 for year 2015 
emissions, is consistent with the best available literature; if anything, the best available literature 
supports considerably higher estimates." 

Similarly, a comparison of international estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases suggests that a 
central estimate of $40 per ton of carbon dioxide is a very conservative value. Sweden places the long- 
term valuation of carbon dioxide at $168 per ton; Germany calculates a "climate cost" of $167 per ton of 
carbon dioxide in the year 2030; the United Kingdom's "shadow price of carbon" has a central value of 
$115 by 2030; Norway's social cost of carbon is valued at $104 per ton for year 2030 emissions; and 
various corporations have adopted internal shadow prices as high as $80 per ton of carbon dioxide."' 

Indeed, a number of our organizations have previously commented on ways In which the IWG's 
approach could be Improved to more accurately reflect the true social cost of greenhouse gases. For 
instance, the IWG's values should reflect risk aversion and account for the additional price that society is 
willing to pay to avoid uncertainty around Increasingly more severe impacts from climate change.'" In 
addition, noted Harvard economist Martin Weitzmann has observed, the three IAMB assume a relatively 
smooth upward slope in economic damages even as global climates increase well past critical tipping 
points. An improved social cost of greenhouse gases could reflect modified damage functions that better 
address tipping points." 

For these reasons, the IWG's estimates are very likely to underrepresent the true impact that 
greenhouse gas emissions have on society, and we strongly encourage further efforts to make those 

""Scott Holladay & Jason Schwartz, Economists and Climate Change 43 (inst. Policy Integrity Brief, 2009 (directly surveying 
experts about the SCC). 

Peter Howard & Derek Sylvan, The Economic Climate: Establishing Expert Consensus on the Economics of Climate Change 
(inst. Polio/ Integrity Working Papa, 2015/11 tuning eunorry rocuita to calibrate the INCF.7013R damage. function). 

In 5. PindYck, neSecidladl ofCarbon Revisited (Nat'l Bureau of Econ. Res. No. w22807, 2016) ($804100 is the trimmed 
range of estimates at a 4%discount rate; without trimming of outlier responses, the estimate is $200). 

111E4., Howard & Sylvan, supra note 121; Pindyck, supra note 122. The underestimation results from a variety of factors, 
including omitted and outdated climate Impacts (Including Ignoring impacts to economic growth and tipping points). simplified 
utility functions (Including ignoring relative prices), and applying constant Instead of a declining discount rate. See Howard, 
supra note 111; Revesz et at,, supra note 103;1.C. Van Den Bergh & W.J. Botten, A Lower Bound to the Sodal Cost of CO2 
Emissions, 4 Nature Climate Change 253 (20141 (proposing $125 per metric ton of carbon dioxide in 1995 dollars, or about $200 
in today's dollars, as the lower bound estimate). See also F.C. Moore & 0.8. Diaz, Temperature Impacts on Economic Growth 
Warrant Stringent Mitigation Poky, 5 Nature Climate Change 127 (2015) (concluding the SCC may be six times higher after 
accounting for potential growth impacts of climate change). Accounting for both potential impacts of climate change on 
economic growth and other omitted impacts, S. Dietz and N. Stem find a tyro-to seven-fold Increase In the SCC. Endogenous 
growth, convexity of damage and cNmate risk: how Nordhous' framework supports deep cuts in carbon emissions. 125 The 
Economic Journal 574 (20151. 

Li,  Note that the various estimates cited in the paragraph have not all been converted to standard 2017$, and may not all 
reflect the same year emissions. Nevertheless, the magnitude of this range suggests that $40 per ton of year 2015 emissions Is 
a conservative estimate. 

Howard & Schwartz, supra note 102, at Appendix 8. All these estimates are in 2016$. 
""See, e.g., Howarth, R. B., Gerst, M. D., & 8orsuk, M. E., 2014. Risk mitigation and the social oast of carbon. Global 

Environmental Change 24, 123-131. 
Weiumann, M.L., GHG Targets as insurance Against Catastrophic Climate Damages, National Bureau of Economic 

Research Working Paper No. 16136. 12.16 (2010). 
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NGO3-5 See response to E01-4. 

efforts more robust. Nevertheless, the IWG's approach represents the best and most rigorous effort that 

the U.S. government has engaged in thus far to realistically estimate the social cost of greenhouse gases. 

As such, agencies must incorporate those values into their rulem aid ng analyses; simply refusing to 
monetize the greenhouse gas emissions of their actions, as FERC has done in this case, does not pass 

legal or technical muster. 

NG03-5 
A Global Estimate of Climate ❑amages Is Required by NEPA 

NEPA contains a provision on "International and National Coordination of Efforts" that broadly requires 
that 'all agencies of the Federal Government shall recognize the worldwide anct tong-range character 

of environmental problems.""' Using a gbbal social cost of greenhouse gases to analyze and set policy 

fulfills these instructions. Furthermore, the Act requires agencies to, "where consistent with the foreign 

policy of the United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions, and programs designed 

to maximize international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a decline in the quality of 

mankind's world environment."''' By continuing to use the global social cost of greenhouse gases to 
spur reciprocal foreign actions, federal agencies "lend appropriate support' to the NEPA's goal of 
"maxim ize[ind international cooperation" to protect "mankind's world environment." Furthermore, not 

only is it consistent with Circular A-4 and best economic practices to estimate the global damages of U.S. 
greenhouse gas emissions in regulatory analyses and environmental impact statements, but no existing 

methodology for estimating a "domestic-only" value is reliable, complete, or consistent with Circular A-

4. 

From 2010 through 2015, federal agencies based their regulatory decision and NEPA reviews on global 

estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases. Though agencies often also disclosed a "highly 

speculative" range that tried to capture exclusively U.S. climate costs, emphasis on a global value was 
recognized as more accurate given the science and economics of climate change, as more consistent 

with best economic practices, and as crucial to advancing U.S. strategic goals.33' 

Opponents of climate regulation challenged the global number in court and other forums, and often 

attempted to use Circular A-4 as support.'" Specifically, opponents have seized on Circular A-4's 
instructions to "focus" on effects to "citizens and residents of the United States," while any significant 

effects occurring "beyond the borders of the United States ...should be reported separately."m 

Importantly, despite this language and such challenges, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Grcu it 

had no trouble concluding that a global focus for the social cost of greenhouse gases was reasonable: 

4Z 1.1-S.C. § 433212)0) (emphasis acted). 
see vita EnvnronmentedOefense Fund tt Massey, 986 F.2d 528, 535{0.C. Clr. 1993) lconfirming that Subsection F Is 

mandatory); Natural Resources Defense Council v. NRC, 647 F.2d 1845, 185710.C. Cir. 19811 {"his NEPA prescription, I find, 
looks toward cooperation, not unilateral action, In a manner consistent with our foreign policy."}; cf. tnrn.ceon 5/Nlitilfelt MIA& 
aount. Guoarcr a NEPAArsitnisis tort Titiorabosausso baesturl 119971. ami'ableur  
hit pcuurove.gcnisaa.g,c4dclocumentultransgaile.pdt Exec. Order No. 12.114, Ers,ironmental Effects Abroad of Mokor Federal 
Adits1S, 44 Fed, Reg. 1957 Hi 1-1, 2-1 pan. 4, 1979) (applying to 'major Federal actions ... having significant effects on the 
environment Outside t he geographical borders of the United states." and enalming agency officials '4o be informed of pertinent 
environmental consider. bits and to take such considerations into account ... in making decisions regarding such actions"). 

generally Howard & Schwartz, Nora note 102. 
L.  Ted Gayer &NA. SC 'FISCUS!, Deteranning the Proper Scam al agnate Change Panty Senefits in U.S. Regulatory Analyser: 

Demealic versus Glob*I.4,r3prOcrthes..10 Rev. En t1 Eton, & Pay 245 12016a (citing Circular A-4 to argue agai nst a global 
pespettivean the sob. Cast of CarbOnf, See afro, e.g.., Petitioners Oder on Procedural and ReCord-Oased Issues.. 70, in West 
Virpeeq v, EPA, case 15-1963, DC. Cir. {fled February 19,1016} (challenging EPA's use e the gbh. social cost of carbon), 

l.Circularkal at 15. Note that A•4 slightly conflates 'accrue to clt liens" with "borders of the United States": US. citizens 
have finariela I and other interests tied to effects beyond the borders of the United States. as discussed further below. 
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AHRI and Zero Zone (the industry petitioners] next contend that DOE (the Department 
of Energy] arbitrarily considered the global benefits to the environment but only 
considered the national costs. They emphasize that the (statute] only concerns "national 
energy and water conservation." In the New Standards Rule, DOE did not let this 
submission go unanswered. It explained that climate change "involves a global 
externality," meaning that carbon released in the United States affects the climate of 
the entire world. According to DOE, national energy conservation has global effects, 
and, therefore, those global effects are an appropriate consideration when looking at a 
national policy. Further, AHRI and Zero Zone point to no global costs that should have 
been considered alongside these benefits. Therefore, DOE acted reasonably when it 
compared global benefits to national costs... 

Circular A-4's reference to effects "beyond the borders" confirms that It is appropriate for agencies to 
consider the global effects of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. While Circular A-4 may suggest that most 
typical decisions should focus on U.S. effects, the Circular cautions agencies that special cases call for 
different emphases: 

(Ylou cannot conduct a good regulatory analysis according to a formula. Conducting 
high-quality analysis requires competent professional judgment. Different regulations 
may call for different emphases  in the analysis, depending on the nature and 
coinpkxity of the regulatory issues and the sensitivity of the benefit and cost estimates 
to the key assumptions.... 

In fact, Circular AA elsewhere assumes that agencies' analyses will not always be conducted from purely 
the perspective of the United States, as one of its instructions only applies "as long as the analysis is 
conducted from the United States perspective;'" 'suggesting that in some circumstances it is 
appropriate for the analysis to be global. For example, EPA and DOT have adopted a global perspective 
on the analysis of potential monopsony benefits to U.S. consumers resulting from the reduced price of 
foreign oil imports following energy efficiency increases, and EPA assesses the global potential for 
leakage of greenhouse gas emissions owing to U.S. regulation... 

Perhaps more than any other issue, the nature of the issue of dimate change requires precisely such a 
"different emphasis" from the default domestic-only assumption. To avoid a global "tragedy of the 
commons" that could irreparably damage all countries, including the United States, every  nation should 
ideally set policy according to the global social cost of greenhouse gases... Climate and clean air are 
global common resources, meaning they are freely available to all countries, but any one country's 
use—i.e., pollution—imposes harms on the polluting country as well as the rest of the world. Because 
greenhouse pollution does not stay within geographic borders but rather mixes in the atmosphere and 
affects climate worldwide, each ton emitted by the United States not only creates domestic harms, but 
also imposes large externalities on the rest of the world. Conversely, each ton of greenhouse gases 
abated in another country benefits the United States along with the rest of the world. 

533 Zero Zone v. Dept. of Energy, 832 F.3d 654, 679 (7th Cir. 201E). 

...Circular A-4 at 3 (emphasis added). 

135 1d. at 38 (counting international transfers as costs and benefits "as long as the analysis is conducted from the United 

States perspective"). 

See Howard & Schwartz, supra note 102, at 26839. 

"'See Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons.162 Science 1243 (1968)1-Mach pursuing (only its) own best 

Interest ... In a commons brings ruin to all."). 
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If all countries set their greenhouse emission levels based on only domestic costs and benefits, ignoring 
the large global externalities, the aggregate result would be substantially sub-optimal climate 

protections and significantly increased risks of severe harms to all nations, including the United States. 

Thus, basic economic principles demonstrate that the United States stands to benefit greatly if all 

countries apply global social cost of greenhouse gas values in their regulatory decisions and project 
reviews. Indeed, the United States stands to gain hundreds of billions or even trillions of dollars in direct 

benefits from efficient foreign action on climate change.'" 

In order to ensure that other nations continue to use global social cost of greenhouse gas values, it is 

important that the United States itself continue to do so.'" The United States is engaged in a repeated 
strategic dynamic with several significant players—including the United kingdom, Germany, Sweden, 

and others—that have already adopted a global framework for valuing the social cost of greenhouse 
gases.'" For example, Canada and Mexico have explicitly borrowed the IWG's global SCC metric to set 

their own fuel efficiency standards.'" For the United States to now depart from this collaborative 

dynamic by reverting to a domestic-only estimate would undermine the country's long-term Interests 
and could jeopardize emissions reductions underway in other countries, which are already benefiting 

the United States. 

For these and other reasons, the IWG properly relied on global estimates to develop its SCC metric, and 

many federal agencies have since relied on this global metric to evaluate and Justify their decisions. At 

the same time, some agencies have, in addition to the global estimate, also disclosed a "highly 
speculative" estimate of the domestic-only effects of climate change. In particular, the Department of 

Energy always includes a chapter on a domestic-only value of carbon emissions in the economic analyses 

supporting its energy efficiency standards; EPA has also often disclosed similar estimates."' Such an 

approach is consistent with Circular A-4's suggestion that agencies should usually disclose domestic 

effects separately from global effects. However, as we have discussed, reliance on a domestic-only 

methodology would be inconsistent with both the inherent nature of climate change and the standards 

of Circular A-4. Consequently, it is appropriate under Circular A-4 for agencies to continue to rely on 
global estimates of the social cost of greenhouses to justify their regulatory decisions or their choice of 

alternatives under NEPA. 

Moreover, no current methodology can accurately estimate a "domestic-only" value of the social cost of 

greenhouse gases. OMB, the National Academies of Sciences, and the economic literature all agree that 

existing methodologies for calculating a "domestic-only" value of the social cost of greenhouse gases are 

deeply flawed and result in severe and misleading underestimates. In developing the social cost of 

carbon, the IWG did offer some such domestic estimates. Using the results of one economic model 
(FUND) as well as the U.S. share of global gross domestic product (GDP), the group generated an 
"approximate, provisional, and highly speculative" range of 7-23% of the global social cost of carbon as 

0. Poky Integrity, Foreign Action, Domestic Windfall: The US. Economy Stood, to Goin Trillions from Foreign Climate Action 

(2015). InfllaiOdiPAnf ertieS/Publications/ForeignActionDomesticWindfall.pdf 
"See Robert Axelrod. lheEsolution of Cooperation 10-11 (19841Ion repeated 

...See Howard &Schwartz, supra note 102, at Appendix B. 

See Heavy-Duty Vehicle and Engine Greenhouse Gas Emission Regulation, SCR/2013-2d. 147 Can. Gazette pt. II. 450. 544 

(Can.), om,bble at http://canklagazettedgca/upprip2/2013/2013-03-13/html/tOr•dors24-eng.html ("the values used by 
Environment Canada are based on the extensive work of the U.S. Interagency Working Group on the Scoot Cost of Carbon."), 
Jason Furman & Brian Deese. The Economic Benefits of o 50 Percent Forget for Clean Energy Generation by 2025. Whae House 
goig. June 29.2016 (summarizes& the North American Leader's Summit announcement that US.. Canada, and Mexico would 
-align-  thee SCC estimates). 

Howard &Schwa.. supra note 102, at 22421. 
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an estimate of the purely direct climate effects to the United States.. Yet, as the IWG itself 
acknowledged, this range is almost certainly an underestimate because it ignores significant, indirect 
costs to trade, human health, and security that are likely to "spill over" into the United States as other 
regions experience climate change damages, among other effects.. 

Neither the existing IAMB nor a share of global GDP are appropriate bases for calculating a domestic- 
only estenate. The IAMB were never designed to calculate a domestic SCC, since a global SCC is the 
economc efficient value. FUND, like other IAMS, includes some simplifying assumptions: of relevance, 

FUND and the other IAMs are not able to capture the adverse effects that the impacts of climate change 
in other countries will have on the United States through trade linkages, national security, migration, 
and other forces.. This is why the IWG characterized the domestic-only estimate from FUND as a 

"highly speculative" underestimate. Similarly, a domestic-only estimate based on some rigid conception 
of geographic borders or U.S. share of world GDP will fail to capture all the climate-related costs and 
benefits that matter to U.S. citizens.. U.S. citizens have economic and other Interests abroad that are 

not fully reflected in the U.S. share of global GDP. GDP Is a "monetary value of final goods and 
services—that is, those that are bought by the final user—produced in a country in a given period of 
time.".GDP therefore does not reflect significant U.S. ownership Interests in foreign businesses, 
properties, and other assets, as well as consumption abroad Including tourism,.a  or even the 8 million 

Americans living abroad.. At the same time, GDP is also over-inclusive, counting productive operations 
In the United States that are owned by foreigners. Gross National Income (GNI), by contrast, defines its 
scope not by location but by ownership Interests.• However, not only has GNI fallen out of favor as a 

metric used In international economic policy,. but using a domestic-only SCC based on GNI would 
make the SCC metrics incommensurable with other costs in regulatory impact analyses, since most 
regulatory costs are calculated by U.S. agencies regardless of whether they fall to U.S.-owned entities or 

to foreign-owned entities operating in the United States.. Furthermore, both GDP and GNI are 

bran` icv Wearier° GROUP ON Socat Cosi a CARBON. TIONICAL Suwon' Dawn NI: Saw Cat Of CAMON1011 lb (daimon, Iwo( 
AlloWISIS Una R Exicim44 Mott 12,866 at 11(2010) (emphasis added). 

Id. (enplaning that the IAMs, like FUND, do .not account for howdamages in other regions could affect the United States 

(eB., global migration, economic and political destabilization"). 
is See, e.g., Dept. of Defense, National Security Implications of Crynkte-Related Risks and a Changing Climate (2015), 

available et http://archive.defense.gov/pubs/150724congressional-report-onoatbnal-implications-of-dimate- 

change.pd?sourcengovdelvery. 

A donestic-onNSCC would fad to "provide to the public and to CMS a careful and transparent analysis of the anticipated 

consequences of economically significant regulatory actions." Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. Regular°, imPOrt 
Analysis: A Primer 2 (2011). 

," Tim Callen. Gross Domestic Product: An Economy's Alf, IMF, httallwww.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/baqcsigdp.htm  

(last updated Mar. 28.2012). 

'U.S. residents spend millions each year on foreign travel, including travel to places that are at substantial risk from 

climate change• such as European does Ike Venice and tropical destinations like the Caribbean islands.' [Mad A. Dana. Valuing 
Foreign Urns and Cryikrazions in Cost•Benefit Analysis: The Case of the United States and Ornate Change Policy Northwestern 
Fatuity Wu:kir,g Pape" 196. 20091. 
http://SCA6LIrS/COMMO.15.1.1W.flOrthWeSterri.edUkji/VieWCOnterit.Cgi,rtiCie.1195&COnte.4.31,Orbn.aPerS.  

Assoc of Americans Resident Oversees, httpc//www.aaro.org/about-aaro/6m-americansabroatl. Admittedly 8 milbon is 
only 0.1a of the total population living outside the United States. 

GNI, Atlas Method (Curer* US$), Tta WCRLDBAHR, http://data.wcrldbank.org/indkator/NY.GNP.ATLSCD.  

US. Office of Management and Budget & Secretariat General of the European Commission. Review of Application of EU 
and US Regulatory Impact Assessment Guidelines on the Analysis of Impacts on internetronal Trade and Development 13 (2008). 
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dependent on what happens in other countries, due to trade and the international flow of capital. The 

artificial constraints of both metrics counsel against a rigid split based on either U.S. GDP or U.S. GNI.' 

Of course, there already are and will continue to be signifcant, quantifiable, localized effects of climate 

change. For example, a peer-reviewed EPA report, Climate Change in the United States: Benefits of 

Global Action, found that by the end of the century, the U.S. economy could face damages of $110 
billion annually in lost labor productivity alone due to extreme temperatures, plus $11 billion annually in 
agricultural damages, $180 billion in losses to key economic sectors due to water shortages, and $5 

trillion in damages U.S. coastal property... But the existence of those examples of quantifiable 

estimates of localized damages does not mean that the current IAMB are able to extrapolate a U.S.-only 
number that accurately reflects total domestic damages—especially since, as already explained, the 

IAMB do not reflect spill overs. 

As a result, in 2015, OMB concluded, along with several other agencies, that "good methodologies for 
estimating domestic damages do not currently exist."'" Similarly, the NAS recently concluded that 

current IAMB cannot accurately estimate the domestic social cost of greenhouse gases, and that 
estimates based on U.S. share of global GDP would be likewise Insufficient... William Nordhaus, the 

developer of the DICE model, cautioned earlier this year that "regional damage estimates are both 
incomplete and poorly understood," and "there is little agreement on the distribution of the SCC by 
region."..' In short, any domestic-only estimate will be inaccurate, misleading, and out of step with the 

best available economic literature, in violation of Circular A-4's standards for information quality. 

For more details on the justification for a global value of the social cost of greenhouse gases, please see 
Peter Howard & Jason Schwartz, Think Global: Internatiocal Reciprocity as Justification for a Global 

Social Cost of Carbon, 42 Columbia J. Envtl. L. 203 (2017). Another strong defense of the global valuation 
as consistent with best economic practices appears in a letter published in a recent issue of The Review 

of Environmental Economics and Policy, co-authored by the late Nobel laureate economist Kenneth 

Arrow... 

Similarly, a 300-year time horizon is required by best economic practices. In 2017, the National 

Academes of Sciences issued a report stressing the importance of a longer time horizon for calculating 

the social cost of greenhouse gases. The report states that, "ifin the context of the socioeconomic, 
damage, and discounting assumptions, the time horizon reeds to be long enough to capture the vast 

majority of the present value of damages.".. The report goes on to note that the length of the time 
horizon s dependent "on the rate at which undiscounted damages grow over time and on the rate at 
which they are discounted. Longer time horizons allow for representation and evaluation of longer-run 

:53  Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Regulating Greenhouse Gas Emissions Under the Clean Air Act, 73 Fed. Reg. 
44,354, 44,415 (July 30, 2008) ("Furthermore, international effects of climate change may also affect domestic benefits directly 

and Indireily to the extent U.S. citizens value international impacts leg.. for tourism reasons, concerns for the existence of 
ecosysterrs, and/or concern for others); U.S. international interests are affected (e.g.. risks to U.S. national security. or the US. 
economy horn potential disruptions in other nations)."). 

EPA Climate Change sn the tended States: Benefits of Global Action (2015). 
“‘ In Nenternba 2015, OPAIS lequcated publn.Lonnnenl>0111110 wcial tcrat ut ton bun. In 2015, OMB AA, -nth 040 rex or the 

Interagency Working Group issued a formal response to those comments. Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of 

Carbon. Response to Comments: Social.. of Carbon for Regulatory tnpoct Analysis under Exec.* Order 12,866 at 36 (July 

2015) (hereinafter. OW 2015 Response to Comments). 

supra note 99. at 53. 

WiSiam Nordhaus, Revisiting the Social Cost of Carbon, 114 P645 1518, 1522 (2017). 
lu Rschard Revesz. Kenneth Arrow et al. The Soots! Cast of Corbon: A Global imperative, 11 BEEP 172 (2017). 

WAS Second Report. supra note 99, at 78. 
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geophysical system dynamics, such as sea level change and the carbon cycle."'" In other words, after 
selecting the appropriate discount rate based on theory and data (in this case, 3% or below), analysts 

should determine the time horizon necessary to capture all costs and benefits that will have important 
net present values at the discount rate. Therefore, a 3% or lower discount rate for climate change 
implies the need for a 300-year horizon to capture all significant values. NM reviewed the best 
available, peer-reviewed scientific literature and concluded that the effects of greenhouse gas emissions 
over a 300-year period are sufficiently well established and reliable as to merit consideration in 
estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases... 

Agencies Should Follow the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gas Protocol's Treatment of Uncertainty 

The approach developed and utilized by the IWG remains the best methodology, based on the best 
currently available scientific and economic data. In particular, the IWG modeled the uncertainty over the 
value of the equilibrium climate sensitivity parameter using the Roe and Baker distribution calibrated to 
the IPCC reports. Using well-established analytic tools to capture and reflect uncertainty, including a 
Monte Carlo simulation to randomly select the equilibrium dimate sensitivity parameter and other 
uncertainty parameters selected by the model developers, the IWG quantitatively modeled the 
uncertainty underlying how greenhouse gas emissions affect temperature. Rather than guess about "a 
range of potential global temperature changes that may result," NHTSA must undertake a quantitative 

assessment of uncertainty and can rely on the same models and methodologies as the IWG to connect 
each ton of greenhouse gases avoided or emitted as a result of the CAFE standards with the associated 
global climate effects..?  

To further deal with uncertainty, the IWG recommended to agencies a range of four estimates: three 
central or mean-average estimates at a 2.5%, 3%, and 5% discount rate respectively, and a 955  
percentile value at the 3% discount rate. While the IWG's technical support documents disclosed fuller 
probabilities distributions, these four estimates were chosen by agencies to be the focus for 
decisionmaking. In particular, application of the 95rn  percentile value was not part of an effort to show 
the probability distribution around the 3% discount rate; rather, the 955  percentile value serves as a 
methodological shortcut to approximate the uncertainties around low-probability but high-damage, 
catastrophic, or irreversible outcomes that are currently omitted or undercounted in the economic 
models. 

The shape of the distribution of climate risks and damages includes a long tail of lower-probability, high- 

damage, irreversible outcomes due to "tipping points" in planetary systems, inter-sectoral interactions, 
and other deep uncertainties. Climate damages are not normally distributed around a central estimate, 
but rather feature a significant right skew toward catastrophic outcomes. In fact, a 2015 survey of 
economic experts concludes that catastrophic outcomes are increasingly likely to occur... Because the 
three integrated assessment models that the IWG's methodology relied on are unable to systematically 
account for these potential catastrophic outcomes, a 950i percentile value was selected instead to 
account for such uncertainty. There are no similarly systematic biases pointing in the other direction 

cos NM First Report, supra note 100, at 32. 
u: NHTSA may have used other methodologies for quantitative assessment of uncertainty In the past. 
"Policy Integrity, Expert Consensus on the Economks of Climate Change 2 (2015), available at 

http://policyintegrity.orgifiles/publications/ExpertConsensusReport.pdf  (hereinafter Expert Consensus] ('Experts bellow that 
there Is greater than a 20% likelihood that this same climate scenario would lead to a 'catastrophic' economic Impact (defined 
as a global GDP loss of 25%or morel."). See also Robert Pindyck, The Social Cost of Carbon Revisited (National Bureau of 
Economic Research, No. w22807, 2016). 
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which might warrant giving weight to a low-percentile estimate. Consequently, in any treatment of 

uncertainty, NHTSA should give sufficient attention to the long tail on the probability distribution that 

extends into high temperature ranges and catastrophic damages. 

Additionally, the 95" percentile value addresses the strong possibility of widespread risk aversion with 

respect to climate change. The integrated assessment models do not reflect that individuals likely have a 
higher willingness to pay to reduce low-probability, high-impact damages than they do to reduce the 
likelihood of higher-probability but lower impact damages with the same expected cost. Beyond 

individual members of society, governments also have reasons to exercise some degree of risk aversion 
to irreversible outcomes like climate change. 

In short, the 95th  percentile estimate attempts to capture risk aversion and uncertainties around lower- 

probability, high-damage, irreversible outcomes that are currently omitted or undercounted by the 

models. There Is no need to balance out this estimate with a low-percentile value, because the reverse 
assumptions are not reasonable: 

• There Is no reason to believe the public or the government will be systematically risk 

seeking with respect to climate change,'" 

• The consequences of overestimating the risk of climate damages (i.e., spending more than 

we need to on mitigation and adaptation) are not nearly as irreversible as the consequences 
of underestimating the risk of climate damage (i.e., failing to prevent catastrophic 
outcomes). 

• Though some uncertainties might point in the direction of lower social cost of greenhouse 

gas values, such as those related to the development of breakthrough adaptation 
technologies, the models already account for such uncertainties around adaptation; on 

balance, most uncertainties strongly point toward higher, not lower, social cost of 
greenhouse gas estimates.'" 

• There is no empirical basis for any "long tail" of potential benefits that would counteract the 
potential for extreme harm associated with dimate change. 

Moreover, even the best existing estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases are likely 

underestimated because the models currently omit many significant categories of damages—such as 
depressed economic growth, pests, pathogens, erosion, air pollution, fire, dwindling energy supply, 

health costs, political conflict, and ocean acidification—and because of other methodological choices."" 
There is little to no support among economic experts to give weight to any estimate lower than the 5% 

r"' As a 2009 survey revealed, the vast majority of economic experts support the idea that "uncertainty associated with the 
environmental and economic effects of greenhouse gas emissions increases the value of emission controls, assuming some 
level of nsk-aversion." See Expert Consensus, supra note 163, at 3 (aunt 2009 survey). 

See Richard L Revesz et al. Global Warming: Improve Economic Models of Climate Change, 503 .1.11 173 (20141. R. Tol, 
The Soc., Cost of Carbon. 3 Annual Rev. Res. Econ. 419 12011) CNA ndeRfahle surprises seem more likely than desirable 
surprise". Ahhough it is relatively easy to imagine a disaster scenario for cionate change—for .3mo...evolving mast... .3 
level rise or monsoon failure that could even lead to mass migration and violent conflict—its not at all easy to imagine that 
climate change .1 be a huge boost to human welfare."). 

See Revesz et al., Global Warming: Improve Economic Models of Climate Change. supra note 165: Peter Howard. Omitted 
Damages: What's Masong from the Social Cost of Carbon (Cost of Carbon Project Report. 2014): Frances C. Moore & Delavane 
B. Diaz. Temperature Impacts on Economic Growth Warrant Stringent Mitigation Policy. 5 Nurses ClOJAll OW. 127 (2015) 
(demonstrating SEC may be biased downward by more than a factor of six by failing to include the climate's effect on econorinc 
growth). 
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discount rate estimate." Rather, even a discount rate at 3% or below likely continues to underestimate 
the true social cost of greenhouse gases. 

The National Academies of Sciences did recommend that the IWG document its full treatment of 
uncertainty in an appendix and disclose low-probability as well as high-probability estimates of the 
social cost of greenhouse gases." However, that does not mean it would be appropriate for individual 
agencies to rely on low-percentile estimates to justify decisions. While disclosing low-percentile 
estimates as a sensitivity analysis may promote transparency, relying on such an estimate for 

decisionmaking—in the face of contrary guidance from the best available science and economics on 
uncertainty and risk—would not be a "credible, objective, realistic, and scientifically balanced" approach 
to uncertainty. 

More generally, agencies in general—and FERC in this particular instance—should remember that 
uncertainty Is not a reason to abandon the social cost of greenhouse gas methodologies; quite the 
contrary uncertainty supports higher estimates of the social cost of greenhouse gases, because most 
uncertainties regarding climate change entail tipping points, catastrophic risks, and unknown unknowns 
about the damages of climate change. Because the key uncertainties of climate change include the risk 
of Irreversible catastrophes, applying an options value framework to the regulatory context strengthens 
the case for ambitious regulatory action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. there are numerous well- 
established, rigorous analytical tools available to help agencies characterize and quantitatively assess 
uncertainty, such as Monte Carlo simulations, and the IWG's social cost of greenhouse gas protocol 
incorporates those tools. For more details, please see the attached technical appendix on uncertainty. 

For these reasons, we strongly oppose FERC's decision not use the IWG's social cost of carbon or the 
social cost of methane estimates In its draft supplemental environmental impact statement for the 
Southeast Market Pipelines project. The Commission must revisit this decision and reanalyze the effects 
of the project's greenhouse gas emission using the IWG's protocol—or estimates of a similar or higher 
value based on a similarly robust and balanced methodology—when it issues its final supplemental 
environmental impact statement. 

Sincerely, 

Elly Benson, Staff Attorney, Sierra Club 

Rachel Cleetus, Ph.D., Lead Economist and Climate Policy Manager, Union of Concerned Scientists 

Denise Grab, Western Regional Director, Institute for Policy Integrity, NYU School of Law.  

Peter H. Howard, Ph.D., Economic Director, Institute for Policy Integrity, NYU School of Law' 

Benjamin Longstreth, Senior Attorney, Natural Resources Defense Council 

The misting estimates based on the 5. discount rate already provides a lower-bound; indeed, if anything the 5.discount 
rate is already far too conservattve as a lower-bound. A recent survey of 365 experts on the KOOOMICS of chmate change found 
that 90% of experts believe a 3. discount rate or lower Is appropriate for climate change; a S%erteOurst rare falls on the 
estremelv high and of what mperts would recommend. Expert Consensus, supra note 163, at 31; See OW Drupp. A-. et al. 
Ducounreng Daentangled: An Expert Survey on the Determinants of the Long-Term Soca, Discoure Rate (London School of 
Economics and PolOcal Science Working Paper. May 2015) (finding consensus on social discount rates between 1-3%1.0* Et. 
of the experts surveyed bebeve that the central estimate of the social cost of cxbon is below $40. and 69% of experts believed 
the value should be at or above the central estimate of $40. Expert Consensus, supra note 163, at 18. 

Nat'l Acad. Of Sc,.. Assessment of Approaches to Updating the Social Cost of Carbon 4912016) Mite IWG  could efeetil7 
high percentile 90'. 95") and corresponding low percentile (e.g.. 10', 5') of the SCC frequency distributions on each 
graph."). 
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Andres Restre pa, Staff Attorney, Sierra Cluh 

Richard L. Revesz, Director, Institute for Policy Integrity, NYU School of Law* 

Jason A. Schwartz, Legal Director, Institute for Policy Integrity, NYU School of Law* 

Jeffrey Shrader, Economics Fellow, Institute for Policy Integrity, NYU School of Law* 

For any questions regarding these comments, please contact jason.schwanz@nvu.edu. 

* No part of this document purports to present New York University School of Law's views, if any. 
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From: The undersigned VVaterkeepers 

Date; November 20, 2017 

To: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE. Room 1A 
Washington, DC 20426 

Re: We oppose the incorrect and inadequate FERC Sabal Trail SEIS 
FERC Docket Numbers CP14-554-002, CP15-16-003, and CP15-17-002 

On September 27, 2017, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) published a draft 
Supplementary Environmental Impact Statement (3E18).1  That SEIS was in response to the 
August 27, 2017 DC Circuit Court decision' regarding FERC's previous approval of Certificates 
of Convenience and Necessity for the three parts of the Southeast Markets Pipeline Project 
(SMPP), which are the Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC's (Transco) Hillakiee 
Expansion Project in Docket No. CP15-16-000; Sabai Trail Transmission. (Sabal Trail) 
Sabal Trail Project in Docket No. CP15-17-000; and Florida Southeast Connection, LLC's (FSC) 
Florida Southeast Connection Project in Docket No. CP14-554-000. The judges ordered: 

"The orders under review are vacated end remanded to FERC for Me preparation of an 
environmental impact statement that is consistent with this opinion." 

The draft SEIS issued by FERC is clearly not consistent with the court's opinion for the following 
reasons: 

1. The SEIS is factually incorrect in stating that: "... the new Florida Power and Light 
Company (FPL) Okeechobee Clean Energy Center; the Duke Energy Citrus County 
Combined Cycle Plant and the existing FPL Martin County Power Plant. Service to 
these power plants was the primary purpose for which the SMP Project was 
constructed" 

a. FERC wrote in its February 2, 2016 Order granting federal eminent domain for 
Saba! Trail': "85. We also have no reason to contest Florida Power & Light's 
purported demand for natural gas. The Florida Public Service Commission issued 
an order finding that Florida Power & Light had demonstrated a need for 
additional firm capacity." 

''Draft Sappl..emeMat Fowiront-noval Impact Statement fix the Southeast Market Pipelines Project to address g122117 .'union by 
Ilw US COO. Of Appeals tutelar CP14.554, at al." FERC AtiXisien Nurriber7(117(1927-30.25 
hpu,i/clikary fere envldmwsifde 1st asp?flemanani. id-1460316" 

S IX' Circuit Court of Avevela Case NO 1 o-1329 Sierra Club, Et al., Natl.-ten, v. Federal Enemy Regulatory Commission, 
Respondent, Duke Energy Florida, LLC, et al., lnietvenors, decided August 27, 201 7, 
IMDS',./....mw.cadc.uscomurcovirdcmcvocinioas.11§V27421272C9.71i El2E285.25818.1004 D I I.Mrtila.Slilet 6-112 g- I ,59,5'?0,,g 

"Order issuing certificates and approving abanclemicril rc Ftaida SouLhcasi Connection, ci al lerier 031•1•55.1 ct 
FERC Accession Number 20160202-3054, February 2.201 e.. 
.1gpisWelibrary Fere aavehimws"file list asil•Miteumeni id • 1.1.125623  
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b. That Florida Public Service Commission Order of October 28, 2013' listed throe 
completely different power plants (boldface emphasis added): "The primary 
factors arriving this increased need are the three modernization projects currently in 
progress ar FPL's Cape Canaveral, Riviera Beach, and Pori Everglades natal 
gas plants to upgrade order, 196Vs-era steam combustion turbine generating units to 
modem, and more efficient combined cycle technology." 

c. Since FERC does not even have an accurate fist of power plants intended to be 
fed by Sabel Trail, FERC's SEES cannot be correct- 

2. The FERC SEIS alleges increased natured gas flow to Florida which contradicts public 
evidence: "The SMP Project would have the potential to increase the flow of natural gas 
into Florida by 1.1 billion cubic feet per day (bedew)." A stock analyst has demonstrated 
that Sabel Trail is actually decreasing flow through the two existing pipelines into Florida 
(FGT and Gulfstream), by the same amount Saba! Trail is shipping' The same analyst 
provides evidence that "Total natural gas demand in Florida is off 4% or 162 &gigot/ft 
peek levels of 4.5 Bed seen in summer 2016 have not been reached in summer 2017." 
Thus there is no evidence of actual increased natural gas flow into Florida. nor any need 
for it, in fact, quite the opposite. 

3. The SEIS does not mention Liquid Natural Gas {LNG) export at all, despite multiple LNG 
export operations already authorized to feed off of Sabel Trail!' including Kinder 
Morgan's Jacksonville Expansion Project of the Florida Gas Transmission pipeline from 
Sabel Trail in Suwannee County to Jacksonville, Florida, already issued a FERC 
Certificate of Convenience and Necessity.' Eagle LNG in Jacksonville, planning to feed 
from FGT JEP.' "sized to serve countries in the Caribbean Basin..."," and currently 
pending an EIS in FERC Docket CP17-41, Methane burned anywhere is a 
greenhouse gas. Any EIS for Sabel Trail should take into account exports through FGT 
JEP and Eagle LNG, as well as the numerous other LNG export operations already 
authorized by the Department of Energy's Office of Fossil Energy. Accounting for LNG 
export is especially important since there is no need for increased natural gas flow into 
Florida (see above), thus any increased how is likely to be exported. 

' PAA Ikrter 11f,ir 3-060.5-PAA- Fl on FPI propsuert Sabal. Trail Transmission, L.I.0 and. Marina Southeast Carnectien 
pipelines -, DOCI.Imcnt 19Q. 015.1M3-20 1.3, Iktober 2S, 20E3, 
.111tu ,WWW fIcaidatiec cianv.ClerknfTier]Stiowflocket?nolerNuin--  PSC-2011-0505-RA A-P1 
• Sakai Trail Adding Pipeline rapacity Bin Nra Demand,- Anallytica, Socking.alplia, 20 June 2017, 
1111]1, ...vecluni.drni conk .in id e .1.62.771t-serail-lcan-takti rte-rushme-caNM-demand 
-Sarni Trail and LNG Export by tnick, nail •  and star, WWAL.S. 201,, 

•issii,  
-thclar issuing certificate TO 1-1caida Gas Transmission Company, 1.1.12 irraber CP 5-I aa." FERC Aconsicn Mamba 

1.A 60330.3028. hue: 33. 201ti Ulna ••elibrary fere uorlduisvidlile Bel aseslocratIsral 1.(.1.• 1.144118  
-S2134 Trail to expos through Jacksonville, 1-1„"WW.,41,.S, sly 2, 2017. 

Intn Avw.ils no :1i-  Os sahal 4110 •ns.e.iinermlirtanch-qackseurille.  
."Corrancnts of Congressman At Laviscn. Ir. re the Eagle LNG Partners laelsomti.le LLC Project under CP17-4 I,' FERC 
Accession Number 2017101 -  0.12. Ock = [1. 2017   ilitzi.:.clibrarr jurc.movadmasside 1isiLoO.'doctinwnl irkl4d19u41  
10  `teller lo Ted S. 1-  oho re the iaµle LNG Partners Jacksonville, L L Eaglet:MG Raj.' under CF17-4r, FERC Accordion 
Ninnlier 261 71 11:13.62tir5. Noverubei 3 2017   'olibran fere a..o"clocitineiti ad 1461.67.57  
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NGO4-2 The final SEIS at 3 states that the SMP Project 

would have the potential to increase the flow of natural 

gas into Florida by 1.1 billion cubic feet per day. The need 

for the SMP Project was considered in the Commission 

Order. 

NGO4-3 There is nothing in the record demonstrating that 

gas from the SMP Project would be delivered to an LNG 

export facility. Furthermore, our analysis assumed full 

burn regardless of the end-user. 
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4. The SEIS explicitly mentions solar power: "The new capacity is expected to be 
principally from natural gas (3, 30 MW) and solar (1,846 M149, with biomass and landfill 
gas units making up an additional 320 MW"Yet it neglects to compare solar emissions 
(there are none) with methane emissions (no pipeline or natural gas power plant can win 
that comparison). It also neglects to compare the cost of tripling that solar power 
number, which would completely replace tracked methane power, with for example the 
health effects of burning that methane. The heed fore direct comparison of solar power 
with methane is illustrated by the plans of Duke Energy (a 7.5% owner of Sabel Trail) to 
build a 550-acre 75 megaWatt solar power plant directly adjacent to the Sabel Trail 
pipeline in Hamilton County, Florida." 

5. The SEIS states that FERC is "not aware o? and "could not find a suitable method to 
attribute discrete environmental effects to GHG emissions." FERC Is the agency almost 
certainly most responsible for new greenhouse gas emissions through its rampant 
approval of new pipeline and LNG export projects. FERC should take responsibility for 
finding producing such a method. As Senators Whitehouse and Bennet have spelled out 
in an °comment to FERC. courts in multiple other cases have directed agencies to use 
methods which are In fact available." If 'the ability to determine localized or regional 
impacts from GHGs by use of these models is not possible at this time,' FERC should 
take Sabel Trail out of service and stop approving any more pipelines until such models 
are possible. 

6. FERC held no public hearings before issuing this inadequate draft SEIS, FERC may not 
be required to do so, but such hearings would quickly have pointed out the glaring 
factual inaccuracies in the SEIS, and might have even gathered assistance in doing a 
real model. No SEIS should be approved by FERC nor accepted by the court without 
public hearings first. 

Shut it down 

Beyond rejecting the SEIS, FERC should shut down Saba! Trail and the DC Circuit Court should 
issue a mandate permanently revoking all the FERC Orders for SMPP, because the "need' 
alleged by FPL in 2013 has been disproves. 

1. The original list of power plants FPL said in 2012 needed conversion from coal to natural 
gas. already had been converted in 2016, before Sabel Trail was operational, according 
to FPL's April 2015 Ten Year Plan (emphasis added):" 

"llematenSdurPhm:lkiel-:m.gyflorids,urftowndMc, 
}am,NovAvAllx,movvymn,  mretliwndfsik,,,e-hornr,14-m4mAmermetrmisroaDukcEnmyyMoridoOksselderrmnt 
agroasn.sot For buitclingo smarkr energy furore." Duke Energy, PR, 29 August 2017. 
how • mcws duke-V1CrRY corn r4casc-s'cluke-enerov- oncks-fil..-solcmcorocre,ancut- ros-tsc l /hoc- R-snurier-com-cv-Roure  

`Com-rents or Scrota Shekleit Natitclionse el ul re the So bawl Makci Pipelines Project under CP1,1-55-1 el A", FE RC 
Accession Number 201711144043. FuoV1eEihss7o Fore RoviiOrriwfile Rst cso^cReuruni r 7,1 "Whitehouse, IIennel 
call on FERC W use social cost or carbon in revim orpipdines." Sixidon Whitehorse, PR, $ November 2017. 
ho,..,wsm ...hothouse xprye ac...:nos,rek.eroUrthnuse-bomee•cs11-on-fere-cokoe,csoll-so,s,i-csrlssi..-rc,,v.-4-nrocignt-. 
" —fon Year POWCI PiA111 SilC P1.1.20 Apn1 20E6.  Yht,,,11.1413: OD: g,1VAN, 911.10 '1 ‘11.1,7  LO,20'7,41: 
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NGO4-4 As directed by the court, we provided estimates 

for downstream GHG emissions as well as context. An 

alternatives analysis of options for generating electricity is 

outside the scope of this final SEIS. 

NGO4-5 Comment noted. 
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"In recent years, FPL has retired a number of older. less efficient generating units 
including: Sanford Unit 3. Cutler Units 5 & 6, Cape Canaveral !Mits .! & 2, Riviera Beech 

Units 3 & 4, Port Everglades Units 1 — 4, and Putnam Units 1 & 2.in their place, FPL 
has already added new, highly fuel-efficient combined cycle (CC) natural gas-tired 

generation at the Cape Canaveral, Riviera Beach, and Port Everglades sites and 
will add another highly fuel-efficient CC unit in Okeechobee County in 2019." 

2. As seen above. FPL in 2013 alleged that Florida needed new electrical power, and 
FPSC and FERC concurred. Yet FPL in its April 2016 Ten Year Plan asserted (emphasis 
in originall):' 

"Difference: FPL does not project a significant long-term additional resource need 
unfit the years 2024 and 2025." 

3. In its 2013 announcement of Sabel FPL alleged a third "neod", of "a third, 
independently routed pipeline system...." Yet no pipeline can be as geographically 
distributed nor as reliable as solar power. 

Thus all three of FPL's allegations of need for Sabal Trail have been disproven. All that is left is 
that Sabal Trail has customers. That is not enough to meet FERC's statutory duty to take into 
account public detriments, which FERC has failed to do by not producing an adequate SEIS. 

Signatures 

FERC should shut down Saba! Trail and the other components of the Southeast Markets 
Pipeline Project at least until FERC produces a SEIS that actually addresses the DC Circuit 
Court's Order. 

Signed 

John S. Quarterman, Suwannee Riverkeeper, VWVALS Watershed Coalition 

Dan Tonsmeire, Apalachicola Riverkeeper 

Sirnona L. Perry, Ogeechee Riverkeeper 

Earl Halley, Grand Riverkeeper 

Michael Mullen, Choctawhatchee Riverkeeper 

Jason Ulseth, Chattahoochee Riverkeeper 

Marty Baum, Indian Riverkeeper 

Gordon Rogers, Flint Riverkeeper 

"'Ten Year Power Plan! Stile Plan 2016-2025', FPL, April 2016 hrtwifsvwka,  me 1 I !NIL I 6216A22 7 Da' 
-FPL selecw S2hol Trail Transmissiee and Florida Southeast Coma-lice to build new natural gas pipeline syslem into 

Flixida" FPL FL July 26, 2013, 
htur'ncwsrmm -.21.:cts-`zatqa-Troll-Trmn,mi.rrpanri•Florido-cpurlicaM-Consainn-to-bLulti-wv-11111 
iv]  
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SIERRA 
CLUB 

November 20, 2017 

Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, NE 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Via e-tiling: 
Re: Public Comments on Draft SETS for the Southeast Market Pipelines Project, including but 
not limited to Sabal Trail Pipeline (Docket Nos. C.P14-554-002, CP15-16-003, CP15-17-002) 

Dear Secretary Bose: 

Please find attached more than 2885 petitions urging the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
to consider the true costs of the Sabal Trail pipeline and to deny approval of the Sabal Trail 
pipeline until alternatives are reviewed. This would require FERC to perform a comprehensive 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for the project that includes the social 
cost of carbon. The SEIS must thoroughly analyze the significance and cumulative impacts of 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, including from downstream combustion of the gas 
transported by the pipeline project. These members and supporters also request that transmission 
of fracked gas through the pipeline be halted while the project's environmental impacts are being 
fully reviewed. 
These requests are based on the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit's recent 
decision finding that FERC failed to consider the greenhouse gas pollution from burning fracked 
gas delivered via the pipeline. The court vacated FERC' s orders and remanded for the 
preparation of an environmental impact statement that is consistent with its opinion. 
Thank you for addressing these concerns. If you have any questions, please contact me. 

 

NGO5-1 

  

  

Sincerely, 

Men-ince Malwitz-J pson 
Organizer 
Sicrra Club 
2070 SW County Road 138 
Fort White, FL 32038 
(386)-454-1542 
Merrillee.malwitz-jipson@sierraclub.org  
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20171116 - FL - NG- Sabal FERC comments 

Subject: FERC must flx flaws in final Sabal Trail SEIS 

Dear FERC Commissioners, 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERq moo consider the true costs  of Saba] Trail and deny 

approval of this pipeline until alternatives are reviewed. During this process FERC must turn off the gas. 

Any conclusive Environmental Impact Statement (Rs) for pipeline infrastructure projects needs 

definitive cumulative impacts on GHG emissions expressed for their approval process. Please consider 

the following regarding Sabal Trail 

• Full burn emissions are estimated at 22.1 million metric tons of CO2e per year, such that the Project's 

combustion emissions are equivalent to 9.7% of Florida's total emissions. 

• According to the EPA's greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, 22,100.000 metric ions of CO2 or 

CO2e is equivalent to the GHG emissions from 4,732,334 passenger vehicles driven for one year, or to 

the CO2 emissions from S.S coal-fired power plants in one year. 

NGO5-2 

NGO5-3 

NGO5-4 

 

• The draft supplemental EIS failed to include a discussion of the significance of downstream 

greenhouse gas emissions, as well as their cumulative impact. 

• The supplemental EtS must compare the Project to alternatives (including alternatives utilizing 

renewables and energy efficiency), explore mitigation measures, and determine any appropriate 

conditions to place on the Certificate Order. 

 

  

 

• FERC must utilize the Social Cost of Carbon tool (SCC), which provides a means to understand the 

magnitude of the harms caused by the downstream emissions, Both the public and decision-makers can 

better assess the Project's impacts by utilizing a tool like the SCC that translates the Project's emissions 

into concrete harms. 

The supplemental EIS must be taken seriously and the FERC must complete a thorough, legitimate SUS. 
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NGO5‐2 See response to NGO2‐16. NGO5‐

3 See response to NGO4‐4. 

NGO5‐4 See responses to NGO2‐12, NGO2‐13, and NGO2‐ 

15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NGO5‐2 

NGO5‐3 

NGO5‐4 
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20171120-5053 FERC EDF (Unofficial) 11/20/2017 11,40,01 AM NGO6-1 See response to NGO4-4. 

 

Institute for 

Policy Integrity 

 

 

NEW YORK UNIVERS!, SCHOOL OF LAW 

 

November 20, 2017 

To: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

Dockets: CP14-554-002, CP15-16-003, CP15-17-002 

Subject! Need to Analyze Supply-Price-Demand Effects on Downstream Emissions of the Southeast 

Market Pipelines Project 

In addition to our separate comments submitted jointly with other organizations on the failure to use 

the social cost of greenhouse gases, the Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of 

Law' submits these comments on the need for FERC to analyze the effects of approving the Southeast 

Market Pipelines project on natural gas supply and prices, the consequential effect on demand for 

natural gas, and the ultimate effect on downstream emissions. 

While FERC does briefly assess the potential for this project to contribute to the displacement of coal-

and oil-fired energy, FERC fails to conduct a full assessment of substitute energy sources, or to explain 

either why such an assessment is infeasible or why the results of such assessment would be 

insignificant. 

Basic principles of supply and demand predict that increasing the supply of a commodity like natural gas 

will lower prices, and that lower prices will lead to increased demand for and consumption of that 

commodity.' If the increased consumption of natural gas due to the increased supply from the 

Southeast Market Pipelines project comes at the expense of energy conservation or of cleaner energy 

sources like nuclear and renewables, the end result would be an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. 

Multiple courts have recognized the need for agencies to assess such demand effects and energy 

substitution patterns in their environmental impact statements. Most recently, the U.S. Court of Appeals 

for the Tenth Circuit explained that It is irrational for an agency to fail to consider how, if its action will 

help increase the supply of fossil fuels, then the price for that commodity will also drop, demand will 

rise, and greenhouse gas emissions wili Increase! 

Other agencies' environmental Impact statements routinely assess the effects of their approvals on 

fossil fuel supply, price, demand, energy substitutes, and consequential greenhouse gas emissions. For 

example, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management uses sophisticated modeling to calculate the change 

part of these comments purports to present the views, if any, of Now York University. 
'See N. Gregory Ma nkiw, Principles of Economics 74-73, 8O-31 15th ed. 2008). 

WildEarth Guardians v. Bureau of Land Management, No. 15-3133 et 29 (112th  Cir., Sept. 15, 2017) ("this perfect substitution 
assumption [Is] arbitrary and capricious because the assumption itself is irrational contrary to basic supply and demand 
principles)."). 
Other courts have also addressed this Issue. See Ctr. for Sustainable Economy v. Jewel!, 779 F.3d 588, 609 (D.C. Cir. 2015) 
("forgoing additional leasing on the [cuter continental shelf) would cause an increase in the use of substitute fuels such as 
renewables, coal, imported ell and natural gas, and a reduction in overall domestic energy consumption from greater efforts to 
conserve In the face of higher latter); See OiSO MIcfSrems Cool. for Progress v. Surface Tromp. ad., 345 F,3d 520., 549-553 filth 
Cir. 3003) ("the increased availability of Inexpensive coal will at the very least make coal a more attractlye option to future 
entrants into the utilities market"); Montano Enva. info. Orr., 2017 V43430262, at *15 (holding that it was "illogical" for the 
agency to assume that choosing not to approve federal coal leases would have no effect on coal supply, demand, or 
consumption, because "other coal would be burned in its stead"); High Country Conservation Advocates, 52 F. Su pp. 3d at 1.197 
trecognaing that increased produCtiol of coal Could affect "the demand for coal relative to other fuel sources, and coal that 
otherwise would have been left in the ground will be burned" (quotation marks omitted)). 

NGO6-1 
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20171120-5053 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 11/20/2017 11,40:01 AM NG06-2 Staff cannot determine with accuracy the quantity 

of emissions that would be offset by the retirement or 

displacement of coal/oil fired power plants. Thus the final 

SETS presents three scenarios, including the full combustion 

of all transported gas without offsetting any amount. Also, 

see response to NG02-9. 

  

in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the effects on demand of either approving or not approving 

individual oil and gas leases.°  

Under the requirement of NEPA, FERC may not ignore the impact that increased production could have 

on the availability of gas, the price of gas relative to other energy resources, and the downstream 

emissions that could result from those changes. FERC must analyze whether the Southeast Market 

Pipelines project will change demand for natural gas in ways that will further increase downstream 

greenhouse gas emissions. 

Sincerely, 

Jason A. Schwartz, Legal Director 

Institute for Policy Integrity at NYU School of Law 

jason.schwartz@nyu.edu  

NG06-2 

 

   

Bureau of Ocean Energy Mernt„ Dept of Interior, Draft Environmental Unpact Statement Liberty Development Project at 4-50 

(Aug. 2017); see also BOW, Proposed Final Outer Continermat Shelf O118 Gas Leasing Program 2012-2017, 110 (2012( 
(calculating that if the offshore acreage were not leased, 6% of the forgone oil and gas would be replaced by energy 

conservation), 
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NGO6‐2 

NGO6‐2 Staff cannot determine with accuracy the quantity 

of emissions that would be offset by the retirement or 

displacement of coal/oil fired power plants. Thus the final 

SEIS presents three scenarios, including the full combustion 

of all transported gas without offsetting any amount. Also, 

see response to NGO2‐9. 
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FILE') 
SECT1ETA.i.;Y OF THE 

ORIGINAL 

‘tvISI "1%11 

\ 111 %II I 

324 Datura Street 
Suite 208 

West Palm Beach, FL 33401 

NOV 24 P 2: 51) 

8E611.A1..;i3" 

In Reply Refer To: 
OEP/DG2E/Gas Branch 3 

Florida Southeast Connection, LLC; 
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC; 

Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC; 
Docket Nos. CP14-554-002; 
CP15-16-003; CP15-17-002 ; 

November 17, 2017 

To: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room 1A 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

866-208-FERC Phone 

Thank you for your time in reviewing this letter. 

Florida is at a pivotal point of how it is going to exist in the next 15 -20 years. 
Sea level rising due to accumulated green house gases are now affecting the 
coastlines of Florida as illustrated in the Exhibit A pictures of downtown Miami 
where there is now daily flooding of roads. 

So the question begs why was an Environmental Impact Study not 
adequately done with respect to added greenhouse gases along with detection of 
greenhouse gas leaks using one or more methods as described in the Technology 
Status Report prepared for the US Dept. of Energy ( see : https:// 
www.netl.doe.gov/File%20Library/Research/Oil-Gas/NaturalcY.20Gas/  
scanner te.chnolooy 0104.pdf ) and in Exhibit B. Surely this information would be 
pertinent due to over 100 sinkholes and springs within 5 miles of the pipeline as 
shown in Exhibit C and mapped out by Florida Alliance as shown in the November 
29, 2016 report: " The Sabal Trail Pipeline: A Sinking Feeling " and shown in the 
link.  httpslAwiw.fractracker.org/2016/11/sabal-trail-pipeline/  
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Add to the fact that Florida Power and Light ( FPL) does not even have 
adequate power generating plants that can use all natural gas that would be 

ti retrieved from the Florida pipelines and so adequate public need is not there —
which I would think is a prerequisite for receiving a certificate of public convenience 
and necessity from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ( FERC). 

  

So what we have is a situation where Florida is already experiencing coastal 
flooding due to global accumulated greenhouse gases, no adequate model that 
reflects how much added greenhouse gases these pipelines will add and how this 
will further increase Florida coastal flooding, no procedure to assess added social 
cost of carbon ( SCC ) and an Intent to export LNG because the intended power 
plants using natural gas are not even built yet. One might easily believe that this 
pipeline is a pipe dream for business investors at the expense of Florida's natural 
resources. 

We as Floridians ask that you re-visit this case and require adequate 
environmental impact studies so that Florida does not carry the extra burden of 
added greenhouse gases and hence added coastal flooding. 

NGO7-1 

 

  

NGO7-2 

 

Additionally, the Environmental Impact Study should address the potential 
for newly created sinkholes as shown forth in Exhibit C where people's homes and 
properties are now sinking downward into sinkholes created in the last 5 years. 

   

NGO7-1 Comments noted. 

NGO7-2 Karst terrain was addressed in the final EIS. 

Respectfully, 

/OK sk(V 

ark Offerman , President 
Palm Beach County 
Environmental Alliance 

Diane Rice, Treasurer 
Palm Beach County 
Environmental Alliance 
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NGO7‐1 Comments noted. 

NGO7‐2 Karst terrain was addressed in the final EIS. 
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ORIGINAL 

November 17, 2017 

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room 1A 
Washington, DC 20426 

Dear Secretary Bose: 

THE 

I all 2 P 2: 5 
F . 

 

Please find written comments submitted by the "Teamsters National Pipeline 
Training Fund" on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Southeast Market Pipelines Project (FERC Docket Numbers CP14-554-002, CP15-
16-003 and CP15-17-002). 

If you have any questions I can be reached at (703) 508-8690. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Stern, Administrator 
Teamsters National Pipeline Training Fund 

Enclosures 
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Comments submitted by the Teamsters National Pipeline 
Training Fund on the Draft Supplemental Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Southeast Market Pipelines Project 
(Docket Nos. CP14-554-002, CP15-16-003 and CP15-17-
002 

The Teamsters National Pipeline Training Fund representing 
over 90 contributing Union Pipeline Contractors affiliated with 
the Pipeline Contractors Association and the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters with over 1.25 million members 
affirms our support for the Southeast Market Pipelines Project, 
herein referred to as "Project". 

The "Project" will provide Teamster members with most 
residing in Florida and whose members will be performing the 
pipeline construction work along the "Project" route with high 
wages and health insurance and pension benefits. 

The Teamsters National Pipeline Training Fund is committed 
to building this Project with well-trained and qualified 
Teamster workers who can perform their work at a high level 
to help mitigate any potential environmental concerns. 

Therefore, these workers have a vested interest in building this 
project in an environmentally safe manner since their own 
families could be affected by this project. 

By utilizing union contractors to build the "Project" it 
guarantees that at least 50% of the workers will be local hires. 

The collective bargaining agreement between the Teamsters 
and Pipeline Contractors Association states: 
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"The words "regular employee" shall mean those who are 
regularly and customarily employed by the Individual 
Employer and because of their special knowledge and 
experience in pipeline construction work, are considered key 
men. It is anticipated that the number of regular employees 
shall not be more than a majority of the total number required 
but there shall be no limitation on the classification of such 
regular employees, with the understanding that these 
classifications will be distributed as evenly as possible." (See 
Exhibit A) 

Therefore, when a pipeline such as this "Project" is built using 
local union labor, the majority of pipeline construction 
workers will be from the local community with a greater 
sensitivity for the environment. 

You do not get this guarantee with a nonunion pipeline 
contractor. Therefore, by building this "Project" with union 
contractors and Teamster Union members any negative 
environmental impact will be lessened. 

These workers have an incentive building the "Project" 
environmentally safe because again they live here too. 

We have pipeline contractors who specialize in Horizontal 
Directional Drilling (HDD) type of work. 

HDD is used for the installation of pipelines beneath rivers, 
highways, and other environmentally sensitive areas requiring 
technology and equipment that can install pipelines without 
any disturbance to natural habitats. 

Some of our specialized signatory contractors and a more 
detailed explanation of the work they perform in areas of great 
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environmental concern are included in this submission. (See 
Exhibit B) 

Prior to the construction of major pipeline projects such as this 
"Project" we provide Classroom training programs based on 
The U.S. Department Transportation's Regulations on 
"Compliance, Safety and Accountability" (CSA) and also 
Defensive Driving. 

The Teamsters CSA/Defensive Driving Instructor has been 
cited as a Trend Setter by the "National Safety Council" an 
Award he has received from them in the past. He will teach this 
Course to our Teamsters who will work on the "Project" prior 
to the work starting. (See Exhibit C) 

Under pages 6 and 7 in the collective bargaining agreement 
workers must have certain qualifications prior to working on 
this project. (See Exhibit D) 

Under pages 17 and 18 of the Pipeline Agreement is the 
language on "Drug and Alcohol Testing" to ensure a drug free 
work environment and "Training/DOT Rules" to maintain high 
quality work standards and qualifications. (See Exhibit E) 

In addition, the Teamsters Pipeline Training Fund has come to 
Florida in the recent past to provide current Teamster pipeline 
workers with training to upgrade their skills. (See Exhibit F) 

For your ready-reference we have provided brochures 
detailing information about our Training Program and us and 
our support for our Veterans who will be working on the 
"Project" through the Teamsters Military Assistance Program. 
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NG00-8-1 Comments noted. 

 

We believe with this 'Project" being constructed with our 
trained and highly skilled local union workers and specialized 
union contractors the "Project" will be built in a safe and 
environmentally friendly manner and in compliance with all 
federal and state environmental regulations. 

The union contractors who will be charged with building the 
"Project" are specialized and are highly experienced in 
performing pipeline construction work especially in sensitive 
environmental areas such as where wetlands, rivers and 
streams exist 

NGO8-1 
In closing, we support the building of the "Project" based upon 
this written submission and its supporting exhibits which 
show the use of union contractors and union trained labor will 
help mitigate any environmental concerns. 
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20170929-5001 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 9/28/2017 11:47:53 PM IND1-1 Comment noted. See table 2 in the final SEIS. 

 

Roger Marietta, Albany, GA. 
The environmental assessment is not counting the leaking methane, vented 
methane, unburnt methane from the compressor stations' exhaust, and the 
periodlc hours long venting of compressed methane. Methane is 25 times 
more effective in warming the earth than carbon dioxide. The combination 
of carbon dioxide and methane from multiple locations and pipeline 
activities will accelerate global warming and intensive hurricanes and 
tropical storm damage to US Coastal areas. It does not count the 
exported methane which will contribute to atmospheric and oceanic 
warming. 

IND1-1 
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Roger Marietta 
 

IND1‐1 Comment noted. See table 2 in the final SEIS. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IND1‐1 
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In the original evaluation of the SMP project FERC compared natural gas 
to coal and oil, leaving out all renewable sources of energy production 
including solar. FERC needs to consider Solar Power in this SEIS. When 
and if solar power is compared to natural gas and other fossil fuels FERC 
will discover that solar power has a 0% increase in GHG emissions. 

INDIVIDUALS 
Christopher Mericle 

20171013-San FERC PDF 4Dhofticial) 10/13/2017 7;40,22 AM 

Christopher 3 Mericle, Jasper, FL. 

I ND2-1 See response to NGO4-4. I ND2- 

2 See response to NG02-10. 

I ND2-3 See responses to NG02-10, NGO2-14, and NGO2-

17. 

FERC has done it again) It is amazing how FERC can review all these 
projects and come up with the same conclusions time after time - 
operat-ing the. SHP-Prol-ect-wouTd-riot-result-IA-a-signiticant impact-on-th-e — 
environment.' 

The SEIS states that the SHP Project would increase Greenhouse G23 
emissions in the state of Florida by 9.1- 9./ percent. The 9.7 percent 
increase is if all the fuel the pipeline could carry were to be burned, 
which FERC States 10 unlikely. In my opinion the "full burn" figures are 
the only figures to consider. If FERC wants to consider smaller figures 
they should have authorized a smaller pipeline! A 9.7% increase In GHG 
emissions for 22.1 million metric tons} is very significant. 

IND2-1 

---ThT,-S-E 5 states: ^We could not fl-Wd---STII.U1-4-(Tiet o to Eft-riBUte 
discrete environmental effects to GHG emissions.' FERC follows this 
statement with excuses as to why they cannot determine local 
environmental effects and impacts. We need answers not excuses! I am 
certain that the court order that required FERC to do this SEIS didn't 
say- well if it is too difficult don't worry about it. Maybe FERC should 
consider developing a method for determining local impacts of GHG 
emissions. 

Under "Social Cost of Carbon' its more of the same rhetoric and excuses, 
FERC can't find a tool to appropriately measure the social cost of 
carbon. Here again FERC needs to develop the tools necessary to do the 
job. 

FERC needs to go back and redo this SEIS. Surely this report is not the 
best FERC can do. We the citizens of Florida expect and deserve a 
professional report that considers alI options without a bunch of excuses 
as to why they can't do the job. If FERC can not fully evaluate 01-10 
emissions as they state in this report how is it they can say there will 
be no significant impacts? 
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Christopher Mericle 
 

IND2‐1 See response to NGO4‐4. IND2‐

2 See response to NGO2‐10. 

IND2‐3 See responses to NGO2‐10, NGO2‐14, and NGO2‐ 

17. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IND2‐1 
 

 
IND2‐2 

 

 
IND2‐3 
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20171016-5002 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 10/19/2017 10:32:17 AM IND3-1 See response to NGO1-2. 

IND3-2 See response to IND1-1. 

   

Deanna Merl cle, Jasper, FL. 
Comments to FERC regarding the Draft SEIS for the Sabal Trail methane gas 
pipeline and connected pipelines. 

IND3-1 

  

It comes as no surprise to me that your agency did an extremely minimal, 
court-ordered evaluation of downstream greenhouse gas effects of the 
Sabal Trail pipeline and found that is has "no significant effects.' A 
q.7  percent increase in overall emissions seems very significant to me. 
- excuse that 9.7 is an upper limit and most likely won't be reached is 
the right way to come to your conclusion. If the pipe has that 

-.pacity, then that should be the number considered in the analysis. 

   

If 9.7 percent is not significant, what number would be considered 
significant? I would like an answer to that question. 

The draft SE15 goes on to say that FERC doesn't have adequate tools to 
properly evaluate the downstream emission effects. Then how can you 
conclude that there are no significant effects? 

IND3-2 

  

. Marietta makes a very good point in his comments that methane leaks 
and compressor stations need to be considered in the analysis. That 
(lane is escaping into the air and contributing to greenhouse gas 
ects. Not to mention the methane leaks surrounding tracking sites, 
re they burn off excess methane. The whole operation of obtaining, 
%sporting, and burning the methane is having significant greenhouse 
effects. To me, it all needs to be considered. 

   

When a true analysis is dons, I believe the evidence will be clear that, 
as a nation, and globally, we need to commit to clean, renewable energy 
like wind and solar for the future of our planet. 

I ask you to please develop the needed tools to properly evaluate the 
greenhouse gas effects and to include the above-mentioned sources of 
methane leaks (tracking sites and compressor stations} in your analysis. 
Also, the gas in the Sabel Trail pipeline needs to be turned off until 
this issue is resolved. 

Sincerely, 
Deanna Mericle 
7712 SW 32nd Lane 
Jasper, FL 32052 
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IND4-1 Comments noted. 

INDIVIDUALS 
Allison Young 
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INDIVIDUALS 
Dianne McGee 
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INDIVIDUALS 
Dianne McGee 
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INDIVIDUALS 
Michael Roth 

20171116-5100 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 11/16/2017 2(14.16 PM IND6-1 See response to E01-1. 

Michael Roth, Branford, FL. 
Mr. Neil Chatterjee, Chairman 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
ii First Street NE, Room IA 
Washington. DC 20426 

Re: CP14-554-002, CP15-18-003, and CP15-17-002 

Dear Chairman Ctatterlee, 

We have noted with interest the plethora of letters in your portal 
suggesting that the draft supplemental environmental impact statement is 
grossly inadequate. Through the use of what is apparently three or four 
different well drafted letters of scientific integrity, some being used 
as petitions, we believe that the true "public interest' becomes quite 
clear - the populations in the communities affected by the pipelines do 
not feel that this is in their interest, even as your agency chooses to 
believe otherwise. They all indicate that they believe, as do we, that 
the full cost of the project to the environment and ultimately the public 
pocketbook, has not been adequately considered. We will not repeat their 
specific points here, but rather refer to them as a well-documented list 
of concerns expressed in your portal. 

In a statement of what appears to be defiance, you positively choose not 
to try to measure the cost. You cite the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases 
1,15del developed by a working group consrfang of-EZ-Ilass -Than fha—0511nci/  
of Economic AdviSers, Council on Environmental Quality, Department of 
Agriculture, Department of commerce, Department of Energy, Department of 
Transportation, Environmental Protection Agency, National Economic 
Council, Office of Energy and Climate Change, Office of Management and 
Budget, Office of Science and Technology Policy, and the Department of 
the Treasury, and then you opt not to use it. 

You cite the EPA comment that no consensus exists on the appropriate 
discount rate to use for such analyses, and then state that the model 
might be useful for comparing alternatives where a consistent discount 
rate is applied. However, we believe that It would be revealing to use 
the model using a range of reasonable discount rates and actually 
considering the extent of the "significant variations) in output" that 
might result. Not using the model at all is a convenient way of 
disregarding any of the ramifications of the results. 

You go on to state that "there are no established criteria identifying 
the monetized values that are to be considered significant.' That, too, 
is quite convenient - perhaps a more responsible approach would be to use 
the model to identify a monetized value and then facilitate a discussion 
with the members of the Interagency Working Group, who actually appear to 
care about the social cost of carbon, regarding the relevance of the 
results. 

We are concerned that by merely waving away this available model for what 
appears to be superfluous reasons you are missing key future 

IND6-1 
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INDIVIDUALS 
Michael Roth 

 

20171116-5100 FERG PDF (Unofficial) 11/16/2017 2(14:16 PM IND6-2 Comment noted. 

  

IND6-2 

environmental costs that render you unable to make a determination of 
whether or not this project in indeed in the public interest. 

We must question the presumption that, in the absence of hard data or the 
use of any modeling because of limitations on the availability of data to 
use as inputs, the project should be approved and does not represent a 
threat to the public. We, as members of the public whose interest you 
are supposed to be protecting, would prefer that you would require the 
developers and beneficiaries of this project to bear that burden of 
proof. 

I Tn ,„h_ we a a tin re Pct the Craft euhnlement,l n„ mental imr,tt 

 

statement as inadequate and require the potentially hazardous project to 
cease functioning while a new impact statement that actually considers 
the full impact of the project be prepared. 

Michael J. Roth and Cynthia L. Noel 

INDIVIDUALS 
Michael Roth 
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FORM LETTER 

Six unique form letters, FL1-FL6, were submitted into the record. The individuals submitting these letters (and the FERC docket ascension numbers of these 

letters) are noted in the table below and Staffs responses to these letters are provided thereafter. When a letter was submitted by multiple parties, we 

refer to these parties as "individuals". 

FL1: Methane Emissions 
Individuals (20171010-0056), Troy Golson (20171019-0010), Ashley Deal (20171023-0067), Melinda Subo (20171024-0019), 
Individuals (20171024-0018), Individuals (20171106-0008), Angelica Magby (20171107-0065), Nia Michelle Reese (20171107-0065), 
Daijah Travis (20171107-0063), Tieziah Johnson (20171114-0021), Individuals (20171114-0020), Dylan Butter (20171114-0018), 
Individuals (20171114-0017), Justin Gilbert (20171114-0016), Erick Machuca (20171114-0039), Cameron Johnson (20171114-0038), Individuals 
(20171205-0100) 

FL2 FERC SEIS Ignores Fugitive Methane 
Eugene Marner (20171030-0086), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0073), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030-0074), Cynthia Beach (20171030-0070), John 
O'Connor (20171030-0053), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030-0052), Carole Marner (20171030-0051), Anthony G. Breuer (20171030-0047), 
Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030-0048), Dennis Higgins (20171102-0316), Colleen McKinney (20171102-0310), Norm Farwell (20171102-0309), 
Kathleen Higgins (20171107-0056) 

FL3 FERC fails to answer Court request to use carbon cost or justify ignoring it 
Eugene Marner (20171030-0085), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030-0072), Cynthia Beach (20171030-0063), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030-0062), 
Carole Marner (20171030-0059), John O'Connor (20171030-0055), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030-0049), Anthony G. Breuer (20171030-
0046), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0045), Dennis Higgins (20171102-0318), Norm Farwell (20171102-0308), Colleen McKinney (20171102-0305), 
Kathleen Higgins (20171107-0054) 

FL4 FERC fails to answer criticism that omission of emission impacts is arbitrarily according to NEPA 
Eugene Marner (20171030-0084), Cynthia Beach (20171030-0076), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030-0066), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030-0065), 
Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030-0057), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0044), Sylvia Barnard (20171030-0030), Colleen McKinney (20171102-0313), 
Norm Farwell (20171102-0312), Dennis Higgins (20171102-0306), Kathleen Higgins (20171107-0057), Elizabeth Callara (20171109-0018) 

FL5 FERC must justify ignoring carbon cost or supply alternative metric 
Carole Marner (20171030-0083), Cynthia Beach (20171030-0067), Eugene Marner (20171030-0061), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0060), Anthony G. 
Breuer (20171030-0058), Grace Nichols (20171030-0056), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030-0054), Russell Ziemba (20171030-0036), David Kick-
Davidaff (20171030-0033), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0068), Colleen McKinney (20171102-4004), Dennis Higgins (20171102-0315), Norm Farwell 
(20171102-0314), Kathleen Higgins (20171109-0019) 
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Six unique form letters, FL1‐FL6, were submitted into the record. The individuals submitting these letters (and the FERC docket ascension numbers of these 

letters) are noted in the table below and Staff’s responses to these letters are provided thereafter. When a letter was submitted by multiple parties, we 

refer to these parties as “individuals”. 
 

FL1: Methane Emissions 
Individuals (20171010‐0056), Troy Golson (20171019‐0010), Ashley Deal (20171023‐0067), Melinda Subo (20171024‐0019), 
Individuals (20171024‐0018), Individuals (20171106‐0008), Angelica Magby (20171107‐0065), Nia Michelle Reese (20171107‐0065), 
Daijah Travis (20171107‐0063), Tieziah Johnson (20171114‐0021), Individuals (20171114‐0020), Dylan Butter (20171114‐0018), 
Individuals (20171114‐0017), Justin Gilbert (20171114‐0016), Erick Machuca (20171114‐0039), Cameron Johnson (20171114‐0038), Individuals 
(20171205‐0100) 

FL2 FERC SEIS Ignores Fugitive Methane 
Eugene Marner (20171030‐0086), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0073), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030‐0074), Cynthia Beach (20171030‐0070), John 
O’Connor (20171030‐0053), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030‐0052), Carole Marner (20171030‐0051), Anthony G. Breuer (20171030‐0047), 
Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030‐0048), Dennis Higgins (20171102‐0316), Colleen McKinney (20171102‐0310), Norm Farwell (20171102‐0309), 
Kathleen Higgins (20171107‐0056) 

FL3 FERC fails to answer Court request to use carbon cost or justify ignoring it 
Eugene Marner (20171030‐0085), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030‐0072), Cynthia Beach (20171030‐0063), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030‐0062), 
Carole Marner (20171030‐0059), John O’Connor (20171030‐0055), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030‐0049), Anthony G. Breuer (20171030‐ 
0046), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0045), Dennis Higgins (20171102‐0318), Norm Farwell (20171102‐0308), Colleen McKinney (20171102‐0305), 
Kathleen Higgins (20171107‐0054) 

FL4 FERC fails to answer criticism that omission of emission impacts is arbitrarily according to NEPA 
Eugene Marner (20171030‐0084), Cynthia Beach (20171030‐0076), Elizabeth Serrao (20171030‐0066), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030‐0065), 
Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030‐0057), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0044), Sylvia Barnard (20171030‐0030), Colleen McKinney (20171102‐0313), 
Norm Farwell (20171102‐0312), Dennis Higgins (20171102‐0306), Kathleen Higgins (20171107‐0057), Elizabeth Callara (20171109‐0018) 

FL5 FERC must justify ignoring carbon cost or supply alternative metric 
Carole Marner (20171030‐0083), Cynthia Beach (20171030‐0067), Eugene Marner (20171030‐0061), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0060), Anthony G. 
Breuer (20171030‐0058), Grace Nichols (20171030‐0056), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030‐0054), Russell Ziemba (20171030‐0036), David Kick‐ 
Davidaff (20171030‐0033), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0068), Colleen McKinney (20171102‐4004), Dennis Higgins (20171102‐0315), Norm Farwell 
(20171102‐0314), Kathleen Higgins (20171109‐0019) 
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FL6 Fugitive methane costing 
Anthony G. Breuer (20171030-0079), Carole Marner (20171030-0075), Jan Mulroy (20171030-0073), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030-0071), 
Elizabeth Serrao (20171030-0069), Cynthia Beach (20171030-0064), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030-0050), Sylvia Barnard (20171030-0043), 
Eugene Marner (20171030-0037), Carol Tansey (20171030-0036), Peter Looker (20171030-0036), Anna L. Burland (20171030-0032), Christina 
Kielb (20171030-0031), Steven Redler (20171030-0029), Cynthia Pooter (20171030-0028), Grace Nichols (20171030-0027), Tina Lieberman 
(20171030-0024), Dennis Higgins (20171102-0317), Norm Farwell (20171102-0311), Colleen McKinney (20171102-0304), Kathleen Higgins 
(20171107-0055) 
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FL6 Fugitive methane costing 
Anthony G. Breuer (20171030‐0079), Carole Marner (20171030‐0075), Jan Mulroy (20171030‐0073), Donald A. Hebbard (20171030‐0071),
Elizabeth Serrao (20171030‐0069), Cynthia Beach (20171030‐0064), Epifanio Bevilacqua (20171030‐0050), Sylvia Barnard (20171030‐0043),
Eugene Marner (20171030‐0037), Carol Tansey (20171030‐0036), Peter Looker (20171030‐0036), Anna L. Burland (20171030‐0032), Christina
Kielb (20171030‐0031), Steven Redler (20171030‐0029), Cynthia Pooter (20171030‐0028), Grace Nichols (20171030‐0027), Tina Lieberman
(20171030‐0024), Dennis Higgins (20171102‐0317), Norm Farwell (20171102‐0311), Colleen McKinney (20171102‐0304), Kathleen Higgins
(20171107‐0055) 
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FORM LETTER 
Methane Emissions 

20171010-0056 FRRC PDF IUnoteicial) 10/10/2017 

ORIGINAL 
October 3, 2017 

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
585 First Street NE, Roam lA 
Washington, DC 20426 

Re: CP14-554-092, CP15-16-093, and CP15-17-092 

Dear Secretary Rose, 

FL1-1 See responses to NGO2-4, NGO2-9, and IND1-1. 

FL1-2 See response to IND1-1. 

rit.71) 
EferE7.0,-:y c:: THE 

CC,' .'sSic:4 

1 OCT 10 P 19 

REGULi.L'Alt 

We find the draft environmental Impact statement grossly Inadequate. First II assumes that coal burning 
power plants will be shut down In the future but does not consider the methane output from the many 
compressor stalions that are also planned for bees plpeenes. These compressor atetione leak unburned 
methane and vent penedlbally someamee far hours. 

Second, the draft Impact statemam %masa on CO 2 emissions when methane Is 25 times more warming to the 
almosphere than CO2. Methane (natural gas) to 25 arias more affect"e at trapping Solar rediadon than 
eaten dioxide. Aso. the pipelines vent unburned pas periodically end a mix of burned gas (CO2) and 
unburned gee (methane) while the compressor Matione are operating, anrIalmtlany, the natured gee power 
plants also emit a mix of CO2 and unburned natural gas. 

Third. [era not forget the Tracking process which also results In significant release of methane riot only from the 
wells but also from the incomplete flare-citle. 

We urge to reject the draft environmental Impact stela-nenl and start the entire process over from the 
beginning ae the Initial FERC study wee flawed, faulty and overlooked the human habitat coats to Ire 
environment. 

Thanks, 

_-z...1,prv,o,., /Teo ig-dou,y .31767 

/1/ 41, Q"5/ o  
/27 20a 444;c,4 AO., 1114, 6A Jr 207  
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Methane Emissions 
 

FL1‐1 See responses to NGO2‐4, NGO2‐9, and IND1‐1. 

FL1‐2 See response to IND1‐1. 
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Sincerely, 
Printed Name: 

Signature: 
Address: 0  

09E-A)K-  AER/6-e_ 
444-t  

2-9 / 

FORM LETTER 

FERC SEIS Ignores Fugitive Methane 

20171030-0086 FERC PDF (Unofficial) 10/30/2017 FL2-1 See response to IND1-1. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room IA 
Washington, DC 20426 ORIGINAL 
Comments on FERC SEIS for Sabel Trail: 
CP14554-602, CPI5-16-603, and CP15-17-002 
FERC SEIS IGNORES FUGITIVE METHANE 
October 18, 2017 

Kimberly a Bose, 

ED 
SEeRETA 

M
RY OF THE 0NHIS5/014 

in Off 31) P 04 

sarLnkl.ry 
ATORY cam.' usj  

Despite apparent efloris by FERC to comply with the court's ruling in Sierra v FERC on the Sabel 
Trail CIS, numerous flaws, shortcomings, and omissions exist in the SEIS FERC has produced. 

FERC's assumption that "downstream GHG emissions to be a combination of potential-to-emit (PTE) 
OHO emissions from the three power plants plus an assumed full combustion of the remaining 100 
MMcf/d of natural gas" is, frankly, incomplete. FERC's calculations on Sabel Trail's "22.1 million 
metric tons of CO2e per year" may be accurate only for the burning of 1.18 cu fl/day of natural gas. 

A portion of the 2.6%45% fugitive methane from wellhead to delivery leaking on a given stream must 
be assigned to the Sabel Trail portion of the gas transmission. Since methane heats the planet 86 times 
more efficiently than CO2, even a small leakage can generate substantial CO2E emissions. Sabel trail 
carries 1 .IB Cu feet of methane per day, and l % of total leakage is l 1M cubic feet per day, or over 48 
cubic feet of methane leaked per year. Since methane weighs .0447 (STP) we can continue these 
calculationsT 4,015,000,000X(.0447)= 179M lbs or 81K metric tons of methane. Using a GWP for 
methane of 86, this is 7MMT CO2E which was ignored in FERC's analysis. Of course, this is 
assuming only a I% leakage which may be well below the actual. 

A substantial portion of downstream emissions has been ignored here by FERC. 

It is hard to place a cost on impacts but that should not be an excuse for a regulatory agency to omit 
any attempt to cost damages in health and environmental impacts. Both the EPA and UN, among 
others, provide carbon costing guidelines. FERC has again chosen to omit any consideration of these 
costs as if they are so theoretical no one will have to pay them. You must look at the bills for the three 
monster hurricanes to hit US territory this season to understand there are genuine costs in lives and 
property from climate change, and we do have to pay them. You can assess costs from wildfires in the 
west and droughts in the southeast, to understand how carbon costing impacts our lives. 

tL,.. arr7-Z- 
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FL2‐1 See response to IND1‐1. 
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FORM LETTER 

FERC fails to answer Court request to use carbon cost or justify ignoring it 

20171039-4.385 FERC PAP (Unofficial) 10/3.2/2017 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room 1A 
Washington, DC 20426 ORIGINAL FILED 

SECRETARY OF THE 
Comments on FERC SE'S for Saba! Trall. COMMISSION 

CP14554-002, CP15-16-003, and CP15-17-002 
an OCT 30 P 3 05 FERC fails to answer Court request to use carbon cost or justify ignoring it 

October 18, 2017 
BEG.ULATORY COMMISSION 

Kimberly a Bose, 

The DC Circuit Court ruled that FERC. should use the social cost of carbon to assess the 5abai Trail Project, or 
justify its failure to adopt this standard. In its 5E15, FERC acknowledges the social cost of carbon tool, but 

declines to use It. FERC criticizes the tool stating that 

(1) the L.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA) states that "no consensus exists on the appropriate 
[discount] rate to use for analyses spanning multiple generations' and consequently, significant variation in 
output can result; (2) the tool does not measure the actual Incremental impacts of a project on the 
environment: and (3) there are no established criteria identifying the monetized values that are to be 
considered significant for NEPA reviews_ 

Any uncertainty in this metric cannot justify FERC's decision to ignore the issue: Disagreement over cost of 
carbon emissions does not allow FERC to forego estimating the cost entirely. We can agree that the value of 
carbon emissions Is not zero. Using various rates, the estimates for the impact of a metric ton of carbon 
dioxide emitted in 2025, for example, are $69, $47, and $14. FERC could have followed the Interagency 
Working Group's recommendation and estimated the social cost of the Sabel Trail greenhouse gas emissions 
using each of these rates. Alternatively, if FERC determined that a discount rate outside this "plausible range" 
was more appropriate, FERC could have articulated the basis for that decision. The DC Circuit Court has ruled 
that FERC may not ignore the impact of these emissions entirely. 

FERC contends that using the social cost of carbon would not be Informative because 'there are no 
established criteria" identifying when monetized impacts become "significant.' NEPA requires FERC to 
meaningfully inform Itself and the public of the 'ecological aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, 
[and] health" effects of its actions- These effects must be disclosed in terms that can be understood by FERC's 
SEIS readership. This task may be simple: people understand the loss of 100 acres of wetlands, or the 

disruption of a nesting ground. The Impact of the 20-plus-millions of tons of CO2E emissions for Sab al Trail are 

not so apparent. The social cost of carbon provides a straightforward approach to assessing the magnitude 
of greenhouse gases' effects on agriculture, human health, property damages from increased flooding, and 
the loss of ecosystems. Absent the application of an accepted method to access the impacts of a projects' 

greenhouse gas emissions, FERC must use the social cost of carbon tool, and it falls to FERC to determine 
whether those impacts are significant. 
Sincerely, 

Signature; 
4 6—.Aje 

/4-14)612--. 

FL3-1 

Printed Name: 
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FL3‐1 See response to EO1‐1. 
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FORM LETTER 
FERC fails to answer criticism that omission of emission impacts is arbitrary according to NEPA 

20171030-0084 FERC PDF iUnofficial} 10/3022017 FL4-1 See response to E01-1. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room 14 
Washington, DC 20426 ORIGINAL 

FILaQ 
Comments on FERC 5E1S for Sabel Trail: 'SECRETARY OF iffE 
CP14554-002, CP15-16-603, and CP15-17-002 COMM1551014 

FERC fails to answer criticism that omission of emission impacts is arbitrary according 1111$1111100 30 P  ) 05  

October 18, 2017 E NERr.iy 
COMMISVON 

Kimberly O. Bose, 

FERC claims that there is no standard methodology to determine how a project's Incremental contribution to 
GlIGs would result in physical effects on the environment, and so FERC is unable determine whether annual 
emission of 20 to 20 millions of tons per year of CO2E Is meaningful. NEPA requires FERC to take a 'hard look' 
at impacts recognizing that information an environmental impacts of federal actions are often Incomplete. 
NEPA requires FERC to "id en t ify and develop methods and procedures which will insure that presently 
unguent if fed environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate consideration In decision making 
along with economic and technical considerations." Even when information is Incomplete, FERC must address 
"eredlble sc I entitle evidence" and provide "the agency's evaluation of such impacts based upon „. research 
methods generally accepted in the scientific community." These methods would include the social cost of 
carbon, and consistency with federal greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Carbon costing would allow 
FERC to estimate damages associated with carbon emissions including effects on agriculture, humeri health, 
and property damages from Increased Rood risk, and the value of ecosystem services. 

Tools are available to estimate the impact of a ton of carbon dioxide emitted In years between 2010 and 2050, 
and under the middle discount rate, the present-value social cost a ton of carbon dioxide emitted In 2025 is 
$47. The Environmental Protect ion Agency and Council on Environmental Quality agree that the Social Cost of 
Carbon is an appropriate tool for use In NEPA reviews of individual projects, notwithstanding that it was 
initially developed to evaluate regulations. 

The saciaf cost of carbon Is therefore a "generally accepted" method for evaluating the Impact of greenhouse 
gas emissions, which FERC must not ignore. While NEPA does not require agencies to monetize adverse 
impacts in every case it does require FERC to take a hard /oak at the 'ecological ..., aesthetic, historic, cultural, 
economic, social, [and] health," effects of its actions, "whether direct, indirect, or cumulative.' The DC Circuit 
Court has ruled that FERCs refusal to use the social cost of carbon to illustrate the impact of these emissions 
was arbitrary and capricious and FERC's SEIS does not answer this criticism. 

Sincerely, 

Printed Name:  6 /4  SA)  
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
AU First Street NE, Room lA 

Washington, DC 20426 ORIGINAL 
SECIITAuric%F Comments an FERC SEIS for Sabal Trail: 

CP14554-002, CP15-16-003, and CP15-17-002 COIVISS/OR  

FERC must justify ignoring carbon cost or supply alternative metric 
OCT 30 P 3 Ob 

amber is, 2017 

toWsiov 
Kimberly D. Bose, 

NEPA regulations require analysis of "IpiossIbie conflicts between the proposed action and the objectives of 

Federal plans, policies and controls* and identify consistency with "law or requirements Imposed for the 

protection of the environment" as a factor to Consider M determining whether Impacts are significant. The 

Council on Environmental Quality agrees that agencies should discuss "whether the [greenhouse gas] 

emissions being discussed are consistent with' "Federal, state, tribal, or local goals for emission reductions." 

FERC could have illustrated the impact of Sabal Trail's greenhouse gas emissions by evaluating their effect on 

federal emission reduction efforts. Executive policy had set the goal of reducing U.S. greenhouse gas 

emissions, relative to 2005, by at least 17% by 2020. NEPA regulations require that FERC 1:155.05S the extent to 

which the emission increases caused by the Sabal Trail would affect the nation's ability to achieve targeted 

reduction. 

FERC's failure to discuss the impact of greenhouse gas emissions Is compounded by FERC's omission of indirect 

and cumulative impacts. The Sabal Trail pipeline and the power plants R will feed will cause greenhouse gas 

emissions significantly greater than the 20 million tons accounted for in the SEIS. FERC wrongly limited its 

review to direct emission from Sabel Trail, but beyond this omission, FERC further failed to consider the 

cumulative impact of the dozen other proposals pending before or recently authorized by FERC. 

in summary, FERC concluded that because it could not connect the Sabal Trail's greenhouse gas emissions to 

specific physical changes in the environment, it could not meaningfully discuss the impact of those emissions 

or determine their significance. But FERC had at least two available methods for discussing these impacts: the 

social cost of carbon and assessing consistency with federal emission targets. FERCs rejection of the former 

and refusal to acknowledge the latter renders the SE'S an inadequate response to the court which had 

concluded that FERC's decision was arbitrary and capricious. 

Sincerely, 

Printed Name:  CA-RoLe 14,4-pi,zeg- 

5[gr.ture,  F  

Address 6 /4 =2 T1 

rif..4 k N y 1 33-4s' 
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE, Room IA 
Washington, DC 20426 

Comments on FERC SEIS for Sabel Trail: 
CP14554-002, CP15-16-003, and CP15-17-002 
FUGITIVE METHANE COSTING 

ORIGINAL 

SECRETARY 0F THE 
COMMIS'S:1N 

IA OCT 3D P 3 03 

rEt ENERGY 
REGULA

pOo  
TORY COHHISSUMI 

FL6-1 See response to E01-1. 

FL6-2 See response to IND1-1. 

FL6-3 See response to E01-1. 

October 18, 2017 

Kimberly D. Bose, 

FERC is ostensibly trying to comply with the court's ruling in Sierra v FERC on the Sabel Trail EIS. 
However, ignoring all downstream omissions actually means FERC is trying to make an end-run 
around that ruling. FERC is obliged to either detail downstream emissions and their impacts, as well as 
costs, or justify why it will not. In the SEES FERC has done neither. 

In actuality, methane emissions should not be calculated simply for downstream on Saba] Trail but 
over the entire life-cycle (wellhead to delivery) of that gas transmission. Clearly, this gas would not be 
produced and used without the consumer and there would be no emissions without the pipeline. Using 
current peer reviewed numbers, (rdina://viveri.doveyress.cemirnthire-entiosions-snci-cliinsee-itgcmALMAn, 
hydraulie-fractunna-near-revJewed-artde-EECT)  we have fugitive rates of 12% for shale gas and 3.8% for 
conventional gas. With 1.18 cubic feet/day on Sabal Trail, using weight of methane at .0447 (pounds 
per cubic foot at sSTP) and a GWP of 86 for 20 years, we case make a simple table to show leakage for 
conventional and shale sourcing. 

Gas source Leakage rate Total leakage MMT CO2E

conventional 

In MMT/yr 

3.8% 682M 309,291 
$

lbs/yr Using 86 GWP_1 
26.6 

shale 12% 2,154M 976,710 4 

Failure to account for all emissions as an impact of this project represents truly sloppy work From 
FERC. Social costing of CO2E just from leaked methane using even a modest $361ton puts the cost in 
illness and death, property damage, and climate impacts at between $900M and $333 dollars. These are 
not numbers a responsible agency can ignore. 

Sincerely, 
Printed Name: oi eetedirl- 

Signature:  
Address: 

FL6-1 

FL6-2 

FL6-3 

/14,;)i= ,41/itAtcy.vv/G 
7 e" AFA 44-'74 ,f,y  
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Florida Southeast Connection, LI.0 Docket Nos. CP14-554-002 

      

Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line 
Company, LLC 

  

CP15-16-003 

 

      

Saha! Trail Transmission. IT 

   

CP15-17-002 

 

COMMENTS OF NEXTERA ENERGY, INC. ON THE SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's ("Commission") letter setting 

forth the comment date for the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SEIS"), 

issued in the captioned dockets on September 28. 2017. NextEra Energy. Inc. ("Nex-tEra") 

hereby files comments on the Commission's SEIS. The SEIS was issued to address the August 

22, 2017 opinion in  Sierra Club v. FERC. 867 F.3d 1357 (D.C. Cir. 2017) regarding the 

Commission's review of the Southeast Market Pipelines Project ("SMP Project")'. In 

accordance with the opinion, the SEIS quantifies the downstream greenhouse gas ("OHO") 

emissions attributable to the SMP Project and addresses the value of using the Social Cost of 

Carbon tool. 

I. Oven ieo and Interests of NextEra 

NextEra is one of the largest utility holding companies in the U.S. NextEra owns Florida 

Power & Light Company ("FPL"), a franchised public utility that provides wholesale and retail 

electric service to customers in the State of Florida. To serve this load. FPL owns approximately 

The S%fP Protect collectively refers to the Florida Southeast Connection, LW ('FSC-), Saba! Trail 
Transmission. LLC CSabal Train and the Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company. LLC's (-Transco") Ifilliabee 
Expansion Project 

89 89 
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26,000 MW of generation in peninsular Florida, of which approximately 333 MW is now 

attributed to solar generation with more than an additional 596 MW to come online by 2018. 

NextEra's other main subsidiary is NextEra Energy Resources, LLC, the largest 

generator of renewable energy from the wind and the sun in the world, with more than 13,000 

MW of wind generation and 2.100 MW of solar generation in operation. Netara, through a 

subsidiary, also owns 100 percent of FSC, a new approximately 126-mile interstate natural gas 

pipeline that extends from a point near Intercession City, Florida at a newly-created natural gas 

huh to an endpoint at the existing FP/. Martin Clean Energy Center electric generation plant in 

Martin County. Florida. The FSC Project entered commercial service in June 2017 and can 

Minsport 640 million cubic feel per day ("Mlacrd"). FPI, has contracted for 400 tvIMord of 

capacity are FSC, increasing to 600 MMefid in May 2020. NextEra also owns 42.5 percent of 

Sahel Trail. a new approximately 516-mile pipeline in Alabama, Georgia, and Florida that 

lerminates in central Florida al an interconnection with FSC and the two other natural gas 

pipeline. that serve Peninsula Florida. Florida Gas Tram:minion. IAA: ("FG1") and (itillkiream 

Natural Gas Svstent, COulfstreani") to form a new natural gas hub. 

II. Executive Summary 

NextEra appreciates the opportunity to continent on the SETS. As discussed herein, the 

Commission has correctly implemented the court's directive to quantify the downstream (il4G 

emissions from the SMP Project or explain why it conld not do so. The Commission also 

appropriately considered the net offsets in OHO emissions that can he expected as a result of the 

SMP Project. In fact, as explained in these comments, the Commission's netting calculations 

were very conservative because they excluded more than 1.200 MW of additional coal-fired 

generation from its net offsets that will (or has occurred) occur prior to 2021, and once these coal 

2 
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plant retirements are considered the overall do■vnstreamn GHG emissions attributable to the 5MP 

Project is much lower and perhaps even a net decrease. The Commission also need not take into 

account fugitive methane emissions in its analysis, yet to the extent it elects to do so. the amount 

is tar lower than asserted by various commenters in this proceeding. Finally. the Commission 

should once again lied that even if the downstream 0I1C1 emissions resulted in a net increase. 

that the SMP Project is still Nutlired by the public convenience and necessity as more lidly 

explained herein. 

I Wrections rind Clarifinil hums 

As stated above, the Commission's SEIS addresses the issues identified by the court 

decision by providing a [11.111111.ilativo estimate or the downstream 011(1 emissions that will result 

from burning the moral gas that the pipelines will Transport.' NextEra notes html the MIS 

contains two errors that affect this finding in the SE1S. First, there is a calculation error in Table 

2 where the Net l'17 Emissions as a percentage of the 2013 National Inventory should be 0.15 

and not 0.02. Second, in footnote 2. the Commission incorrectly states that the Okeechobee 

Clean Energy Center ("OCEC") is in operation and excludes this plant from its calculation of 

new generation capacity projected to be added in Florida. 

The OCEC is a 1,750 MW combined cycle gas-fired generation plant approved by the 

Florida Public Service Commission ("FPSC") and is currently under construction. The OCEC is 

expected to enter commercial operation in mid-2019! Tus. the Commission should include the 

OCEC in its new generation capacity figure in the SEIS and doing so results in additional OHO 

offsets associated with the SMP Project as explained herein. The Commission is correct on 

867 F.3d at 1374. 

FSC is currently awaiting Commission authorization for this new lateral in Docket No. CPl 7-461 The 
OCEC requires test gas in Q3 of 2018 in order to remain on target for a mid-2019 in-service date. 

3 
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page 2 or the SEIS that the OCEC will be an end-use customer of the SMP Project volumes; in 

fact_ it will be exclusively served by a new lateral from FSC. For purposes of completeness. the 

Commission should also add a fourth power plant owned by FPI_ that is in operation and is 

served by the SMP Project volumes, the Riviera Beach Clean Energy Center ("RBCEC") in 

Riviera Beach Florida. the RI3CEC procures gas through an approximately 35-mile plant line 

owned by FPL from an interconnection with FSC at the FPL Martin Clean Energy Center and, 

since FSC has entered commercial operation, is the primary source of gas supply for the plant.4  

IV. Com men ts 

A. The Commission's SEIS has correctly addressed the downstream OHO emissions as 
required by the court - ~ decision  

The court required that the Commission provide a quantitative estimate of the 

downstream GIIG emissions that will result from burning the natural gas the pipelines will 

transport or explain more specifically why it could not so.5  The court further stated that 

Iciluantification would permit the Commission] to compare the emissions from this project to 

emissions from other projects, to total emissions from the state or the region, or to regional or 

national emissions-control goals:4  

This is precisely what the Commission did in the SEIS. Table 2 calculates the PTE GHO 

amounts from the combustion of natural gas iransported by the SNIP Project assuming that 100 

percent of the certificated capacity for Sabel Trail results in downstream GIIG emissions: As 

the Commission correctly notes, it is unlikely that the full capacity of the power plants would be 

APL1-4 Comments noted. 

APL1-3 

  

   

APL1-4 

  

   

4  The RBCEC can also obtain gas from FU  T. 

I  867 F.3d at lym. 

Id. 

7  FSC has a lower capacity amount then Sabal Trail and receives all of the gas it trarr,ports from Saba! Trail 
and thus need not be separately considered. 

4 
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utilized at all times. The Commission then compared this "all-in" number to the Percentage of 

Florida 2014 Inventory and the Percentage of 2015 National Inventory as determined by the 

Energy Information Administration.8  

The Commission also appropriately calculated a net PTE GFIG emissions value. The 

court stated that the Commission "was not excused from making emissions estimates just 

because the emissions in question might be partially offset by reductions elsewhere", but in no 

way foreclosed the Commission from also calculating GHG offitetsY In fact, in the 

circumstances presented here, the net PTE GHG emissions calculation appropriately responds to 

the court's expectation that "lain agency decisionmaker reviewing this EIS would thus have no 

    

way of knowing whether total emissions, on net, will be reduced or increased by this project, or 

what degree of reduction or increase will be."ta  Unlike many other pipeline projects, the net 

offsets in GHG emissions as a result of the SNIP Project are largely ascertainable and 

quantifiable and the failure to consider these net reductions in GHG emissions would be arbitrary 

and capricious and not reasoned decision making. In fact, NextEra is providing additional 

information herein regarding coal plant retirements in Florida that will further reduce the net 

PTE GHO emissions in Florida and that are attributable to the SMP Project. 

NextEra also recommends that the Commission ex-plain and elaborate in the final SETS 

that the increases calculated in 'fable 2 arc increases in GHG emissions that result From fossil- APL1-5 

   

      

    

Although the court also referenced performing a corn parison to other projects, the Commission did not 
need to include a comparison to other projects since there were no other projects before the Commission that would 
serve the purpose and need of the SNIP Project and thus any attempt to compare the SMP Project downstream GHG 
emissions to those from a hypothetical project would add no value to the analysis nor inform the Commission's 
decision making. 

    

9 847 F.3d at 1371-1375. 

 

     

    

I°  Id. at 1375. 
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fuel combustion or emissions of carbon dioxide." The actual anthropogenic GIIG emissions in 

Florida and nationally are higher due to agricultural. industrial. and other GHG emitting sources 

and thus the actual increases in PTE GHG emissions that are estimated to be attributed to the 

SMP Project are lower than those shown in Table 2. 

B. The SMP Project will result in additional coal plant retirements beyond those 
included in the draft SEIS and these quantities should be included in the net PTE 
OHO emissions calculalion  

the Commission states in the SE'S that Florida is projected to retire 4,100 MW of power 

generation capacity, including 2,718 MW from coal, 1,348 MW from natural gas and 34 MW 

from fuel oil. In calculating the net CIIG emissions in Table 1, the Commission included the 

retirement of a Duke Energy Florida Citrus coal plant and a change at FPL Martin County to 

switch from oilinatural gas to only natural gas. As discussed above, the Commission should also 

include in its analysis additional coal-fired generation that will he retired prior to 2021 in its net 

PTE GHG emissions calculations. 

Specifically, FPI. will retire two additional coal-fired plants, the 330 MW lndiarnown 

plant in Indiantown. Florida and 642 MW of capacity from the St John's River Power Plant Park 

CSJRPP") in Jacksonville, Florida) FPI. is able to retire these coal plants due to the new gas-

tired OCEC coming on-line in 2019 to meet its growing system demand and to offset the 

capacity from these coal-fired plants while still maintaining FPL's system total reserve margin 

criterion required by the FPSC.13  FPL also already retired the 250 MW Cedar Bay coal-tired 

See Imagery of UN. areenliONSO Clas &nitres and ...Sinks. 1990-2015 ('Inventory'"] In 2015. 
total gross U.S. greenhouse gas em Ssions were approximately 6.6 billion metric tons. higher than the 5.4 billion 
metric tens the Comm used in its calculations. See Inventory at ES-6. 

12  The SJRRP is jointly owned by FPL end the Ja41:40,-nri Et Electric Authority ("MA") and operated by 
JEA. FPL has rights to 642 MW of capacity through its ownership and a PPA with JEA. ]EA recently announced 
that. it will completely close ON 1,252 MW S.IRPP. 

" FPL 10-year Power Plant &AI Plait 2.0.17-2026, at 6 and Table ES- t at 12. 
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plant in Jacksonville, Florida at the end of 2016, and given that the Commission's data in Table 2 

is for 2014 and 2015, the reductions in GHG emissions from this plant should also be considered 

by the Commission. All told, FPL alone has retired or will retire 1,222 MW of coal-tired 

generation by 2019 as a result of the SMP Project. Therefore, the Commission should include 

these amounts in Table 1 and the concomitant reduction in net PTE GHG emissions in Table 2. 

NextEra has calculated that the OLIG emissions savings associated with these coal facility 

retirements equal 12.11 million metric tons per year. however given that NextEra is not certain 

as to the sources and methodology relied on by the Commission for its calculations in the SKIS it 

expects that the 01-16 emissions will he independently calculated by the Commission. 

C. The court did not require the Commission to estimate the impact of the SNIP Project 
indirect PTE, GHG emissions on elohal climate chance.  

As explained above, the SETS complies with the court's directive by quantifying the 

downstream OHO emissions. 'Hie question that the court left largely unanswered and that 

pipeline opponents are demanding that the Commission answer is what to do with this 

information. 

The court stated that the "EIS might have tried to link those downstream carbon impacts 

to particular climate impacts" and observed that the "EIS explained that there is no standard 

methodology for making this sort of prediction."" Importantly, the court did not agree with the 

Sierra Club's argument on judicial review that this farther analytical step was required., Rather. 

the court required the Commission on remand to explain whether it still holds the belief that the 

"867 F.3d at 1375. 
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Environmental Protection Agency's Social Cost of Carbon tool is not usefill in its NEPA 

review." 

In the SE'S, the Cminnission again explained that "it could not find a suitable method to 

attribute discrete environmental impacts to G116 emissions" and explained that various models 

"are not suited to determine the incremental impact of individual projects, due both to scale and 

overwhelming complexity." Despite the fact the court did not require this additional analytical 

step, the Commission considered and reasonably found that it is not possible to attribute discrete 

environmental impacts to 0116 emissions. In so doing. the Commission has analyzed the 

"sigititicanee" of the doss•nstream 6110 emissions.I6  Ilowever. it is the ease that OVII !hough the 

commission cannot ;ifirilitite discrete environmental encl.:4 to 0110 emissions, it can generally 

further discuss the significance of any no increase in downstream (1116 emissions. For example. 

the Commission can explain that there may be indirect effects related to climate change as a 

result of a net increase in downstreant OHO emissions (assuming that there is net increase in this 

instance). potentially giving rise to discrete environmental impacts of the types already 

previously enumerated in the FN.!  The Commission can also include other expected indirect 

effects that result from the displacement of coal-fired and oil-fired generation, such as lower 

mercury. sulfur dioxide and particulate emissions. An expanded general finding in this regard 

should adequately explain the significance of this downstream ()FIG emissions data as it will 

provide more context for the GHO emission quantification the Commission provided ill the 

SETS. 

APL1-7 

 

  

  

is id.  

at 1374. 

Sue Final EIS at 3-295-297. The Commission may want to update these findings as needed, c.g.. 
referring to the USGCRP Fourth National Ginn sic Assessment. 
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Turning to the Social Cost of Carbon, the Commission has explained in detail in the SEIS 

why the Social Cost of Carbon tool is not appropriate for use in any project-level NEPA review. 

Accordingly, the Commission has satisfied the court's directives in this regard and it need not 

Find that the Social Coat of Carbon tool is not appropriate but apply it anyway as doing so would 

not infomt its analysis in the SEIS. 

0. fugitive MON= C1111ML14111% need not be considered by the Commission in the SE1S 
and, in any event, are likely far limo than commenters stale  

Fugitive methane emissions is a tent that is generally used to describe methane ihai 

unintentionally "leaks" from pipeline equipment or components such as flanges, valves and other 

equipmentlx  The court did not address fugitive methane omissions in its opinion nor was the 

issue ever raised on bricking. Rather the court's directive as followed by the Commission was 

for the Commission 'to provide a quantitative estimate off the dowisniream greenhouse emissions 

that will result front Inning the gas that the pipeline will transport:49  lb: Commission did so 

in the SEIS, with its quantitative estimates of emissions also including methane that may be 

attributed to the downstream generators.m  'the Commission need not do more.n  

Notwithstanding the court not requiring the Commission to take into account any 

potential fugitive methane emissions, numerous comments have been filed with the Commission 

asserting that a there is 1.0 percent fugitive median.: leakage rate on Sabal Trail. These 

commenters provide no evidence to support such a figure. but merely assert it based on being at 

the low end of a much larger alleged fugitive methane range across the entire natural gas 

15  See Finding the Facts on tlethane Emissthns: A Gthde to the Lnerannv. prepared by ICF Internal tonal. 
April 2016. Available at  haplavvAv.ngsa_org)downloadfanalvsis studies,74GC-Final-Report-4-25.pdi 

19  867 F.3d at 1374. 

a  See SECS anon 5. 

11  In any event., FERC may have already addressed fugitive emissions from Sabal Trail and FSC in its 
FE'S, see pages 3-257 and 3-260. 
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production arid delivery chain. There is no demonstrated support for such a number. A 

comprehensive study in April 2016 examined numerous studies on methane emissions in the 

natural gas industry and no single study provided meaningful data to specifically quantify 

fugitive methane emissions from transmission pipelines.22  In addition, the EPA has found that 

fugitive emissions have decreased considerably in recent years on transmission pipelines due to 

reduced compressor station emissions.23  

E. The SMP Project is required by the public convenience and necessity notwithstruldinn 
its potential impact on do.o.nNtreant (II I(1 emissions 

The Commission found the SMP Project to be required by the public convenience and 

y. 

 

E 

 

J=am , 

  

correctly finding that since 93 percent of the capacity is subscribed the applicants have satisfied 

the Commission's market need test and thus the SMP Project was required by the public 

convenience and necessity.25  In short, that the SNIP Project is in the public convenience and 

necessity is a settled question. 

The Commission reasonably concludes in the SEIS that operation of the SMP Project 

would not result in a significant impact on the environment.26  NestEra concurs with this 

conclusion. NextEra does, however, recommend that the Commission explain in more detail in 

the final SEIS why it is still the case that the SMP Project would not result in a significant impact 

APL1-9 

 

    

    

Supra now 19. 

$ee invouoty at ES-15, and 3-713. 

a  Florida Southeast Comeriiori, LLC, el of. 154 FERC 161,080 at P 88 (2016). 

" 867 F.3d at 1379. 

26  As the D.C. Circuit has explained, "FERC 'enjoys broad discretion to invoke its expertise in balancing 
cone pet ing interests and drawing administrative lines."' Minisink Residents for Emma Pres. &Safetyv. FERC, 762 
F.3d 97, 111 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (quoting Am_ Gas "Urn v, FEW, 593 F .3i114,19 (D.C. Cir. 2010)). 
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on the environment. NextEra submits that the information in the SEIS and in these comments 

support this finding. 

Moreover, even if there was a net increase in 0110 emissions, the Commission's public 

interest finding as upheld by the court for the SMP Project is still valid and even stronger than 

when approved. Sabal Trail has 93 percent of its capacity subscribed under 25-year 

transportation service agreements and FSC has 94 percent its capacity subscribed under a 25-

year transportation service agreement. The FPSC found that FPL had demonstrated a need for 

additional pipeline capacity in 2017. FPL has started taking service under its transportation 

service agreements on Sabal Trail and FSC and uses this capacity to serve its existing Martin and 

RBCEC plants. The use of the SMP Project to provide fuel to these plants enhances the 

reliability of the plants and greatly reduces the need to burn fuel oil at the plants. The FPSC has 

issued need determinations for 1)iike Energy Florida's Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant and 

FPL's OCEC and both plants are under construction. These plants will be exclusively served by 

the SMP Project. If the SMP Project were to not be operational and thus not able to serve these 

plants, there would be a need to find an alternative transportation source. Even assuming that 

such an alternative exists, there would be a considerable delay in the plants coming on line as 

well as a substantial increase in costs to the ratepayers. Moreover, the same amount of 0110 

emissions from these plants would occur if served by some other pipeline in the future. So 

unless construction of the plants was abandoned and the plants were never placed into operation. 

there would be no GHG net benefit and significant economic costs. 

As the draft SEIS and these comments explain, these plants will allow more than 2,000 

MW of coal and oil fired generation to be retired. Thus, even assuming a net increase in 

downstream GHG emissions as a result of total amount of gas capacity that can flow through the 

11 
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SMP Project, the other benefits include substantial decreases in sulfur dioxide, mercury, 

particulates, and elimination of toxic coal ash. The addition of the SMP Project will also provide 

opportunities in the future to retire additional coal and oil-Fred generation and replace it with 

new cleaner gas-fired generation and transport gas to meet increasing commercial and retail 

demand for natural gas in the growing southeastern U.S. For all these reasons, the SMP Project 

is and remains required by the present and future public convenience and necessity. 

V. Conclusion 

WHEREFORE, for the reasons set forth above, NextEra respectfully requests that the 

Commission consider these comments in its issuance of the final SEIS for the SMP Project. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ William Lavarco  
William Lavarco 
Senior FERC Counsel 
NextEra Energy Resources, LLC 
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Suite 220 
Washington, DC 20004 
202-347-7127 
william.lavarco@nee.com   

Joseph T. Kelliher 
Executive Vice President 
Federal Regulatory Affairs 
NextEra Energy, Inc. 
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Suite 220 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dated: November 20, 2017 
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SABAL TRAIL TRANSMISSION, LLC 
54-00 Westhelmer Court 
Houston, TX 771:155 

November 20, 2017 

Ms. Kimberly D Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, NE, Room 1 A 
Washington, DC 20426 

SabalTrail 
TRANSMISSION., 

 

   

Re Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC, Florida Southeast Connection, LLC, Transcontinental 
Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC; Docket Now CP15-17-002, CP14-554-002, CP15-16-003 
Supplemental Information — Comments on Draft SEIS 
OEP/DG2E/Gas Branch 3 

   

Dear Ms. Bose:  

 

   

On September 27, 2017, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC" or 
"Commission") released a draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SETS") for the 
Southeast Market Pipeline ("SMP") Project in accordance with the D.C. Circuit's August 22, 2017 
decision in Sierra Club v. PERC.1  The draft SETS supplements the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement ("FEIS") that the Commission issued on December 18, 2015, The Commission 
requested comments on the draft SETS on or before November 20, 2017. Sabal Trail Transmission, 
LLC provides the below comments on the draft SETS, 

As discussed below, FERC's draft SEIS fully addresses all of the issues required by the 
D.C.Circuit's opinion. 

Downstream GHG Emissions 

APL2-1 

  

in the draft SETS, FERC provided a detailed quantitative estimate and analysis of the 
downstream greenhouse gas ("GHG") emissions expected from burning the natural gas that the 
pipelines will transport. The D.C. Circuit's remand in Sierra Club v. FERC requires no further 
analysis. Specifically, the court held that "the EIS for the [SMP] Project should have either given 
a quantitative estimate of the downstream greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the 
natural gas that the pipelines will transport or explained more specifically why it could not have 
done so."2  The Commission's draft SETS provides a quantitative estimate and explains how 
downstream emissions are offset by the conversion of several plants from coal to natural gas. 
Nothing further is required. 

The draft SETS concludes that "operating the SMP Project would not result in a significant 
impact on the environment,' it further explains that downstream emissions would range from 
3.7% (considering estimated offsets) to 9.7% (ignoring estimated offsets) of Florida's total GHG 

   

   

Steers Clot v. PERC, 867 F.3d 1357 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 

`Id. at 1374. 

3  Draft SEIS at 2. 

 

vmw.sabaltrall.carn 
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emissions. noting that the latter figure was "an unlikely, upper bound scenario.' It would be 
reasonable for the Commission to conclude in the final. SEIS that, under that unlikely upper-bound 
scenario. a less than 1.0% increase in Florida's estimated total 01-10 emissions. and less than 0.5% 
increase in nationwide GI-1G emissions. the SMP Proj 04 would not result in significant 
environmental impacts. It would be reasonable for the Commission to conclude that such a small 
marginal effect on national emissions would not result in a significant impact on the environment, 
particularly because climate change impacts depend on total global GI IG emissions. 

Indeed. if anything, the calculations in the draft SEIS of the above percentages overstate 
the relative magnitude of downstream Of IG emissions for at least two reasons. First, the draft SEIS 
compares a range of potential downstream emissions of all GHGs (i.e., carbon dioxide. methane, 
nitrous oxide, etc.) from burning the natural gas transported by the SMP Project, with total national 
emissions of carbon dioxide alone (5.4 billion metric tons in 2015. as reported by the U.S. EIA). 
Comparing the estimated downstream GIIG emissions with total national GIIG emissions of 
6.5867 billion metric tons in 2015 yields smaller relative percentages, ranging front 0.13% to 
0.33%1  

Second, the draft SEIS compares downstream emissions of all CMGs from burning the 
natural gas transported by the SNIP Project with the total amount of carbon dioxide emissions from 
the combustion offassit fuel sources in Florida in 2014, using data reported by the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration.' Comparing those downstream Cr/{G emissions with emissions of all 
GHGs in Florida, including those from sources other than the combustion of fossil filets, would 
yield still smaller percentages- Refining the calculations in this manner would only lend further 
support to the Commission's conclusion that the downstream emissions will not result in 
significant environmental effects. 

Soma( Cost of Carbon 

The court further directed the Commission to "explain in the EIS. as an aid to the relevant 
decisionmakers. %%holler the position on the Social Cost of Carbon that the agency took in 
EarthReports still holds, and why. -7  The Commission has fulfilled this directive. The draft SEIS 
explains why the Social Cost of Carbon ('SCC") is not an appropriate tool for use in any project-
level National Environmental Policy Ad ("NEPA-) review, and the Commission reasonably 
concluded that no methodology exists to identify a causal relationship between the release of 
discrete quantities of GHGs associated with a particular project, and a specific impact on the 
environment. 

APL2-2 

APL2-3 

APL2-4 

Id 814. 

See U.S. Erma Prot. Agency. Inventory of [1.S Greenhouse Gas EffliSSIONS and Sinks, 1990-20IS at ES-5 to ES-7 
(2017), httry...7www.opa.g6v/sitestproductionifiles/2017-02/documenw2017_complete_report.pdi 

See U.S. Energy Info. Admin., Stale Carbon Dioxide Emissions Data (act 24.. 2017), al 
https://www.ciasovionvirorunenticmissions,state. 

Siena Chit), 867 F.342 at 1375. 
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Specifically, in its draft SEIS, the Commission explains that the SCC tool "is not 
appropriate for use in any project-level NEPA review" because 1) there is a lack of consensus and 
wide variability in using the tool; 2) the tool is not designed to measure actual incremental 
environmental impacts that can be analyzed under NEPA; and 3) there is no established method 
for determining how the tool's monetized outputs can be considered significant in NEPA reviews.' 
The Commission further explained that, although the "SCC tool may be useful for rulemakings or 
comparing regulatory alternatives using cost-benefit analyses where the same discount rate is 
consistently applied ... it is not appropriate for estimating a specific project's impacts or informing 
our analysis under NEPA."9  

The D.C. Circuit has recently affirmed this conclusion, upholding the Commission's 
refusal to engage in similar analysis of the GHG effects of a liquefied natural gas export facility, 
based on the agency's determination that no standard methodology existed.° Under the D.C. 
Circuit's EarthReports decision, the Commission could reasonably determine that the lack of a 
standard methodology for determining the physical effects of MG emissions. as well as the 
difficulty in meaningfully considering those impacts. justified not using the SCC tool here. No 
reported decision from any court has ever held that NEPA requires the use of the SCC tool in 
analyzing GHG emissions and potential effects on climate change resulting from project-level 
decisions. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ P. Martin Teague  
P. Martin Teague 
Associate General Counsel 
Sabal Trail Management. LLC 
Operator of Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC 

cc: All Parties (CP15-17-000 et al.) 

* Draft SEIS at 5. 

° Id 

l° Earl:Reports. FERC, 828 F.3d 949, 956 (ac. Cir. 2016). 
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APL3-1 Comment noted. SABAL TRAIL TRANSMISSION, LLC 
Olen Wasthoimer Court 
Houston, TA 770513 

  

  

Sabal Trail 

 

    

  

T RAN SM ISS IQ N 

 

APL3-1 

December 4, 2017 

Kiinlxnly ]lose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulator); Conunission 
888 First Street, NI, Room IA 
Washington, DC 20426 

Re: Sabal 'frail 'fransmission, Florida Southeast Connection. 1.1,C, Transcontinental 
(las Pipe Line Company, LLC; Docket Nos. CP15-17-002, CP14-554-002. CP15-16-003 
Response to Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement 
OEPTHi2E.lias Branch 3 

Dear Ms. 13ose: 

On September 27, 2017, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC" or 
"Commission") released a draft Supplemental Environmental Impact ti1atemerd ("SEIS") for the 
Southeast Market Pipeline ("SMP") P roi ed. in ace ord LLIW wi th the D.C. Circuit's August 22. 2017 
decision in Sierra <NO v. PERC. I  The draft SE'S supplements the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement ("FEIS") that the Commission issued on Deeeniher H. 2015. The Commission 
requested comments on the drall SEIS on or MON November 20, 2017. Saba.I Trail Transmission. 
1,1,C ("S abal liled comments on the drait SEIS on November 20, 2017, Sabal Trail hereby 
responds lo certain of the comments filed on the draft SEIS. 

t. The Draft SETS Adequately Estimated Downstream Emissions. 

Commcmcm incorrectly assert that the Conimiss ion did not account for downstream 
greenhouse gas ("CHM) emissions caused directly and indirectly by the Project' and that the 
Commission failed lo account for the effects of the power plants downstream that will we the 
natural gas.' 

As an initial matter, and as more fully explained Mow, OHG emissions themselves are 
not "impacts" under the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), and EERC should not 
conflate GHG emissions with actual climate change effects or impacts. "Effects and impacts as 
used in these regulations are syrionymous:4  "Effects includes ecological (such as the effects on 
natural resources and on the components, structures, and fiinctioning of affected ecosystems), 

nerrri Club v.. FERC, 867 F.3d 1357 (D.C. Cu. 2017). 

See, e.g., Comment of Ca-ok Manxr, Accession No. 20171030-0051, Docket No CP15-17-002 et al. at 1 
(submitted Oa 30. 017): Comment of Sylvia Barnard, Accession No. 20171030-0043. Docket Nos CP15-17-002 
et al., ac 1 (submitted Oct. 30. 7):Comincni of GraorNichols. Accession No al 1 71030-0056, Dodcet Nos. CPI 5- 
17-002 ct al.. at I (submiaed Oct. 30, 3317) ("Nichols Comment"). 

'See, e,$. Nichols Comment. at 1; Comment of Sabin Climate Change Center. Accessiontie. 3)171117-5116. Docket 
Noe. CP15-17-002 ct ad., at 1 (submitted Nov. 16, 2017) ("Sabin Center Commas"). 

' 40 C.F.R ¢ 1508.8 (3017). 

snsw.nabansail.corn 
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aesthetic. historic, cultural, economic, social, or health. whether direet, indirect, or cumulative."' 
NEPA require consideration of environmental impacts. not WIC] emissions for their own sake.6  
Even if the amount of GE1G emissions from ihe plants were reasonably foreseeable, as the 
Commission explains in the SITS, any effects on climate proximately caused by those emissions 
are not. 

Regardless, the draft SEAS addresses the precise issue of downstreiun CiliG emissions 
required by the D.C. Circuit's remand in Sierra Club v. FERC. Specifically. the court held that 
-the 11.I.S for the [SWOP[ Project should have either gi van a quantitative oatimata of the downstream 
greenhouse emissions that will result from burning the natural gas that the pipelines will transport 
or explained more specifically why it could not have done so."'  The draft SEIS provides (kidded 
quantitative estimates ciltho downstream 011(i emissions Ihtt could posOily result under various 
scenarios him burning the natural gas transported in the pipelines, anti explains how downstream 

emissions are offset by the eonversion [wverirl power plants from enact to natural gas.' Nothing 
further is required. 

 

APL3-2 

 

H. The Colniniadon Does Not Iluve to Consider Effects of Non-Gus-'1 ransporiallon 
Alterrudives to the Project, including Alternative itleans of !Archie Genenition and 
the No Action Alternative. 

 

    

Contrary to commenters' assertions, the Coimnission is not required to "conduct a full 
assessment of substitute energy sources."' As an initial matter. NE PA only requires analyses of 
"reasonable" altentatives.i" which are those that satisfy "the under! ying purpose and need to which 
the agency is responding M proposing the ulternativcs including Ilw proposed action."" ['FRC 

• /4. 

• See, v.8„ 40 C.F.R. § 1502 16 (2017) ("7' he discussion iof 'Environmental Consequences in an EIS] will include 
the environmental imparts of the ahcmaives including, the proposed action. any adverse environmental effects which 
Ctirlildt be avoided should the proposal be implemented ...-) 

Sierrn Club v. FERC, 867 F.34 at 1374. 

Indeed, the Commission may hard overestimated the net GHG emissions expected to result from the combustion of 
neural gas at the Florida power plants. According to comments filed by NextEra Energy, inc., "FPL will retire [wo 
additional coal-fired ptancs-  and has already retired a third coa]-fired plant. Based on its calcutations, Nedaltra 
estimates -that [he CHO emissions savings associated with [hese coal facility retirements equal 12.11 million metric 
cons per year." See Comment or NextEra Energy, Inc, Accession No. 20171120-5173. Docket Nos. CP15-17-002 et 
al., at 6-7 (submitted Nov. 20, 2017). 

See. e.g., Comment of The Institute for Policy Integrity, Accession No. 20171120-5053, Docket Nos. CP15-17-002 
et al.. at 1 (submitted Nov. 20. '.017) ("I rntitute for Policy Integrity Comment-): Comment of Sierra Club (Florida 
ampler). Accession No. 20171120-5115, Elocket Nos. CM.5-17-002 et at. et 2 (submitted Nov. 20, 2017), Comment 
of WWALS Watershed Coalition et al., Accession No. 20171120-5130. Docket Nos. CP15-17-002 at el. at 3 
(submitted Nov. 20. 2017) ("WWALS Comment'). 

.40 C.F.R § 1502.14(e) (2017). 

"id § 1502.13; see also ay of Alexandria, V. Slater. 193 F.3d 362, 367 (D.C. Cir. 1999) C'The agency's choice 
of alternatives are, then evaluated in light or these stated objectives; an alternative is properly excluded from 
consideration in an environmental impact statement only if it would be reasonable for the agency to conclude that the 
alternative dioes not bring about the ends of the federal Act 
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properly defined the purpose and need of the SNIP Project as transporting gas, not generating 
electricity." Thus, FERC correctly concluded that alternative means of generating (or conserving) 
electricity do not meet the proposed project's underlying purpose and need, and are therefore not 
reasonable alternatives. Commenters also suggested that the Commission must reevaluate the no-
action alternative in the draft SEIS." In the FEIS, however, the Commission properly determined 
that "the 'no-action' alternative could result in inadequate fuel supplies for the anticipated energy 
demands (i.e. fuel shortages), which could lead to insufficient energy production to meet expected 
demands."" Thus, the "no-action" alternative likewise does not meet the SMP Project's purpose 
and need, and is not a reasonable alternative. As a result. NEPA does not require substitute energy 
sources or the no action alternative to be analyzed in detail in the Commission's SEIS. 

As the D.C. Circuit has recognized. "Nile purpose of NEPA is to help agencies and the 
public make informed decisions. But when the agency has no legal power to prevent a certain 
environmental effect, there is no decision to inform, and the agency need not analyze the effect in 
its NEPA review."" 'the Commission's legal authority does not extend to decisions regarding how 
a state's electric generating needs arc met, such as siting of power plants or determining the need 
for and type of electricity generation. Rather, authority over these issues is reserved exclusively 
to the states. 'Thus, the Commission cannot second-guess the Florida Public Service Commission's 
("FPSC") and the Florida Siting Board's conclusion that natural gas-fired generation is necessary 
to meet the state's growing electricity demand, or where those plants should be located. With 
limited exceptions not applicable here, the Federal Power Act divests the Commission of 
jurisdiction "over facilities used for the generation of electric energy." As  recognized by the 
Supreme Court. the commission has therefore concluded that utility generation and resource 
portfolios are areas reserved to traditional state authority." 

Accordingly, in the context of both the Natural Gas Act ("NGA") and NEPA. the 
Commission has determined that it lacks the legal authority to consider how a particular region 
will meet electricity demand, and that the states, not the Commission, regulate construction and 
operation of generating facilities. The Commission has previously rejected arguments that 
renewable energy sources could undermine the need for a particular natural gas infrastructure 
project, or that renewable energy should be considered as an alternative to natural gas projects.'s  

.2  Southeast Market Pipelines Project Final Environmental Impact Statement, Docket Nos. CP15-174002 et al., at 1-2 
—1.6 (Dec. 18, 2015) ("FE1S"). 

See Sabin Center Comment at 5. 

See FE1S at 4.3. 

Sierra Chib v. FERC, 867 F.3d at 1372 (citing Dept of Tramp. v. Pub. Citizen, 541 U.S. 752, 770 (2004)). 

56  16 U.S.C. § 824(bX I); see also Hughes v. Tatar Energy Mktg.. LLC, 136 S. Ct. 1288, 1292 (2016) (Federal Power 
Act "places beyond FERC's power, and leaves to the States alone." regulation of the retail sale of electricity as well 
as "control over in-state 'facilities used far the generation of electric energy.'"). 

17  Nov York v. FERC. 535 U.S. 1.24 (2002). 

NEXUS Gas Transmission. L.LC et al., 160 FERC 161,022 at P 143 (2017)("It is the states... not this Commission, 
that regulate generating facilities. Authorizations related to how markets wculd meet demands for electricity are not 
part of the applications before the Commission. Because the proposed projects' purpose is to transport natural gas, and 
electric generation from renewable energy resources is not a natural gas transportation alternative, it was not 
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Similarly. the Commission has recognized that it  has no responsibility to plan how other energy 

sources could satisfy a region's needs or to require individual energy users to use diflrent energy 
sources.19  Because the Commission has no authority to second-guess the FPSC's decision to meet 
Florida's future electricity needs by adding gas-fired generation, further analysis of the 
downstream plants' emissions (including, for example, discussion of GHCs emissions nicsocimed 
with alternative ways of fleeting the state's electricity demand) would not he helpfill to the 
Commission in making decisions regarding certification of the Slcip Project, Moreover, beeanse 

the Commission tacks jurisdiction over the operation of the power plants in Florida. and therefore 
cannot require the implementation of mitigation measures to counleraet potential impacts from 

emissions those plants. no purpose would be served by including this analysis in the 
draft S15IS. 

APL3-3 Comment noted. 

APL3-3 

'rhe Commission Nerd Not, and Reasonably Concluded it Could Not, Analyze the 
Climate Impacts  Proximately Caused by Downstream E1116SLOIIK 

NEPA requires federal agencies to evatuale the environmental impacts of any major federal 

action significantly affecting the human environmen1.2" Spixilically, sectitm 102(2XC) of NEPA 
requires federal age ties to consider "the environmental impact of the proposed action ... 
including any adverse environmental rill:cis which cannot be avoided should 11w proposal he 

implemented:4 ' The legal shindard for when an indirect erect is sufficiently related to the 
proposed project so as to require consideration under NEPA is akin to the concept or proximate 
cause under tort law." 'the Supreme Court has explained that "a 'but for causal relationship is 

insufficient [to establish causation for purposes of NEPA[.-23  Thus, "[simile effects that are 
'caused by' a change in the physical environment in the sense or 'but for' causation." wit] not fall 
within NEPA if the causal chain is too attentiatcd.n 

 

considered in the EIS"); see also Algonquin Oats Transmission. LLC et al... 158 FERC 1161.061 at P 240 (2017) 
(similarly concluding that the Commission need not consider geriamtion of electricity from renewable or other energy 
sources because such an evaluation is outside the Commission's jurisdiction). 

10  Nar'l Fuel Gas Suppi5. Corp. et al, 158 VERC 1161.145 at P 105 (2017) (If pie Commission does not have the 
responsibility . to plan the way that alternaiive natural gas projects, other energy sources, or energy conservation 
could satisfy [a region's' broad economic need. Further, the Comm isdon cannot reqUdre illdiVidUal energy users to 
use different or specific energy sources. The EA appropriately described the purpose and need to deliver natural gas 
to markets in the northeastern United States and Canada. The omission of renewabk energy or increased energy 
efficiency, which UM/10i meet this purpose and need, from the EA's alternatives analysis was reasonable. This 
discussion also satisfied NEPA."); See also Dominion Carolina Gas Transmission, LLC, 138 PERC '161,126 at P 47 
(2017) (recogni ring that ''the Commission's powers ;ender section 7 arc limited-  and therefore rejecting the argument 
that 'the Couisaiscacwi . shou1d effectively plan the way that alirrrenivc natural gas projects_ other erergy sOilrEts. 
or energy consecration mold satisfy" a regions need). 

" 42 U. S.0 § 4332(2)(C) 

hi § 4333(2XCXU). 

11. See pus_ citing:. 541 U.S. at 767 (3004).: Metro. Eason Co. v. People Against Nuclear Energy. 460 U.S. 766. 774 
(1983). 

Path. fitr.en 541 u.s. at 767 (Treeing diem Fah son Co„ 160 U.S.. at 774). 

Akira &Ism Ca.. -160LT S. sera 
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As the Commission reasonably concluded, it is impossible to establish the requisite 
proximate causation between the specific emissions from burning natural gas that is transported 
by the Project and potential future climate change impacts. Indeed, CEQ has previously confirmed 
that "the totality of climate change impacts is not attributable to any single action, but exacerbated 
by a series of actions."' Similarly, the Office of the Solicitor at the Department of the Interior 
also noted that lilt is currently beyond the scope of existing science to identify a specific source 
of CO2 emissions and designate it as the cause of specific climate impacts at an exact location."26  
That is still the case, and no comments suggest otherwise (nor could they credibly do so). 
Therefore, the Commission is not required to speculate in order to analyze theoretical world-wide 
climate impacts of these emissions. Even if the amount of GHG emissions from the plants is 
reasonably foreseeable, global climate change impacts resulting from those emissions are not. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the absence of any accepted scientific methodology to 
attribute a particular amount of climate change or specific climate impacts to an individual action 
being reviewed under NEPA. No standard methodology exists to determine how a proposed 
project's relatively minute incremental contribution to global GHG emissions would translate into 
physical impacts on the global environment, much less any particular region of the world. Such 
environmental effects are not reasonably foreseeable with regard to any specific project, and it 
cannot be said that they are proximately caused by any particular action. A ton of GHG-equivalent 
emissions released anywhere in the world has the same effect on global climate change as any 
other ton, and in direct proportion to the total global emissions of GHG-equivalent emissions.' 

Moreover, where "an agency 'has no ahility tn prevent a certain effect due tn' that agency's 
'limited statutory authority over the relevant actions,' then that action 'cannot be considered a 
legally relevant cause of the effect' for NEPA purposes.". As in Sierra Club v. FERC, the fact 
that the Commission here "has no regulatory authority" over the power plants "breaks the NEPA 
causal chain and absolves the Commission of responsibility to include in its NEPA analysis 
considerations that it could not act on and for which it cannot be the legally relevant cause."" 

Council on Environmental Quality, Final Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies on Consideration of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Effects of Climate Change in National Environmental Policy Act Reviews at 11 
(Aug. 1, 2016) (emphasis added) (withdrawn pursuant to Executive Order 13783. March 28, 2017). 

24  Memorandum from Office of the Solicitor. Department of Interior to Secretary of the Interior. Re: Guidance on the 
Applicability of the Endangered Species Act's Consultation Requirements to Proposed Actions Involving the 
Emission of Greenhouse Gases, Oct. 3, 2008. 

r' Am. Elec. Power Co. v. Connecticut, 564 U.S. 410, 422423 (2011). 

Siem2 Club v. FERC, 827 F.3d 36, 47 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (quoting Pub. Citi.ten, 541 U.S. at 767). 
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IV. The Commission Is Not Required to Use the Social Cost of Carbon Tool in Its 
Analysis. 

 

Contrary to commenters' assertions, the D.C. Circuit did not rule that the Commission's 

refusal to use the Social Cost of Carbon ('SCC") was arbilrary and capricious.1t  Rather, the court 
directed the Commission to "explain in the EIS, as an aid to the relevant deeisionmakers, whether 

the position on the SCC that the agency took in Earl hReparrs still holds. 411141 why."'L 'the 
Com inission has fulfilled this directive. As noted in Salmi Trail's initial comments, the draft SillS 
explains why the SCC is not an appropriate too! for use in project-le,.el NEPA rev legs. 

Specifically, in its draft SEES. the Commission explains that the SCC tool "is not 
appropriate lbr use in any project•level NEPA review" because 1) there is a hick of consensus and 
wide variability in using the tool: 2) the tool is not designed 10 measure actual incremental 
environmental impacts that can he analyzed under NliPA; and 3) there is no established method 

For determining how the tool's monetized outputs elm he considered signilicam in NEPA 
reviews, 'line Commission further explained that. although the "SCC tool may he (IRMA for 

rah:makings or comparing regulatory alternatives using cost-benefit analyses where the same 

discount rate is etnisistently applied it is not appropriate far estimating a specific proieves 
impacts or informing our analysis tinder NEPA."1̀ 

As the Commission explained, it is reasonable for an agency to decline to use a tool such 

as the SCC in a permittinglicensing scenario where the Commission would have no ability to 
nteaningliilly evaluate the resulting monetized "cost" of the (1116 emissions for a particular 
permitting or lieensing decision. For example, all of the reasonable alternatives identified in the 

EE1S would result in the same quantity of downstream OKI einissitms. because they all provide 
various means for delivering natural gas to fuel the Florida power plants. and thus result in the 
same SCC dollar value." 'finis, no meaningful comparison can he made between SCC dollar 
amounts for the various reasonable alternatives that satisfy the SMP Project's purpose and need, 
Using the tool, therefore, would generate additional paperwork, hut would not promote NEPA's 
goal of infontled decision-making.;̀  

Further. the Commission does not attempt to monetize other potential environmental 
impacts in the 1,1, IS, such as other impacts to air, water, wetlands. or other natural resources. nor 

See, eg„., comment of Epifanio Flee IlaCqUA. Accession Nn 20171030-0057, Docket Nes. CP15-17-002 et Al, at I 
(submitted Oct 30, 2017). 

Stern/ Citib v FERC, 867 F.24 at 1375_ 

Soathea_4 Market Pipelines Project Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement, Docket Nos. CP15-17-
002 et al., at p- 5 (Sep. 27.2017) ("Droll SEES'). 

"!d 

As expla fined above in Section 11 of these comments, FERC correctly concluded the no action alternative here is not 
a reasonable alternative. 

See e.g., Sierra Club v. Dep t of Energy, 867 F.3d 189, 200 (D.C. Cir. 2017) ("The [Repose of NEPA is motto 
'generate excellent paperwork," but rather to 'foster excellent action..  through informed decisicten eking.'"). 
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could it possibly do so. Regardless, a full cost-benefit analysis for the Project is not required under 
NEPA.m  

Nor is the Commission required to use the SCC tool. Courts have repeatedly upheld agency 
NEPA analyses that contain similar qualitative and quantitative discussion of greenhouse gas 
emissions and climate change, without suggesting that NEPA requires use of the SCC tool." 
Commenters cannot point to a single federal court decision that required an agency to use the SCC 
tool in order to satisfy its NEPA obligations in a licensing or permitting situation. Instead, in an 
effort to support their argument that the Commission is required to use the SCC tool, commenters 
misstate the holdings of three out-of-circuit opinions and broadly assert that "Mows have 
repeatedly concluded that an EIS must disclose relevant climate effects."m  But none of the cited 
opinions includes a directive to use the SCC tool in the manner commenters seek here. 

For example, in High Country Conservation Advocates v. U.S Forest Service, a Colorado 
District Court held that it was arbitrary and capricious for the Forest Service to "quantify the 
benefits of the lease modifications and then explain that a similar analysis of the costs was 
impossible when such an analysis was in fact possible and was included in an earlier draft EIS.'a9  
'11w court noted that "NEPA does not require a cost-benefit analysis," but held that the deletion of 
the quantitative values of the 0110 emissions from the proposed action and subsequent insistence 
that "such an analysis is impossible" was arbitrary in lien of the agency's "factually inaccurate 
justification for why it omitted the social cost of carbon protocol."' "In effect." die court 
observed. •the agency prepared half of a cost-benefit analysis, incorrectly claimed that it was 
impossible to quantify the costs, and that relied on the anticipated beitefits to approve the 
project."" The end result was that "the agencies effectively zeroed out the cost [of greenhouse 
gas emissions] in its quantitative analysis.". This is far from a mandate to use the SCC that 
commenters suggest. Indeed, the court emphasized that the agency "might have been able to offer 

" 40 C.F.R. § 1502.23 (2017); see also Alinasink Residents for Env!'! Pre, w FERC, 762 F.3d 97, 112 (D.C. Cir. 
2014)("rf)o the extent Petitioners contend that the Commission should have focused more generally on the monetary 
costs and benefits of the respective proposals. we disagree that NEPA rcquir:s such an approach ...."). 

E.g., IVildEarth Guarcians v. Bureau of Land Management, 8 F. Supp. 3d 17. 35-36 (13.13.0 2014) (upholding 
NEPA analysis of coal mining approvals where agency quantified expected GHG emissions as a fraction of state and 
national emissions; expressly rejecting assertion that agency was also requital to "analyirc] . . the impacts to climate 
resulting these emission levels"); League of Wilderness Defenders, Connaughton, No. 3:12-cv-2271, 2014 
WI. 6977611 (D. Or. Dec. 9, 2014) (noting existence of SCC tool but upholding agency's "qualitative" discussion of 
greenhouse gases and climate change, in light of agency's conclusion that "diere are a number of different views on 
the topic and still no clear science"). 

" Comment of The Institute for Policy Integrity et al., Accession No. 20171120-5145, Docket Nos. CP15-17-002 et 
al., at 3 (submitted Nov. 20, 2017) (Institute for Policy Integrity Joint Comments). 

High Country Conservation Advocates v. U.S Forest Service, 52 F. Supp. 3d 1174, 1191 (D. Colo. 2014)(emphasis 
added). 

10  Id 
a id  

.11d at 1192. 
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non-arbitrary reasons why the ISCCI protocol should not have been included in the 
However, the agency "did not provide those reasons in the FEIS." Therefore the court ruled 
narrowly that "the FEIS's proffered explanation" was not adequate.*' 

Commenters also rely on Center for Biological Diversity v. National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, to support their contention that an EIS must disclose relevant climate 
impacts.. This Ninth Circuit case deals with the setting of corporate average fuel economy 
("CAFE") standards for light trucks by a different federal agency pursuant to different statutory 
authority. Although the court found arbitrary and capricious the agency's "decision not to monetize 
the benefit of carbon emissions reductions," this was in the context of the Energy Policy and 
Conservation Act, not NEPA." At issue was the Agency's use of a cost-benefit analysis in 
determining the "maximum feasible" standard for fuel economy. The court ruled that "Iejven if 
Ithe Agency' may use a cost-benefit analysis to determine the 'maximum feasible' fuel economy 
standard, it cannot put a thumb on the scale by undervaluing the benefits and overvaluing the costs 
of more stringent standards."' The portion of the court's opinion addressing NEI'A concluded 
only that the agency had not sufficiently justified its decision to prepare an environmental 
assessment and finding of no significant impact. and remanded for the agency either to better 
explain that decision, or to prepare a full environmental impact statement.. 'the court did not rely 
on the agency's failure to monetize the benefits of reduced carbon emissions in finding that the 
environmental assessment was deficient. Hem the Commission already prepared a full 
environmental impact statement (and supplement to the same). And commenter: do not. and 
cannot, argue that a cost-benefit analysis is required under NEPA (or the NOA). 

Finally, commenters point to a recent case decided by a District Court in Montana. 
Montana Environmental Information Center v. U.S. Office of Surface Mining.* In that case, the 
court held that it was illogical for the agency to conclude "not that the specific effects of' 
greenhouse gas emissions from the expansion would be too uncertain to predict. but that there 
would in fact be no effects from those emissions, because other coal would be burned in its 
stead."" In particular, the agency had reasoned that even without it taking action to approve 
additional coal mining, "power plant(s) would obtain coal from alternative sources on the spot 
market and coal combustion would be comparable to the Proposed Action." The court viewed that 

. Id at 1191-93: see also id at 1193 ("the agencies might have justifiable reasons for not using the social cost of 
carbon protocol to quantify the cost of GHG emissions from the Lease Modifications"). 

id at 1191-92. 

Ctr. for Biologict71 Diwrsity v. Nat'l Highway Traffic Safety Admin., 538 F.3d 1172(9th Cir. 2004 

Id at 1203. 

. Id at 1219.27. 

. Montana Environmental Information Center v. U.S Office of Surface Mining, No. 15-106-M-DWK 2017 WL 
3480262 (D. Mont Aug, 14, 2017), amended in part, 2017 WL 5047901 (D. Mont. Nov. 3, 7). 

.1il at.15. 
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assumption as "illogical" and economically li]naccurate."" Importantly, this was not a 
categorical directive from the court to use the SCC tool in all contexts — rather, the court viewed 
the agency as having improperly placed its "thumb on the scale by inflating the benefits of the 
action while minimizing its impacts" and by assuming that increasing the supply of coal would not 
have any effect on the amount of combustion." Here, the Commission calculated the gross and 
net GHG emissions from the combustion of natural gas at the Florida power plants. Among other 
things, the Commission carefully considered, based on information in the record, the anticipated 
reductions in GHG emissions associated with the Project, as older coal-fired power plants are 
replaced with lower-emitting natural gas plants. The Commission did not rely on the economic 
assumption criticized in the Montana Environmental case. To the contrary, the Commission used 
a conservative methodology that if anything overestimated the magnitude of downstream GHG 
emissions. Thus, Montana Environmental is inapposite. Moreover, this case fails to address the 
D.C. Circuit's opinion in EarthReports, which upheld the Commission's determination that the 
SCC is not a useful tool for evaluating a project's impact under NEPA and is controlling on this 
issue." 

Commenters err in asserting that any time an agency's environmental review quantifies 
any economic benefit (e.g., tax revenue or job creation), NEPA requires monetization of 
environmental impacts associated with greenhouse gas emissions (and presumably other 
environmental effects).s They also err insofar as they suggest that NEPA requires monetization 
of "small probability risks."' This exclusive focus on monetization would transform NEPA 
review into cost-benefit analysis for every project that has any kind of economic benefits, which, 
by their nature, are measured in dollars. Courts have consistently rejected the proposition that 
NEPA requires cost-benefit analysis.S Here, although the FEIS did discuss certain economic 
benefits associated with the Project, the Commission did not attempt to quantify all benefits from 
the Project (such as benefits to reliability of the regional pipeline grid) or other environmental 
costs (e.g., impacts to soils, streams or air emissions). Nor did the Commission purport to conduct 
a cost-benefit weighing as part of its NEPA analysis, or in concluding that "the project would not 

.Id 

Id 

u EarthRepoM Inc. v. FERC, 828 F.3d 949 (11C Cr. 2016). 

" Institute for Policy Integrity JointComments at 1.3. 

"let at 13. 

See. e.g., Minisink Residents for EnviL Pres. & Safety. 762 F.3d at 112 (citing Communities Against Runway 
Expansion. Inc. v. FAA, 355 F.3d 678.687 (D.c. Cr. 2004) for the proposition that "lilt is undisputed that the FAA 
was not required to undertake a formal coat-benefit analysis as part of the [environmental impact statement]."y. see 
also 40 C.F.R. § 1502.23 (1Tjhe weighing of the merits and drawbacks of the venous alternatives need not be 
displayed in a monetary cost-benefit analysis and should not be when there are important qualitative considerations"). 
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result in a significant impact on the environment."" In these circumstances, NEPA does not 
require the Commission to monetize downstream greenhouse gas emissions. 

The draft SEIS also correctly concludes that the SCC tool "does not measure the actual 
incremental impacts of a project on the environment" in a manner relevant to NEPA, and thus is 
not appropriate for use in a project-level NEPA review.' Commenters disagree, asserting that the 
SCC tool "measure's] the marginal climate damages of individual projects.-  and that it monetizes 
"agricultural and forestry impacts, coastal impacts due to sea level rise," and other effects." But 
the SCC's methodology for estimating damages is far removed from the analysis of specific and 
often-localized environmental harms undertaken in a project-specific NEPA review. The SCC 
model estimates the "cost" of greenhouse gas emissions on a global basis, and based on economic 
assumptions about "income for each impact category." For instance, in an attempt to measure 
impacts on agriculture, the model uses economic estimates of how aggregate agricultural output 
may increase or decrease with changes in global temperature.' Similarly, the model defines 
"potential catastrophic outcomes" as "a 25 percent loss of global income indefmitely," and assigns 
a probability of such outcomes based on a "survey of climate experts:41  Commenters do not 
explain why the global, aggregate economic effects reflected in the SCC model are proximately 
caused by marginal emissions from a particular Project, nor why NEPA would compel the 
Commission to treat climate effects differently than all other environmental effects encompassed 
in NEPA. Nor do they explain how the Commission could weigh and consider those effects against 
the specific and localized environmental effects discussed in the FEIS. 

V. The Project Continues to Be Required by the Public Convenience and Necessity. 

Commenters erroneously argue that GHG emissions or other environmental impacts should 
lead the Commission to not re-authorize the Project." To the contrary, NEPA does not impose 
substantive standards and does not change the underlying substantive provisions governing federal 
actions subject to NEPA.' Thus, although the Commission is required to comply with the 

'7  Compare FEIS 5-1, with High Count'',  Conservation Advocates, 52 F. Sapp. 2d at 1191 (criticizing agency for 
relying on monetized economic benefits, but declining to monetize costs of grcenhouse gas emissions, in approving 
coal leases). 

Draft SEIS at 5. 

s' See Institute for Policy Integrity Joint Comments at 12-14. 

6° E.g., Stephen C. Newbold, U.S. EPA, National Center for Environmental Economics. Summary of the DICE model 
at 4-5 (Nov. 2010), hups://yosemite.epa.govieetcpecemmisfhwanke-0564-114.pdfiSfileke,0564-114.pdf. 

61  Jet at 5. 
as See. e.g., WWALS Comment at 3-4; Comment of Janet Barrow, Accession No. 20171121-5021, Docket Nos. CP15-
17-002 et al., at 49 (submitted Nov. 20, 2017). 

See Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350-51 (1989) ("Although these procedures are 
almost certain to affect the agency's substantive decision, it is now well settled that NEPA itself does not mandate 
particular results, but simply prescribes the necessary process. . . Other statutes may impose substantive 
environmental obligations on federal agencies, but NEPA merely prohibits uninformed-tather than unwise-agency 
action."): Snycker's Bay Neighborhood Council, Inc. v. Karlen, 444 U.S. 223, 227 (1980); Vermont Yankee Nuclear 
Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.. 435 U.S. 519, 558 (1978). 
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procedural requirements imposed by NEPA in an effort to inform its decision-making process, 
NEPA does not alter the substantive standards of the NGA or other applicable laws, nor does it 
elevate environmental concerns above all other considerations, as commenters seem to suggest. 
Under the substantive standards of the NGA, the Project continues to be required by the public 
convenience and necessity and the Commission should so conclude upon issuance of a final 
SEIS." As the Commission has determined in this proceeding, "the public convenience and 
necessity requires approval of Transco's, Sabel Trail's, and Florida Southeast's proposals."' The 
additional information considered in the SEIS does not change this substantive result and further 
confirms this determination. 

The substantial demonstration of need for the SMP Project continues to support a 
Commission determination that the Project is required by the public convenience and necessity 
and reissuance of the Project's certificate authorizations. As the Commission has concluded, the 
Project anchor shippers' long-term firm transportation commitments confirm the substantial need 
for the Project, which is crucial to providing natural gas supplies to end-users in Florida, a growing 
and capacity-constrained market with no natural gas storage and minimal gas production." The 
Project also benefits the southeastern United States by providing increased reliability and supply 
diversity to the region. Since the Commission's February 2 Order, the Project has only become 
more integral to meeting the region's electricity needs by providing transportation service 
necessary for natural-gas fired generation of electricity at already operational Florida Power & 
Light Company facilities. 

The draft SEIS further supports a determination that the Project is required by the public 

convenience and necessity. The draft SEIS confirms that the SMP Project will allow for retirement 
of coal plant capacity, and analyzes the potential for these retirements to offset a portion of the 
downstream GliG emissions attributable to the Project. Upon issuance of a final SEIS, the 
Commission should reaffirm its finding that the Project serves the public convenience and 
necessity, to ensure that the Projects continue to serve the public convenience and necessity by 
providing transportation capacity to meet the energy needs of Florida end users. 

VI. Other Comments Are Not Relevant to the Commission's Draft SEIS. 

Commenters raise a variety of issues that do not comment on or address the specific topics 
in the draft SEIS, but instead focus on issues addressed in the FEIS or are beyond the scope of the 
Commission's NEPA review. As the Commission noted, only issues related to the draft SEIS were 
accepted during this comment period, "not on the FEIS or the Commission's orders in this 
proceeding, on which the public has already been provided the opportunity to continent."' 
Because the scope of the D.C. Circuit's remand and the Commission's request for comments was 

" Florida Southeast Connection, LW et at, 154 FERC 161,080 (2016). 

" Id at P 88. 

" As explained above in Section II, the relevant Florida agencies have conclusively determined the need for the 
natural-gas fared power plants that will be served by the SMP Project. Those state law decisions are now settled. and 
cannot be second guessed by FERC in the guise of a NEPA review of the pipelines. 

"Draft SEIS at Cover Letter p. 2. 
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limited, it is unnecessary to respond to issues raised that do not specifically address the draft SEIS 's 
analysis of the Commission's "estimates of the [GHG] emissions generated by the SMP Project's 
customers' downstream facilities, [] the methodology used to determine those estimates, [the] 
context for understanding the magnitude of those emissions, and [] the value of using the social 
cost of carbon tool."68  

Sincerely, 

/sl P. Martin Teague  
P. Martin Teague 
Associate General Counsel 
Sabal Trail Management, LLC 
Operator of Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC 

cc: All Parties (CP15-17-000 et al.) 

s' Id at Cover Letter p. 1; see also Nw. lndiana Telephone Ca. v. FCC, 872 F.2d 465 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (discussing 
limitations on scope of remand). 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C.  

) 
Florida Southeast Connection, LLC ) Docket Nos. CP14-554-002 

Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company, LLC ) C 646-003 
) 

Saba! Trail Transmission, LLC ) CP15.17-002 
) 
) 

INITIAL COMMENTS OF DUKE ENERGY FLORIDA, LLC IN SUPPORT OF 
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Duke Energy Florida. LLC CDEF") hereby submits the following initial comments in 

support of the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SEIS") issued by the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC" or the "Commission") on September 27, 2017 

0C1-1 

        

 

in the above-captioned dockets. As is discussed below, the draft SEIS satisfies, in all respects, 

the issues noted by the Court concerning the Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS") for 

the Southeast Market Pipelines ("SMP) Projects by the United States Court of Appeals for the 

D.C. Circuit in its August 22, 2017 Opinion in case number 16-1329. 

BACKGROUND 

On August 22, 2017, the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit issued an 

opinion granting in pertinent part a petition for review of the certificate orders previously issued 

for the SMP Projects by FERC on February 2, 2016. Specifically, the court found that 

  

[Title EIS for the Southeast Market Pipelines Project should have either given a 
quantitative estimate of the downstream greenhouse emissions that will result 
from burning the natural gas that the pipelines will transport or explained more 
specifically why it could not have done so' 

Sierra Club v. FERC, 867 E.3d 1357 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 
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The court explained that the two purposes of an EIS are to (I) force the agency to take a "hard 

look" at the environmental consequences of its actions, and (i) ensure that these environmental 

consequences, and the agency's consideration of them, are disclosed to the public.2  The court 

explained that quantification could "permit the agency to compare the emissions from this 

project to emissions from other projects, to total emissions from the state or region, or to 

regional or national emissions-control goals," 

The court also found that FERC, on remand, should explain whether it continues to hold 

the view that the social cost of carbon tool is not useful for National Environmental Policy Act 

("NEPA") analyses of specific natural gas infrastructure projects and, if so, why. 

On September 27, 2017, in response to the court's opinion, FERC issued and filed in 

these proceedings its draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the SMP 

Projects. In its cover letter for the filing, FERC states that: 

(t)he draft SEIS estimates the greenhouse gas emissions generated by the SMP 
Projects' customers' downstream facilities, describes the methodology used to 
determine these estimates, discusses context for understanding the magnitude of 
these emissions, and addresses the value of using the social cost of carbon tool. 

In the draft SEIS, FERC calculates a maximum potential production of 22.1 million tons of CO,. 

per year from downstream combustion of the natural gas that will be transported by the SMP 

Projects and then compares that production to state and national greenhouse gas inventories, 

while noting that the upper limits of the SMP Projects' contributions to GHG inventories are 

unlikely to be realized due to the very conservative approach to estimating GHG production 

used by FERC. 

In the draft SEIS, FERC goes on to indicate that it could not find a suitable method to 

attribute discrete environmental effects to the projected GHG emissions because accepted 

atmospheric modeling standards are not reasonable for use in project level analysis and 

2  Id. at 11 
1 )d. at 24 
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existing models do not provide an ability to determine localized, regional, or global impacts from 

project specific GHG emissions. Finally, the FERC reaffirmed its opinion that the social cost of 

carbon tool was not appropriate for use in project-level NEPA analyses because (i) the United 

States Environmental Protection Agency had found that "no consensus exists on the 

appropriate (discount] rate to use for analyses spanning multiple generations' and 

consequently, significant variation in output can result, (ii) the tool does not measure the actual 

incremental impacts of a project on the environment: and (iii) there are no established criteria 

identifying the monetized values that are to be considered significant for NEPA reviews. 

COMMENTS 

In its draft SEIS, the FERC has done exactly what it was directed to do by the D.C. 

Circuit in Sierra Club.  It has quantified the greenhouse gas omissions that may result from the 

downstream consumption of natural gas transported by the SMP Projects, It has compared 

those emissions against state and national GHG Inventories In order to provide context to its 

calculations, and it  has explained (and reaffirmed) Its position on the lack of usefulness of the 

social cost of carbon tool for evaluating project specific impacts of GHG emissions on the 

environment. As such, the procedural issues noted by the Court of Appeals in the FEIS have 

been addressed by FERC in the draft SEIS but DEF has several additional comments to make 

on that document. 

1. The Draft SEIS Correctly States The Potential to Emit of the DEF Citrus 
County Combined Cycle Plant and the Offset For Retirement of the Crystal 
River Units 1 and 2. 

In the draft SEIS, at Table 1. FERC calculates the annual potential to emit for the DEF 

Citrus County Combined Cycle Plant as 5.84  million  tons of CO2.. FERC also calculates annual 

net CO2,  emissions savings from the retirement of the Crystal River Units 1 and 2 of 3.87 million 

tons of CO2.. DEF is the owner and operator of each of these facilities and affirms the accuracy 

of both of these calculations by FERC, which are derived from Florida Department of 
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Environmental Protection air quality permits applicable to these facilities. DEF also affirms that 

the reductions in GHG omissions attributable to the Crystal River retirements are linked to the 

ability to place its Citrus County plant into service. 

2. The Draft SETS Provides a Conservative Upper-sound Estimate of GHG 
Emissions From Burning Gas Transported by the Project. 

In the draft SEIS. for purposes of calculating downstream GHG emissions, the FERC 

essentially assumes that the SMP Projects will operate at full capacity every hour of every day 

and that all of that physical capacity of the Projects will be utilized to transport natural gas for 

the production of electricity or will otherwise be combusted. While FERC has accurately 

calculated the 100% capacity potential for GHG emissions from electric generation plants that 

will be served by the SMP Projects, the scenario upon which FERC's estimates aro based Is 

very conservative. Natural gas transportation (as well as electric generation) is a seasonal 

business with relative peaks in utilization of pipeline capacity, depending on geographic location 

and customer base, occurring in the 'doter and surnmer. As such, the calculation of 

downstream potential OHO emissions impacts for the SMP Projects based upon maximum 

physical capacity of the underlying facilities (i.e., the pipeline operating at maximum capacity 24 

hours per day, 365 days per year) is a very conservative approach to calculating such 

emissions. This is not a criticism of FERC's calculations, it is an observation that they are very 

conservative. 

s. r-L.Ku ,,orrectly c onsiaerea NOT uarcon omissions Associareo vvirn 
Burning Gas Transported by the 5MP Projects. 

The FERC's calculation of a "gross" upper bound on downstream carbon emissions in 

the draft SEIS, while accurate, is very conservative because it does not take into account the 

significant carbon offset benefits that will result from the SMP Projects. For DEF, the utilization 

of capacity from the SMP Projects, and specifically the Sabel Trail Project, will be used to fuel 

❑EF's new Carus County Combined Cycle Project. Use of this facility, which has no alternate 
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fuel source, will allow OFF to step using two 1960s era coal plants. Crystal River Units 1 and 2, 

which are scheduled for decommissioning in 2018. DEF cannot retire those plants until the 

Citrus County facility is brought online. The Citrus County facility cannot be brought on-line 

without Sabel Trail capacity available to transport fuel. When brought on-line, the Citrus County 

facility will eliminate the utilization of the Crystal River 1 and 2 coal-fired generation plants. The 

elimination of GHG emissions from the Crystal River 1 and 2 plants, in the projected amount of 

3.87 million tons of C05. per year, will be a significant offset to GHG emissions from the lower 

emitting Citrus County plant fueled by the SMP Projects. Similar offsets for the FPL Martin 

County plant are also identified in the draft SEIS and support the conclusion that a more realistic 

estimate of net GHG emissions from burning gas transported in the SMP Projects would be 

significantly lower than the "gross" upper bound of 22.1 million tons calculated based on full-

time utilization of 100% of the Project's capacity. 

In conclusion, in the draft SEIS FERC has directly addressed the issues identified by the 

panel decision of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and has utilized a conservative 

methodology for estimating potential downstream GHG emissions attributable to the SMP 

Projects. FERC's calculations with respect to DEF facilities are accurate and correct. As the 

draft SEIS correctly explains, the likely emissions actually resulting from the SMP Projects will 

be significantly lower than the gross upper bound estimate contained in FERC's draft SEIS, 

given the anticipated offset from the decommissioning of existing coal power plants operated by 

DEF and FPL. 

WHEREFORE, ❑EF hereby respectfully requests that the Commission accept and 

consider its initial comments in support of the draft SEIS in this proceeding. 
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This the 20th day of November, 2017. 

Duke Energy Florida, LLC 

/s/ Brian S. Heslin 
Brian S. Heslin 
Moore & Van Alen PLLC 
100 North Tryon Street, Suite 4700 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28202-4003 
Telephone: 704-331-1090 
mvaferc@mvalaw.com  
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

No. 16-1329 

SIERRA CLUB, et al., 

Petitioners, 

v. 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION, 

Respondent, 

and 

SABAL TRAIL TRANSMISSION, LLC, et al., 

Intervenors. 

THIRD SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF DAVID A. SHAMMO  

I, David A. Shammo, hereby depose and state that I am over the age of 18 

and am in all respects competent and qualified to make this Declaration. All facts 

stated are within my personal knowledge and are true and correct. 

1. I am the Vice President, Business Development Southeast, of Sabal 

Trail Management, LLC. Sabal Trail Management, LLC is the operator of Sabal 

Trail Transmission, LLC ("Sabal Trail"). 

2. I have more than 36 years of experience overseeing various 

accounting, project performance, marketing, and business development 

components of transmission projects, including the Sabal Trail Project. In my 

1 
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capacity as Vice President, Business Development, I have access to and am 

familiar with Sabal Trail's records regarding delivery volumes. 

3. On January 4, 2018, the Sabal Trail pipeline transported 800,732 

dekatherms of gas, which constitutes approximately 96% of its currently 

authorized in-service capacity of 830,000 dekatherms per day. On January 5, 2018 

and January 18, 2018, the Sabal Trail pipeline transported 640,542 dekatherms and 

549,574 dekatherms, respectively. 

4. Based on publicly reported data, the other two interstate pipelines 

serving central and southern Florida, Gulfstream Natural Gas System, L.L.C. 

("Gulfstream"), and Florida Gas Transmission Company, LLC ("FGT"), were 

operating between 98 and 100 percent utilization on the aforementioned dates, as 

summarized below: 

Gas Day Gulfstream 
Load Factor 

FGT 
Load Factor 

1/4/2018 100% 99% 

1/5/2018 100% 98% 

1/18/2018 100% 98% 

5. Given their utilization rates, on these days, Gulfstream and FGT 

would not have had adequate capacity to provide an alternative transportation route 

for the gas transported on the Sabal Trail pipeline, had the Sabal Trail pipeline not 

been in operation. 

2 
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6. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that 

the foregoing is true and correct. 

Dated: February 5, 2018 
David A. Shammo 
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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

SIERRA CLUB, et al. 

Petitioners 

v. No. 16-1329 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

Respondent 

SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF GERARD YUPP 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I, Gerard Yupp, state the following: 

1. My name is Gerard Yupp. I am over the age of 18 years old and in all 

respects competent and qualified to make this Declaration. I am employed by 

Florida Power & Light Company ("FPL"), an intervenor in this proceeding. I hold 

the position of Senior Director of Wholesale Operations. I have been employed by 

FPL for more than 26 years. In that capacity, I have first-hand knowledge of the 

facts and information stated herein. I am the same Gerard Yupp that filed a 

declaration in this case on December 4, 2017. 

2. This Declaration is being given in order to support the request to delay 

issuance of the court's mandate to allow the Federal Energy Regulatory 
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Commission additional time to issue a final order on remand in response to the 

court's directives. 

3. FPL is a firm transportation shipper on the Sabal Trail Transmission, 

LLC ("Sabal Trail") and Florida Southeast Connection, LLC ("FSC") pipelines. 

FPL has contracts for firm transportation on both pipelines that commenced in 

June 2017. FPL also has firm transportation contracts on the Florida Gas 

Transmission Company, LLC ("FGT") and Gulfstream Natural Gas Transmission 

System, LLC ("Gulfstream") pipelines within its service territory in Florida. 

4. As I explained in my earlier declaration, winter electricity demand is 

driven by the number, frequency, and severity of cold fronts that reach and 

ultimately pass through parts or all of FPL's service territory. When cold fronts 

pass through Florida in the winter months and demand for electric heating 

increases, it is critical that FPL has sufficient firm pipeline transportation capacity 

available as its system demand can easily reach summer levels. FPL also has less 

firm pipeline transportation capacity on its primary pipeline provider, FGT, in the 

winter months due to generally lower demand than in summer months and higher 

demand among FGT's gas local distribution company customers. FPL's firm 

transportation on Sabal Trail and FSC ensures that it can meet this peak winter 

demand when it occurs. 

2 
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5. In January 2018, FPL delivered, in total, approximately 2 billion 

cubic feet of natural gas on Sabal Trail over the course of multiple days. In 

addition to being able to meet its own peak winter demand, FPL is also able to use 

any excess pipeline capacity on Sabal Trail and FSC, when available, to generate 

additional electric power that it can sell to other utilities in Florida and the 

southeast during these cold spells. For example, on the morning of January 5, 

2018 (one of the coldest of these days), by utilizing the Sabal Trail and FSC 

pipelines, FPL was able to meet its peak hour demand while also selling over 1,200 

MW of power to neighboring entities that were experiencing even colder weather 

in the same peak hour. On the days that FPL utilized its Sabal Trail and FSC 

transportation capacity, it not only met its customer's load requirements, but also 

sold more than 230,000 MWh of electric power to entities inside and outside of 

Florida. The revenue from these electricity sales will be credited back to FPL's 

customers. Thus, it is beyond question that Sabal Trail and FSC helps deliver 

electric reliability benefits not only for FPL's customers, but for Florida and the 

southeast region. 

6. Winter is not yet over and there may well be additional cold fronts 

that will once again require Sabal Trail and FSC to be utilized to serve FPL's 

customers. While the November through March period in Florida typically brings 

mild weather that drives lower system demand and lower utilization of pipeline 

3 
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Gerard Yupp 

capacity, peak demand can occur at any time, as evidenced by the cold weather 

events that have already occurred. Periods of warm or even hot weather are also 

not uncommon as early as March. Warm weather moving across Florida earlier 

than expected, coupled with the start of planned power generation maintenance in 

late February, can necessitate the need for FPL to utilize all of its transportation 

capacity. 

7. During periods when all of FPL's firm pipeline transportation is not 

needed to meet demand, FPL will continue to evaluate the most economic 

utilization of its pipeline capacity on a continuous basis and will adjust the pipeline 

capacity it utilizes appropriately. In sum, FPL will continue to use Sabal Trail and 

FSC when they are an economic option within its transportation portfolio or once it 

is necessary to do so due to increased demand from weather events that can be 

expected in the near future. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

EXECUTED on February 6, 2018. 
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